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BOB JONES COLLEGE DORMITORY STUDENTS CAME AN AVE760 MILES THIS YEAR TO ATTEND THIS INSTITUTION

RAGE DISTANCE OF

you can attend college for only one or two
years before entering the service of your country, we strongly advise your coming to Bob
Jones College for this year or two of character

If

preparation and intellectual and spiritual training so essential now.

If

You are

still

me

the

to

in

high school we advise
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Bob Jones College Academy
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THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, after lengthy and complicated negotiations, has
Musicians
the
joined
Union, thus ending a
deadlock which had existed since the days of
the orchestra’s founder,
Serge
Major Henry Lee HigKoussevitzky
ghison. One of the important concessions made on the part of
the union was that of granting the orchestra the priviliege of engaging players
from outside the Boston metropolitan
area. An immediate result of this unionizing of one of the leading orchestras of
the world was its appearance on the
Columbia Broadcasting System on December 26, in the first of a series of
forty-six radio concerts directed by its
distinguished conductor, Serge Kousse-

HERE, THERE,
IN

AND EVERYWHERE
THE MUSICAL WORLD

vitzky.

opera groups in some of the North
Carolina communities will be promoted
new position with the National

THE LEAGUE OF COMPOSERS of New York

the national catholic music eduCATORS ASSOCIATION is the name of a

in his

City celebrated

Federation.

newly formed organization, one purpose
of which, to quote from a statement
issued from its headquarters in Detroit,
is “to establish a central organization
through which the Catholic Schools of
the country might be reached. More important to the individual Catholic music
educator, however, is the hope that the
National Association will be able, in the
course of time and through the work
of an educational council, to erect a
standard in music education which will

stepped into" the title role of “Lakme” on
twenty-four hours’ notice, taking the
place of Lily Pons, suddenly stricken
with a cold, has been engaged as a regular member of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. Miss Wilkins, wife of Joseph
F. Wilkins, head of the voice department
of the University of Kansas, never had
sung in opera in this country.

tieth anniversary on
December 27, with a concert made up entirely of
new American works by
members of the organization. The composers
whose compositions were
given their premiere on

tival

CARMARGO GUARNIERI of Brazil is the
winner of a contest for a violin concerto
by a Latin-American composer, sponsored by the Pan American Union. The
winning composition will be heard later
in the season. The prize was donated by
Samuel

Pels, of Philadelphia.

MORTON GOULD,

composer and or-

chestra conductor, has been appointed
musical director for William H. Weintraub Co., Inc., advertising agency. In
what apparently is the first position of
its kind in the advertising field, Mr.
Gould will coordinate and supervise all
musical projects of the agency for its

apply directly to the Catholic Schools
their own problem.” Harry W. Seitz,

clientele.

and

JAMES CORNEILLE, organist and musical director, who during the first World

Ph.D., of Detroit, Michigan, is president,
and Sister M. Xaveria, O.S.F., of Milwaukee, is vice-president.

War was director of community singing
in Philadelphia, died on December 18 at
New Jersey. He was born in
Philadelphia and at the age of nineteen
became organist of Bethany Presbyterian
Church, known as the John Wanamaker
Church, in Philadelphia. He later served
other prominent churches in and around
that city and since 1930 he was at St.

Englewood,

Paul’s

Church,

Episcopal

CLIFFORD BAIR, director of the voice
and opera-dramatics department of the
School of Music of Salem College, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, has been
appointed national opera chairman of
the National Federation of Music Clubs.
It is expected that some of the ideas developed by Mr. Bair in organizing fes-

MARIE WILKINS, who on December

MRS. ARCHIBALD (ELEANOR EVEREST)
FREER, composer and for many years a
staunch advocate of opera in English,
13, in Chicago.

She

died on December
was born in Philadelphia on May 14,
1864, and her education was secured
under many renowned teachers. For
more than twenty years she crusaded
for opera in English, and to further this
idea she founded the American Opera
Society. Mrs. Freer composed many songs
and operas, one of the latter, “The Piper,”

having been produced throughout the
United States.

Englewood,

where he conducted a choir school of
one hundred and twenty-five boys, who
recently were selected to sing with the

New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hall.

IIEKEL TAVARES, Brazilian composer,
recently presented a program of his own
works at the Municipal Theatre in Rio
de Janiero, during which he conducted
the first performance of his “Symphonic
Variations,” and Guiomar Novaes, the
Brazilian pianist, played his “Concerto

em Formas

Basileiras.”

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUSIC

the publication of orchestral compositions

Guy P. Gannett,
joint winners of its 1942
contest for compositions

ning composition will be published by the
School, with the composer controlling the
copyright and receiving all royalties and
fees. This contest also closes on March 1
and full details may be secured from Oscar Wagner, dean of the School.

Mrs.

for

mixed

The

voices.

winners are Franz Born-

member
Peabody Conservatory
of the

schein,

faculty,

whose work,

entitled

FEBRUARY,

THE FIRST STUDENT COMPOSI-

is

CONTEST, sponsored by the
Federation of Music Clubs,
open to native born composers between
TION

National

the ages of eighteen and twenty-five, is
announced by the president of the Federation, Mrs. Guy Patterson Gannett.

There are two classifications with prizes
fifty and twenty-five dollars in each
of

Lindsay.

1943

The national chairman of
the
the Student Composition Contest is
distinguished Amercan composer and auSevthor, Miss Marion Bauer, 115 West
enty-third Street, New York City, from
may be procured.
details
whom all
classification.

FOUR AWARDS OF

§1,000

judges during the business session of the
Federation which will take the place of
the Biennial Convention, cancelled because of transportation difficulties, in May,
1 04
Full details of the young artists’ and
student musicians’ contests may be secured
from Miss Ruth M. Ferry, 24 Edgewood
Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut, and
Mrs. Fred Gillette, 2109 Austin Street,
.}

.

Houston, Texas.

THE SIXTH ANNUAL COMPETITION

for the

W. W. Kimball Company
is

announced by the Chi-

cago Singing Teachers Guild

;

the

prize

this season to be awarded to the composer
submitting the best setting for solo voice,
with piano accompaniment of a text to

be selected by the composer himself. Publication of the winning manuscript also
details
is guaranteed by the Guild. Full
may be secured from Walter Allen Stults,
P. O. Box 694, Evanston, Illinois.

FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC”

its

twen-

wagenaar

this occasion were Arthur Shepherd,
Virgil Thomson, Lazare Saminsky, Douglas Moore, Roy Harris, Bernard Wag-

enaar, Ernst Krenek, and Ernst Bacon.

ARTUR RODZINSKI, for the past ten
years conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra, has been engaged as musical director
and conductor of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony

Orchestra beginning
with the season of 1943-44. Bruno Walter
will be guest conductor for at least six
weeks; and, in accordance with a policy
established this season of engaging an
American conductor, Howard Barlow has
been reengaged for the coming season as
a guest conductor. Dr. Rodzinski, prior
to his engagement with the Cleveland
Orchestra, was associate conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra and conductor of
the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra.

CHARLES F. FORRESTER, blind singing
teacher, who had been a voice instructor
in Boston for a period of forty-eight
years, died in that city on December 4.
He was a well-known figure in Boston
musical

circles.

are an-

nounced by the National Federation of
Music Clubs for the outstanding violinist,
pianist, man and woman singer, to be
selected by a group of nationally known

prize of $100

“Joy,”

poem, “The
based on Walt Whitman's
Lea KetMvstio Trumpeter," and Eunice
Ashland Conservatory
tering, head of the
Ohio, whose winning
of Music, Ashland,
is based on
chorus “Johnny Appleseed,"
Vachel
of the same name by

a poem

for

by American composers also is announced
by the Julliard School of Music. The win-

president.

its

the school. Librettos should be in English;
the operas may be full length or in one
act and they should be scored for an orchestra of between thirty and fifty players.
All scores should be sent to Oscar Wagner,
dean of the school, New York City. The
contest closes March 1.

THE ANNUAL COMPETITION

CLUBS has announced
through

THE JU1LLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
announces a third contest for an opera by
an American citizen. The opera must be
suitable for performance in a small theater,
and the winning work will be presented
next season by the opera department of

2

DR. WASSILI LEPS,
composer, conductor,
and for many years
in Philadelphia,
died on December 22 in
Canada. He
Toronto,
was born in St. Petersburg, Russia, May 12,
1870, and after study in
active

New

Orleans and then

settled in Philadelphia, where he became
a leading figure in musical circles. He

was the founder of the Philadelphia Operatic Society and for many years conducted orchestral and operatic productions in the summer music festivals at
Willow Grove Park. For the past ten
years he had been in Providence, Rhode
Island, where he was the organizer and
conductor of the Providence Symphony
Orchestra. He was a musician of distinguished attainments.
on Page 128)
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0 FAMOUS SONGS
4 Vols.
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Made by one

of America’s outstanding writers on musical
subjects, for years the music critic of leading metropolitan
journals, this collection stands first and foremost in vocal
music publications. Few radio or concert artists are without
the copy for their voice. Voice teachers, almost universally,
have adopted these volumes with their comprehensive and
varied material classic, romantic, dramatic for use in inculcating the principles of good singing.
Price, $1.50 Each Volume

COLLECTIONS
the libraries of

in

—

of a place

• SONG CLASSICS

Edited by
Horatio Parker
Soprano—Alto—Tenor Bass

all

Radio

.

SACRED SONGS
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good

.

Edited by
W- j. Henderson
Soprano Alto Tenor—Bass
The best composers, from Bach to Cowen and Sullivan, have
useful volumes
these
contributions
to
been drawn upon for

—

4 Vols.
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published Monthly

® Y Theodore presser Co., Philadelphia, pa.

EDITORIAL AND ADVISORY. STAFF
DR. JAMES FRANCIS COOKE, Editor'

Guy McCoy and Priscilla Brown, Assistant Editors
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music.

Dr. Nicholas Douty

Founded

JB

contents

4 Vols.

Song

Collections

FREE

for the asking.

Tenor—Bass
—Alto—
about the best oratorio songs

These four volumes contain just
of the great master composers from Bach to Sullivan. All are
given in their original keys with the accompanying reeita
lives. For the singer or ambitious student these volumes
Price, $1.50 Each Volume
represent a real economy

one

every

of

of these celebrated
sent

• FOLK SONGS OF

MANY NATIONS

Collected and Edited by Louis C. Elson
Characteristic songs of various nations, with preface, many
valuable annotations, original text or a singable English
translation. Most of the numbers are in a medium range.
Price, $1.50

THE
JOHN CHURCH CO.

• GEMS OF ANTIQUITY
Collected and Edited by Dr. Otto Neitzel
of vocal masterpieces composed between the
13th and 13th centuries. Modem accompaniments, faithfully
preserving the color of songs originally expressed by a meiody
and figured bass only. Excellent English translations. Provides ideal material for the '‘classic" section of the song

1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
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4 Vols.
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Schubert and Wolf. Scarlatti and d'Hardelot. Each lyric is
presented, first in the original language, then in an excellent
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repertoire of the best songs. .7"TT. .Price, $1.50 Each Volume
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Editorial

IB

HE YEAR

1943 marks the entry of The Etude Music
Magazine into the sixtieth anniversary season of its
founding. As a matter of fact, the first issue of The
Etude was published at Lynchburg, Virginia, in October 1883. Most informed
readers of The Etude know that Mr.
Theodore Presser, the founder, shortly
prior to that time had been Professor of

T

Music at Hollins Female
Hollins

at

College,

He had brought

Institute,

all

the

leading music educators of America at
Delaware, Ohio, where he was then Professor of Music at Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

members

in various

loyalty to his friends but displayed a bitter antagonism to
anyone who had injured him. He was, as he frequently said,

“small in small things and big in big things.” He was imbued with a rich sense of humor, laughing uproariously when amused, but at the
same time he was extremely sentimental,
almost to the point of tears, when affected
by any sad circumstance. He was a rigid

ness,

memorable conference retime in the forming of the
Music Teachers National Association. It
was truly “memorable” because Mr. Presser’s initiative led to the vast music club
movement now said to enlist at least two
versity. This
sulted at that

million

— 1943

taskmaster and a strict disciplinarian,
but when one of his associates or employees was guilty of a human error, he
could be almost ridiculously forgiving.
He trained a large corps of faithful experts in the intricacies of the music busi-

now

Roanoke, Virginia.

together, in 1876,

B 3

and most of these men and women

to-day

are

training

others

in

similar

manner

to uphold the Presser ideals of
intelligent service, promptness, courtesy,

and helpfulness.
His musical objectives were practical
and pedagogical, but never pedantic. He
was enamoured by grand opera and was
not above unconsciously humming an obbligato during a performance, sometimes
to the great distress of a neurotic dowager. He always had his eye out for those
in trouble and continually was putting
his hand in his pocket to help employees
and others who had had hard luck and
to reward those whose labors, in his

important

organizations.

Mr. Presser realized that an organ, a
magazine, would be invaluable to the
M. T. N. A. and, with the educational
and altruistic impulses which dominated
his life, he gave up what was then considered in the college world a fine salary,
moved to the nearby city of Lynchburg
(then far larger than Roanoke), and

opinion, deserved special consideration.
started The Etude. Few people rememTHEODORE PRESSER IN 1876
It was the bent of his mind to do this in
ber that The Etude had its origin in the
This picture of Theodore Presser was sent to The
paternal fashion, rather than through
South. He thought that if the publication
Etude by the late Dr. George W. Chadwick, when
salary increases. At his death he directed
he was Director of the New England Conservatory
ever could have a circulation of, say, five
of Music. In his letter he states that M’, - resser
that eighty thousand dollars be distribthousand, and become self-supporting,
to him at about the time he founded the
gave
uted to his employees, according to their
Music Teachers National Association (1876). This
he would return to the profession of
was seven years before the founding of The Etude.
length of service. These, then, are some
teaching. He had no thought of making
of the notable characteristics of the
money from The Etude.
founder of your magazine, as observed
What were some of the traits that proby your Editor in eighteen years’ intimate association,
duced the phenomenal success of Theodore Presser, whose
usually seven days and often seven nights a week.
fame keeps growing constantly, despite the fact that he
The pressure of business sometimes raised his nervous
passed on in 1925? He had, of course, all of the American
tension and he could be extremely exacting. However, with
ingredients in the well-known formula of getting ahead.
the end
all his wonderful and lovable traits, he held to
He was an indefatigable worker. He had splendid common
the sincere affection of his employees and those whom he
purpose. He had practical
it

He had definiteness of
He had a native ability in greeting affably people
who were sincere, well-intentioned, and worthy of assistthose who
ance, but he had an uncanny way of dismissing
were not entitled to support. He preserved a deathless
sense.

ideals.

FEBRUARY,

1943

delighted to help.
Theodore Presser,

in

our American

vernacular,

was

“folksy.” He had a warm, genial understanding of his fellow man. He relished a picnic far more than he enjoyed a
Continued on Page 124'

75

which had constituted his parents’ livelihood. It
was a situation that left the boy without a choice
he was forced to resign his scholarship and help

Youth and Music

in the family struggle for a living.
He played scattered club dates, traveling all

Hail
Lj

It
ELancne

YEARS AGO New York concert goers
gathered in Town Hall to hear an all-viola
recital. It was the first one to be given in
the city in almost twenty years.
Such a lapse would be surprising if the viola
were regarded as a solo instrument, but the fact
that it is heard almost exclusively as the contralto
voice in chamber music groups and larger ensembles, may have been one reason why the
audience assembled to hear Emanuel Vardi, the
young viola soloist, on that February evening.

T

WO

of performance could he give on an
instrument that is usually called tonally monotonous? How could he provide an entire evening’s
entertainment on a viola?
Whatever the thoughts that motivated their attendance, they came, and they remained to hear
technical mastery of the viola such as is seldom

What kind

attained, plus the soloist’s conviction that the
instrument has great possibilities in dynamic
range, in tonal beauty, in brilliance and sonority.
It is a combination of thought and action that

,

e mi non

As was to be expected, his revelations stimulated creative output, and there followed many
compositions from the pens of his countrymen:
Bax, Bowen, Dale, Walton and others; works also

by composers of other
nationalities: Hindemith, himself a violist,
Honegger, Bloch, Dohnanyi, Reger and
Schonberg. In addition, Tertis transcribed for viola a

—

that the viola, if excellently played, is as enreceived as the other stringed
thusiastically

Such playing has even more far-reaching results— enrichment of the literature for the instrument. Vardi already and he is still in his twenties
has inspired a considerable enlargement of the

—

At his first recital he played
two new works written especially for the occasion
a Theme and Variations by Alan Schulman and
Two Caprices by Marius Vitetta. A year later at
a second recital in the same auditorium he introduced four new viola pieces, all of them by
American contemporaries. They were Michel GusiVitetta,
koff’s Fantasie, a new Caprice by Marius
Song and Dance by Carlton Cooley and a Prelude
and Fugue by Herbert Hauffrecht.
viola’s repertoire.

Exploded Theories
Composers write now for a different kind of
playing than was regarded as ultimate
Brahms’ day; the
achievement even as late as in

viola

instrument
modern viola is a tour-octave playing
range and tonal color
with no limitations in
instrument ot earlier
rather than the three-octave
change may be laid at the
riavs Credit for this
Lionel Tertis (born in 1876) for
rfnnr of England’s
playing he exploded the idea.
hv his superlative
placed higher than
held that viola passages
.

°

‘

V
0t

and therefore
third’position were ineffective
proved to enthusiastic audiences
le value. He
that the viola in the
sides of the Atlantic

hnth
rivals the violin in beauty and
P
highei positions
The limitation, if any,
limited.

r^^the

performer.

it

he

instinctively.

When

the National

Broadcasting Company Symphony Orches-

was

tra

formed

in

1937 a remarkable opportunity was made

It was the hope of
Tertis that others
would seek out the

the

available to young instrumentalists all over
America. In fact such

viola as a solo instru-

an orchestra seemed

of

possibilities

ences, but he entered

soloists.

felt

beauty.

with no
doubt of the success of his own venture and
venture it had seemed to be. His recital proved
left

“his” instrument;

written originally for
the violin, in instances
even enhancing their

ment and continue
the work of demonstrating them to audi-

twenty years back, was

that changed him
from violinist to violist.
He had found

good many works

rouses an audience first to amazement and then
to cheers. It causes commentators to write in
glowing terms. Vardi, too young to remember a
recital of

about New York, New Jersey and Connecticut;
he also played in dance bands, fiddling all night
for a few dollars. It was hack work and dreary,
and it held up his serious aims for four seemingly
endless years. Or perhaps frustration only
strengthened those aims and sharpened his determination to develop his ability to an extraordinary degree once opportunity was his again.
It was after he returned to the Juilliard School
that he became interested in the viola, first because Felix Salmond, the violoncellist, asked him
to give it a try in the interest of a chamber
music
ensemble, later because he realized that he was
playing on an instrument that seemed
to belong
to him. Brief acquaintance with
its mellow voiced
contralto proved the
“tide in the affairs”

to the Viola!

little

came rarely with
death or a resigna-

An entire new
symphony orchestra
was being formed, to

former
ensemble

tion.

its

member.
In Vardi the instru-

ment is again winning
its way to power as a

to

young
was born

Heifetz.

Emanuel their oni
was brought h„

in Palestine, but

to this country
First

when he was
a

the

company’s

and who can

—

them

other
hundreds
of
music students flocked

Viola Virtuoso

proclaim his doctrine with virtuosity. He uses
propaganda admittedly and avowedly— the most
potent type of propaganda in all the world, which
is truth. For it is true that the viola is
a great
solo instrument, rich in timbre, versatile in
tone
when it is played with mastery.
Vardi came by his musical talent naturally
His
father was a professional violinist and
head of
music
school
the first
in Palestine; his
mother
was a concert pianist and, in Vilna,
accompanist
Jascha
child,

be led by Arturo Toscanini! Vardi with

EMANUEL VARDI

solo vehicle, for it has
in him a zealot and
crusader who believes in his cause

to

mi-

of

ship in a major symphony
organization

into retirement without a successor. Unchampioned as a solo
performer, the viola

reverted to
of
status

short

raculous; ordinarily a
player’s only chance
of gaining member-

three years old

He followed in their footsteps by
learnt™ to
.
play both the piano and the violin
and
u°
b
th
of the instruments his progress

was exccm1
He made his debut as a pianist at
seven- afeie^
n
he was granted a scholarship in
violin
If
the
Juilliard School of Music in New
York r-t
He remained at the Juilliard
'

5

School t
,
four
years as a violin student, then
the dark n
the depression wiped out
most of the
teaching
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Who

Should Have a Singing Career?
A Conference

E

VERY YEAR talented young people by the
score ask me if I think they should follow
a singing career, and what it takes to do
Recalling how difficult this question was for
me to decide, I like to be encouraging, realizing
the decisive part encouragement played in my
career. And yet it is well for the student to understand fully just what is needed in time, money,
effort, self-discipline and sacrifice as well as in
native endowment, before he plunges into an allout effort. Contrary to newspaper reports, success
is not attained in this field overnight.
Consider the matter of preparation. If a student
has the time and money, it will take a minimum
of three years and an outlay of around eight

thousand dollars to get fundamental training.
This includes living expenses while studying, two
or three voice lessons a week (and the importance of a good teacher cannot be over-stressed)
language and dramatic lessons, and study of an
instrument, preferably the piano. At the end of
that time, the well-equipped student is ready for
paying engagements in church, radio, and other
fields. His practical training however, is just beginning, and he needs considerable of that to
attain the top rungs.

On the other hand, there’s the harder way
which I took. Here the student must make his
own expenses and for that reason cannot give his
whole attention to study. While scholarships are
sometimes available, it takes this student an indeterminate time to get essential training; he

vrith

fleLn

so.

&LLV
Noted American Baritone

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY DORON

steel himself to a number of years of plain
grind and self-sacrifice.

must

Home

Environment

Take my own experience as an example of the
had one thing in my favor to begin with;
was brought up in a musical household. The

latter. I
I

singing candidate who misses this is at a distinct
disadvantage. Both father and mother sang in
the church choir. My grandmother, Caroline
oratorio singer
of her day. I was a boy soprano at the age of ten
in the St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church, in Providence, where I was born. So music was a part of
me from the first. Arthur Lacy-Baker, organist

Ackerman Kendrick, was a noted

in Grace Church, gave me my first training. But
the idea of making a living at singing didn’t occur
to me then. I looked to business for that, probably
because I had to quit school and go to work early

in

life.

After doing some newspaper work in
Philadelphia, I was finally taken on at
the copy desk in an advertising agency.
This job looked pretty good to me, and
I had every intention of making advertising my career. In the meantime I
had been singing in church and picking up other engagements here and

K.

ANTRIM

sons begun than the great baritone died.
My ambition aroused, I sought other teachers,
studied dramatics and languages and finally became a member of the Philadelphia Civic Opera
Company. Then came the time I had to decide
between advertising and singing, since I could not
do both. The one seemed sure and dependable, the
other toilsome and uncertain. I chose the latter.
When I had toiled through twenty-eight operatic
roles in succession under Alexander Smallens,
conductor, I was glad that I had done so. But the
struggle had just begun. I had little money to
continue my studies and had to borrow the necessary funds to go to Europe, but at least I was
definitely committed to a singing career. This
decision was reached after having some minor
success on the stage and after getting as much
impartial, authoritative advice as possible, the advice of friends being largely discounted.
In truth, this is something the singer needs
constantly; impartial, authoritative advice. I recall the time I had just completed a rehearsal of
“Tannhauser” with the Philadelphia Civic Opera

Company when a little, hunchbacked man apme from the wings and said, “You have
a nice voice, Mr. Eddy, but you don’t know how
to use it.” Not knowing the man and resenting
walked away without replying.
proached

his criticism, I

there.

Of course, I loved to sing. In fact, most
of my spare cash went for phonograph
recordings in those days; records of
Ruffo, Scotti, Amato, Campanari, Werrenrath. I almost wore them out playing
them over and over, noting the breathing, tonal inflection, the emotional appeal. Then I’d sing along with the
records, trying to match my voice with
that on the disk. I still think the singer
can gain a lot by the study of phonograph records.

But it was not until my audition with
David Bispham that I began thinking
seriously of a full time singing career.
Bispham was the leading American bari-

tone of that day and one of my idols. I
sang for him, and we had a long talk.
He thought I could do something with
my voice if I worked unbelievably hard.
I was still very much on the fence. Two
days later he sent me a photograph
autographed; “To Nelson Eddy, the coming baritone or else I am mistook.” That
it. I had the nerve to ask him
to coach me. But scarcely had the lessettled

NELSON EDDY

FEBRUARY,

1943
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Timely Advice
But I kept thinking about this remark, wonderif it might not be justified. Upon inquiry, I
found the man to be Dr. Edouard Lippe, a fine
ing

operatic baritone and a veteran of fourteen
operas. A tragic fall from a bicycle resulted in a
spinal injury which blasted his hopes of following
a career. To make amends for my rudeness, I invited him to lunch and then began an association
that has lasted to this day. I owe a lot to Dr.
Lippe. He told me what was wrong with my voice
and what to do about it. He gave me not only his
own reaction to my songs, but also that of the
audience.
Dr. Lippe accompanied me on some of my early
concert tours. Night after night, he sat in the
audience, listening to me as well as to the com-

ments being made about me. At the end of a
week, he handed me a detailed diagnosis based
on these observations. From them I learned innumerable ways to improve my work.
So much for preparation. As for the singer’s endowments, I should include what I call singinginstinct, almost perfect health and of course
voice. The last, however, is not as important as
generally supposed. Many Hollywood aspirants to
77
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Guided Experience
fame have beautiful voices -but miss out because
they do not know how to use them. They may
lack a knowledge of the simple fundamentals;
how to read a part at sight, how to learn it quickly, skills which should have been acquired early
in

life.

an intangible quality and hard

It’s

to explain

singing instinct. It possesses one completely and
is the sum total of personality, interpretative
ability and a number of other traits. It’s a vital,
unmistakable urge to express yourself in song.
You see life in song, interpret it in song.
All this is not to be confused with mere desire
to sing. It goes deeper than that and is more a
of fulfilling one’s being. The one who feels
certain he has it can be assured he would not be
completely happy doing anything else. And possessing it, it makes little difference if he has a
mediocre voice or worse. Good voice training will
take care of that.

means

Good Health a

Vital Asset

Then

again, most people do not realize the importance of perfect health to the singer. He must
observe training rules just as does the athlete; he
must keep himself in the pink of condition, which
mean,! sacrifice of many social pleasures, and
rigid self-discipline. Singing is the only musical
activity in which the body is the instrument. If
the pianist is not up to par, it does not affect the
instrument he plays. I know a pianist who played
a concert once with a temperature of one hundred and two degrees. Not so the singer. The
slightest indisposition creeps into the voice.
Take the common cold for instance. To most
others, it is only an annoyance, but to the singer,

Si(( -AsLton

eonora

UIDED EXPERIENCE” IS THE TERM used
by many of our wiser pedagogs to define

“

I

X

j

would be an excellent investment for teacher.
To quote from my own experience, I have found

who is eager yet ill at ease, at his
is often the one most gifted with
a quick, responsive ear for music and an instinctive sense of rhythm. It is wise to start such
a child first on rhythmic work, marching, beatliig time, clapping as
the teacher plays, and then
to let the child himself play
several popular
melodies “by ear.’ in this manner his attention
is quickly concentrated.

that the child

In the light of these words, it is the music
teacher’s duty not only to guide his pupil along
the proper path to good technic good tone, good
phrasing, but to help him “feel” his music as an
outlet for his own particular experience. In other
words, the teacher must know in so far as is
humanly possible, his pupil’s reactions to the
world about him—his likes and dislikes, his hobbies, his friends, his joys and fears— and must
choose for him a musical program that will definitely express that particular student’s activities
and personality.
A practical method to determine the various
psychological types among our pupils was suggested by the late Dr. M. Sayle Taylor, well
known to the radio audience as the “Voice of
Experience.” Lecturing before a group of writers
Dr. Taylor, former surgeon and concert organist^
told how he had studied glandular types of human beings to determine the causes of different
behaviors; how he had found that certain types
of people always perform a task in one particular
fashion.
These gland types, he said, are invisible to the
average onlooker; but the development or lack of
development, in the three main glands of the

human

body, produce a definite type of person.
Knowing how a certain task is accomplished is
the surest way to determine what type of person
the performer is. A good book on this subject

—

first lesson,

5

And now we come to that familiar little girl,
shy, unable to express herself,
seated almost
rigidly at the piano, so
de-

overwhelming is her
sire to learn. Haltingly,
fearfully, she approaches
her lesson. This child needs
courage, self-confidence! Try bringing forth
some very simple
compositions for sight reading, perhaps in duet
form, which she is able to
play at once. Likewise,
for several weeks,
designate studies and pieces
QU
ea Si
mastered and lo! one fine day, you
n «
will
find; that the “bugaboo”
inferiority complex
has completely disappeared.
In this manner you have
set free the bonds of
e
tellectual a
£ e the muscles PP rec iation. Hitherto they had
in a vise, because the appreciaI lusic had
demanded tasks beyond
J
their ability to
perform.
The music teacher with true understanding,
w, 0 aithfully studies her pupils as individuals,
who Wlns their confidence, will
soon discover the
3"
help them achieve free musical
expression for their own
emotional experiences.
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may mean

canceled engagements, lost money
would like to be able to say
that I keep myself in such excellent condition
that I never have a cold, but the fact is I do have
them and never have found anything that will
prevent them as far as I am concerned. And the
best cure I have discovered is to go to bed at the
earliest indication and stay there until the cold
is gone. Some of my friends hate to yield in this
way; they try to fight a cold on their feet. But it
seems to me that by conserving your energy, you
can help nature do a better and quicker job of
healing. So I go to bed after taking a hot drink,
pile the covers on and try to sweat it out. Thus
I can often knock an incipient cold in eight hours.
Although it’s a handicap in one way the body
being the instrument—it is an advantage in
others. Singing helps to keep the singer well. He’s
accustomed to deep breathing. Then too, when he
sings, vibrations are set up which tone up the
fie body.
s for breathing, some make of it a major
stery. Personally, I have never detected a great
erence between breathing as done in* ordinary
versation and breathing during singing. In
takes enough breath to see him
ier C ase, one
sentence or phrase. Because of the
3 ugh a
more sustained character of the singing
3
and that can
breath control is necessary
practice. But why make a dark
acquired with
terv of breathing ?
fit are light exerby which I keep
tie means
cononly such exercises as are
riiet
should be taken by the singer.
ve to refaxaKon
be just as bad off as
h mc ginger
S would
us cle bound
Too much exer, Uon
it

L}

even

lost prestige. I
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Private Teacher and Public
School

Carol
jkT A RECENT COMBINED MEETING

Zi

of

Team Work

Z)li orne

a

and a P.T.A., a young girl
was presented on the program in a piano
number. Certainly there is nothing significant
about that. Such incidents are occurring by the
countless hundreds all over the United States.
But the significant thing about this was that
school board

-*

afterwards the president of the school board arose

what we have

just heard is a sample of the use our students are making of their
time outside of school, I think we should give

and

said, “If

them

all

we
not uncommon

the encouragement

can.”

for the public
To-day it is
schools and the private music teachers to be
antagonistic over which shall have the greater
claim on the students’ out-of -school time. Extracurricular activities, some of which are very fine,
claim so much of the student’s time that his
private music study often gets crowded out.
I believe I have at least a toe-hold on this
problem now. I decided that if I expected cooperation the seed of cooperation should be
planted. So I did everything possible to inspire
my piano students to take part in the school
programs, urging them to assent readily to requests to* play either solos or accompaniments.
I gave extra credit points for this, and at the end
of the year I awarded prizes to those who had
played on school programs. If a student was too
shy to volunteer, and his school teacher was

unaware

of his ability to play, I wrote a note to
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Animals
Don’t Like Music
lij.

F

^dlan

ROM AN EARLY PERIOD

Town
d^r

in the world’s his-

tory, animals have been represented as endowed with a love for music. Orpheus, the
legendary poet and musician of Ancient Greece,
is represented as having charmed animals by the
music of his lyre. In Ancient Egypt, Persia and
other countries, animals regarded as sacred were
provided with all the comforts enjoyed by human
beings, including music. On one of the earliest
Greek reproductions of animals, a young woman
is seen trying, with the help of the music of a
cithara, a lyre-type instrument, to train a cat
to jump at birds. The animal trainers of Ancient
Rome also employed various musical instruments
to influence the animals they were taming. The
fishermen of the Shetland Isles, north of Scotland, were in the habit of playing a certain tune
on bagpipes because it attracted the seals. Nearly
everyone has the story of a pet cat which “loves to
sit under the piano” when it is played, and now
and then we hear of mice which seem to be attracted by music.
Notwithstanding all the above, the effect of
music on animals is greatly exaggerated, according to the experts.

A Persistent Myth

bassoon and a flute,
set out to determine
how the various animals could be charmed.
The results were dramatic.

The rhinoceros took
exception to all their
musical efforts. The
sea lions were possibly most apprecia-

LIZZIE JUST DIDN'T LIKE

A

cpr optical

until the last strains died away. The big birdeating spiders left their lairs and listened with

apparent enjoyment.
Ditmars, famed authority on reptiles, called the Hindu snake charmers fakers. The snakes are not charmed by the
music from the Hindu’s flute, nor are they danc-

The

late Dr.

Raymond

L.

ing.

as far as I know, has
ever conducted an expedition on that theory, but
plenty of musicians, scientists, and just plain

following the motions of the man’s body, characteristic of a snake constantly shifting its position
strike to best advantage. The actual effect
music may have on snakes, he added, has to do
mostly with those nervous cobras which seem
susceptible to certain sound vibrations. Some vibrations attract a serpent and others render it
momentarily helpless. The latter are pitches so
strident to the snake that they are magnified
a hundred-fold over those which, to the human
ear, seem merely to irritate. As the ears of snakes
are deeply embedded, very crude affairs, these

collector,

publicity seekers have experimented in the Zoological Park. Violinists have fiddled in front of the
snake cages, saxophonists have tooted into the
ears of the lions and tigers, an operatic soprano
warbled for the whole bird house collection one
afternoon. Not one of them could get a ‘rise’ out

which generally looked on and
listened with sleepy indifference.”
Frank Buck, of “Bring ’Em Back Alive” fame,
of the animals,

The rearing cobras of the Hindu are not dancing, according to Dr. Ditmars, but are nervously

to

—

—

Buck has found no evidence that music
has any effect whatever on wild animals. He adds
that Hindu snake charmers can cause cobras to
rise up when they hear the sound of the Hindu’s
flute, but Mr. Buck attributes this to certain
sound vibrations, rather than any particular
agrees. Mr.

musical theme.
Dr. Harry Nenthius, Director of Menageries for
the New York City Department of Parks, has not
found that animals care one way or another, for

tunes or melodies. He adds, however, that birds
seem to chirp and sing more readily when they
hear music.
The director of Whipsnade, gigantic animal park
outside of London, claims to have noted responsiveness to music on the part of his animals. A
party of musicians, with a couple of violins, a

FEBRUARY

,

1943

the famous animal photographer, X nr ton Hartman
by courtesy of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.

The photographs are hg

The monkeys
showed little appreciation. The crocodiles left
their pond as soon as the band struck up and remained crowded on the bank with heads raised
tranced.

An official of the New York Zoological Park calls
the idea that animals are charmed by music a
“persistent myth.”
“No animal

MUSIC

Some time ago the authorities of Philadelphia's famous Zoological Garden strove to
investigate the effect of music upon the animals.
group of musicians was induced to
take part in the test which, in the case of the elephant Lizzie, was all but disastrous. With
a forte from the orchestra, the old pachyderm took it upon herself to squirt water over the
group, which is seen escaping the shower bath.

for with heads
bent back and eyes
closed, they stood
breast high out of the
water, apparently entive,

do not actually hear, but

feel such vibrations over the surface of their sensitive scales.

reptiles

An

Interesting Experiment

Dr. Ditmars experimented along these lines
with the aid of a young Hindu, who had the elongated guitar-like instrument called the Sitar,
used by oriental snake charmers. They placed
themselves before a cage in New York Zoological
Park containing a king cobra. Hearing the whine
of the Sitar, the cobra reared to watch. After a
few minutes he swayed slightly, then fell forward.
He lay for a couple of seconds, then sprang back
to his rearing pose. This happened again in about
five minutes and the brief collapse was preceded
by a shudder along his neck. Apparently the
Hindu had produced the effective pitch or vi-

bration.
The test was repeated, this time with radio
music. Results, according to Dr. Ditmars, were
curious. The music of the orchestras had no ef-

But the most marked reaction of all came
during the piano introduction to a song. The
cobra fell forward and lay partially on his side
Another of these collapses
came during the song. In each case, a note in the
song or piano rendition produced the affectingpitch, in Dr. Ditmar’s opinion, indicating that the
production of such pitches at will is understood
by the Hindu snake charmer.
This testimony of the experts adds up to the
conclusion that, so far as our animal kingdom is
concerned, it can take music or leave it alone. It
just doesn’t seem to be interested.
Freeman M. Shelly, Director of America’s first
zoological garden (founded in Philadelphia in
1874 on the eve of the great Centennial exhibition) has one of the famous collections of the
world under his supervision, including the two
huge gorrillas, Bamboo and Massa. For years he
has observed efforts to determine the effect of
music upon animals. Continued on Page 126)
fect.

for several seconds.

,

HOW

THE PRIZE SONG STIRRED THE TIGER

The big cat

didn't find the violin to his liking
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(

would be wise to continue the use of
these foods, and cut down on something

Music and Culture

else.

T

FOLLOWING ADVICE

is taken
from the highest medical sources
|
and tells in simple, understandable
terms all the musical layman needs to
know about nutrition and vitamins.
Major Perk Lee Davis, M.D., eminent internal medical specialist, did The Etude
the honor of reading the proof so that the
statements would be in line with the best
medical practice. It will be noted that
Vitamin A is of great importance to the
singer, since it helps to preserve a healthy
condition of the nose and throat, as well
as the under surface of the eyelids, averting night blindness. Vitamin B, so widely
used, helps musicians who, through overwork, study> nutritional defects, or the
overuse of sugar or alcohol have become
tired, nervous, irritable, or “run down.”
The section in quotations is extracted
from a survey conducted by Dr. Russell

V HE

/

"Minerals"

How

“Except for iodine, of which small
amounts are essential, the body rarely
lacks any minerals other than calcium
and iron. Enough phosphorus and other

Vitamins

minerals are usually supplied in even a
very poor diet. A sufficient amount of
iodine can be secured by the use of

Can Help

iodized salt.
“Milk, cheese,

and vegetable ‘greens’
supply calcium. Meats, vegetable ‘greens,’
brown sugar, and unrefined molasses
supply iron.
“There are special conditions where
additional calcium, iron, or iodine may be
needed. These conditions are often not
recognized except by the physician. More
iron
is
required when supplied in
medicinal form than when obtained from

Musicians
\nox

L

fr.
s*

foods.

M. Wilder, Chairman of the Committee
on Food and Nutrition of the National
Research Council:

"Vitamins"
“Lack of a vitamin is called vitamin
deficiency. A person whose diet is lacking

the oonclusion of two articles upon vitamins useful
While this article is independent, the reader
who has access to the January Etude loill find why certain
vitamins never should be given in large doses without the
surveillance of a competent, expert physician. Editorial
Note.
This

"Practical Suggestions

is

in

Vitamin Bi probably does not get
enough of the other B vitamins which
aie naturally found along
with it. Such
a diet is frequently lacking in Vitamin C.
Deficiencies of a single vitamin are seldom

to musicians.

“The amount of energy obtained from
is measured in calories. Dr. H. C.
stated that one-half the
daily supply of calories should be obtained
the ‘protective’ foods. Actually,
many persons obtain half their daily
calories from white flour and sugar alone.
A piece of pie supplies about 400 calories
and a tomato less than 25 calories.
“It is not necessary, however, to count calories
food

Sherman has

—

seen.

from

or vitamins in order to obtain a good diet. It is
much more important to understand the purposes
of the different kinds of foods and to exercise care
in their choice and preparation.

“Vitamins may be destroyed by exposure to the
air and long cooking. Both vitamins and minerals
are poured off in cooking water. Fresh vegetables
should be cooked as soon as prepared by placing
them in water that is already boiling. As little
cooking water as possible should be used.
“The water remaining after cooking should be
served with the vegetables or used in soups and
still
gravies. Putting food through a sieve while
against
hot should be avoided. Authorities advise
water, bethe use of baking soda in the cooking
cause it destroys some of the vitamins.
“Vegetables should be cooked just long enough
and served promptly. A
to make them tender,
steaming
pressure cooker is ideal for this purpose;
boiling. Persons who are used to
is better than
pracover-cooked vegetables may object to this
can learn to appreciate and
tice at first, but
is lost when vegeprefer the fresh flavor which
tables are overcooked.

“Raw

vegetables,

and occasionally

fruits, sliced,

food chopper, offer a
shredded, or ground in the
those who tire
L de variety of combinations for They
should be
leafy salads.
lettuce and other
after preparation. Potato or
eaten promptly
take the place of raw vegechicken ‘salad’ cannot
tomato on a
of
the salad course. A slice
helping
The
salad.
enough
leal “not
Htuce^
"
lbtt
plate.
f
large, filling a salad

L

1(

be really

^Inning
Canning
he n
H
f„°g

dia ‘ ely
of

preserves most of
or
o quick freezing
«
q( foodSi u it ls property
be placed in the cook-

Frozen foods should
or eaten raw immevesseTwhile still frozen,

e

RO

S

be used instead

nrateHoTdrfed milk can
margarines
Vitamin A enriched

Tesh

“Vitamin deficiencies lead
tiveness

may

be used

if

butter

is

dlet is limit ed for any reason, or
Vlta ins are
required than can be

"Plenty of Proteins"
“Proteins are needed for upkeep and replaceof muscle and other tissues. There are many
kinds of proteins, depending upon the essential
amino acids which they contain. Few single foods
contain proteins which have all of the amino
acids in the right proportion for building body
tissue.

“The best proteins are present in such foods as
milk, cheese, eggs, lean meat including liver,
kidneys, sweetbreads and fish, soybeans, and nuts.
Dried beans and peas are also good sources of
proteins.

whpn ™ 01
™
obtain^ ?. m the
diet additional vitamins
medirinni form
f°
medicinal
may be needed.
Vitamin

A is needed lor healthy
V
“ embranes
(the moist tissue lining the
antl the undersurface of the
rL T*’
SlS 1S
Vitam in A deficiency may
m ce rtam01 Ganges
in
eye, in the

mouth

eyeUds)
be detected

'

1

inability tn
light to dim
ditions.

are the chief energy producers in the average diet,
although the proteins also supply energy. The
chief sources of carbohydrates in food are sugar
flour, bread, cereal, and potatoes.
“A diet composed too largely of refined carbohydrates may supply the energy required to keep
one active, but it may not provide for continued
health and well-being. In selecting carbohydrate
foods it is desirable to choose those foods in this
class which provide some of the dietary essentials
in addition to food energy value.

the

.

nMUiCk1
^
and
^

chan S es £rom

to

light,

brig

V

certain skin con

in

Vitamin

A

“Green
and cod liver ofl^a^ vegetables, butter, milk and
ate sources
of Vitamin A.

eggs-

B

"Vitamin

B1

Thiamine

(Thiamine)

The body needs

:

to

Properly.

use

,

the

carbohydrates

6 haVe p00r appetites, are
nervous and felrfm
„
These same svmnt 01 writable, tired and listless,
have been observed in individuals who delfh
1
ate y went
in the course
without Thiamine
of ?
SCIeUtiflc medical
does
not mean
test. This
hole
-

Ulat

People

« “ 1V0US

aU

nld ThTami
“Too much mn „? me
e
Pregnancy a «!l °f vf Wee ^_s or alcoholic beverages,
disease d conditions, can
increase the
need f
'

"Fats"
the richest source of energy.

a

S ° UrCeS

“Fats and the carbohydrates (sugar and starch)

in

’

A

"Fewer Carbohydrates"

is

to ineffec-

health. Serious diseases

ill

hen the

ment

“Fat

and

may follow. Some diseased conditions
"^increase the need for certain vita-

not to be had.

.

One ounce

of fat yields more than twice as many calories
as
one ounce of pure protein or carbohydrate.

When

too many calories are obtained from the diet
this
extra energy may be stored as fat in the body
*
This is why fats are left out of reducing diets
“Meat, milk and butter, which supply fat
also
supply necessary proteins, vitamins, and minerals
and make the diet more attractive. For this
rea
son, persons who merely wish to avoid overweight
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HERE is MUCH TRUTH in the saying that
conductors are born and not made. A famous conductor recently said to me, “I don’t
care how a person holds a baton, but I do care if
there is no music in his soul.” If you have a good
knowledge of music it certainly is not difficult to
pick up a baton and learn to beat time; but there
are some so-called conductors who stand before
orchestras knowing little either about handling a
baton or about music. They feel that graceful
gestures are more important to the audience than
what is in the score. It has been quite a vogue to
attend orchestral concerts to see the beautiful
gestures made by the conductor; and yet stick
technic means nothing unless through its mastery and control the conductor can convey to the
orchestra his feelings, his exact intentions as to
the score, and how he wants a wonderful phrase

Music and Culture

You Want
A

Conduct?

to

Conference with

-Alfred

WJLdei
ein
Musical Director of

WDR

interpreted.

Preparation

In order to conduct one hundred men successfully, the aspirant must thoroughly ground himself in several phases of the art of conducting.
Solfeggio is most important as it is the basis of
the beat, rhythm, sight reading, and phrasing.
Harmony, counterpoint, and orchestration should
be mastered, as musical theory is an invaluable
aid to the conductor. One should not attempt to
conduct a group if he has a faulty ear, for a conductor must have the kind of ear that will immediately detect a wrong note, and the instrument
that played it. One is fortunate to have absolute
pitch, but I do not consider it a necessity as
there have been many

who

become

have

fine

conductors and musicians
who have had a good
sense of relative pitch.
A great many conduc-

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY AX ISABEL COMFORT

sections first. These are the scores that really
teach the student how to conduct, and they
should be studied until their content is known
from every angle. The conductor must be able to
read a score so well that he is familiar with the
clefs and can immediately visualize a transposing
instrument in its right place.
If one plays an instrument well enough to become a member of an
orchestra, it is not necessary to stay indefinitely
in the same orchestra; but
rather try to play in as
many different orchestras

as possible, and become
accustomed to the sounds
their various choirs.
Different conductors employ different methods;
each has his own individ-

tors now before the public
previously played stringed

of

instruments early in their
careers and such conductors can be depended upon
to bring out exceptional
effects from the string
section. Students should
learn to play at least one
instrument well, and be
able to play several in-

ual method of balancing
the respective choirs. Such
experience will give the
student of conducting valuable knowledge that he
cannot gain in any other

way. As for myself,
a violoncellist,

struments fairly well, and
know the possibilities of
all of the instruments in
the orchestra. Sometimes

much

is

easier

ALFRED WALLENSTEIN

planation.
It is well to play as much chamber music as
possible as this gives a basic foundation for orchestral training. If there is no string quartet in
the community, it would be well to organize one;
this type of playing will give one a fine understanding of tonal balance, the balance of the

and what

not sound well. It
will be found that the ear will improve by listening for good intonation, and the player will become accustomed to a give-and-take attitude
between the members of the quartet.
parts,

will

Value

and

will

of Score

Reading

In my student days I bought many scores, including string quartets and symphonies by
Haydn and Mozart, and larger orchestrations by
other old masters; and I always studied the string
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I

was

after

New York
and was engaged by
the New York Philhartra, I

and
quicker to demonstrate an
effect on an instrument
than to make a verbal exit

and

having several years of
experience with the Chicago Symphony Orches-

came

to

monic Orchestra before I
achieved my ambition and
became a conductor.
One can gain valuable experience by conducting opera performances. This type of conducting
calls for an ingenuity in mastering problems that
are not of a musical origin, such as problems that
arise on the stage. Emergencies happen that require quick decision and musical resourcefulness
in order to save performances. When you must
contend with these elements you certainly emerge
with sharpened wits, and a better knowledge of
conducting.
After you have finished the necessary preparation and study, let us suppose that you have been
engaged to conduct an orchestra. To go before
one hundred experienced men and tell them what
to do is not an easy task; and you must know
beforehand what you want from them, and how
”
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you are going to get it. Never go before a .large
group of orchestral musicians unprepared, as they
immediately,
you a heartache
will sense

it
giving
that you will never forget and that may ruin your
career. A doctor is not allowed to practice medicine unless he is fully prepared; and there is no
reason why a conductor should be allowed to
practice his craft on an orchestra unless he too is
fully prepared.

The Orchestra an Instrument
As I am assuming that you are prepared, you
should be able to give the men in your orchestra
a clear idea of what you expect and make all details as clear and accurate as possible. You should
insist that the men play in absolute accord, with
perfect attacks, and you should know that a different sound results if strings are touched with
the point of the bow instead of the bottom of the
bow. Every note, every tone, and every shade of
phrasing and interpretation should be rehearsed.
Don’t expect anything but the wrong thing at a
performance unless the work to be played has
been fully prepared.
The conductor is responsible for the performance and interpretation, and he must use his orchestra as he would play upon an instrument. The
orchestra is a mirror, and it reflects the personality conducting it for either good or bad. All
great conductors possess magnetism and talent;
and audiences have a way of knowing this. You
cannot learn this or have anyone teach it to you.
It is an individual matter; you either have a magnetic personality or you do not have it.
You must be able to communicate your thoughts
and translate what is in your mind into plain,
articulate language so that your men will understand you quickly; for when you rehearse a large
group, time is fleeting and very valuable.

—

Rhythm and Balance
The conductor must learn how to deal with his
to earn then- affection and respect.
a delicate art to draw a single response from
hundred men at a time, and to inspire them
with an eagerness to work. Sometimes it takes a
great deal of psychology to make them respond
men, and how

It is

a

as a whole group.
A sense of rhythm and balance is essential to
the conductor. Many people have a sense of
rhythm until they reach the podium. The minute
they start to conduct they become nervous and
their rhythmic feeling is gone. You must feel
rhythm in your whole body, and very definitely

81
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in your right arm, not forgetting that your soul
must have its share.
The conductor is a failure unless his sense of
orchestral balance is well defined. He must hear
the balance of the choirs, and be able to detect
whether the brass choir is predominant over the
woodwind choir. He must be able to tell if the
third trombone is louder than the first trombone.
He must be able to balance the orchestra when
there are cluster chords in the score. It is much
easier to play a chord on the piano than to balance a group of players in perfect unison on an
orchestral chord.
I know one famous conductor who can show an
orchestra how to play a melodic line, by singing
it to them, better than they can play it. Under

this conductor, the orchestra is made to stop constantly and work on a short phrase until the attack of the entire body is absolutely perfect, the
chords are together, and in tune. The rehearsal
does not progress until everything is in perfect
accord and to the satisfaction of this great leader.
Another conductor who is not so great, but is
well-known, will conduct an entire symphony
without stopping to make one correction. I cannot
help but feel that this is the wrong approach.
There is still another conductor of my acquaintance who can talk to an orchestra and explain his
wants in a fluent fashion but when he picks up
the baton his conducting is as cold as ice. We

have also had a few conductors who were showmen and good business men but knew nothing
about the baton or music. They have had a short
fling and have now passed from sight.

Radio Conducting
To conduct on the radio one must have all of
the requisites that symphonic conductors should
possess, namely, musicianship, vigor, style, and a
scholarly background. As it is not easy to bluff
the public through a microphone, the conductor
must also have a convincing sincerity. The symphonic conductor likes his gestures and may feel
that good looks are half of the battle, but on the
not see him, and they do not
care what he looks like. Exaggerated gestures are
unnecessary, for even if they were used the public
would not know about it. But one does need sinair the public does

cerity, for the air waves show up what is true and
what is false. The music must be kept interesting
and vital because the listener can easily switch
the dial if his interest lags. Success in radio work
depends upon pleasing and keeping your public.

The First Thousand First Performances
As I have conducted over one thousand first
performances on the Mutual Network WOR, it is
the old masters that now present a novelty to the
men in my orchestra and to myself. I have not
given these first performances for the sake of
being the first to present a new work; nor to give
opportunity to composers who are crying out to
be heard. The answer is simple; the significance
complex. If a conductor must conduct
is more
from three to six programs a week, fifty- two
the year, over a period of years he canin
weeks
not select only familiar standard works. The renew
sult must be a constant search for fresh

music that will build vital program interest. 1
devote two hours each day to looking over new
of fifty a week.
scores, and I cover on an average
by the orchestration, thematI judge these scores
harmonization.
ic material, and
and judgment are
My sense of balance, taste,
new Continued on Page 138)
c a ned upon when
(
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h,

Say,

Can You Sing?

Oh, say, can you sing from the start to the end.
What so proudly you stand for when orchestras
play it;
the whole congregation, in voices that

When

blend,

up the grand tune and then torture and
slay it?
How valiant they shout when they’re first starting out;
But “the dawn’s early light” finds them floundering about.
Strike

’Tis

“The ' Star-Spangled Banner” they’re trying
to sing,

But they don’t know the words

of the blessed old

thing.

Hark, “the twilight’s last gleaming” has some of
them stopped
But the valiant survivors press forward serenely
To “the ramparts we watched,” when some others
are dropped.
And the loss of the leaders is manifest keenly
Then “the rocket’s red glare” gives the bravest
a

scare,

And

there’s

few

left to face

in air”;

the “bombs bursting
s
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tuning each note of the scale
has been
given a definite number of vibrations
ner
second. This is known as the pitch of
the note
and for tuning purposes the A of the
second
space of the treble staff has been used
as a
standard. The pitch of this A has varied
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deal during the past two hundred
years
has been known under various names such
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the Schiebler pitch, the Stuttgart, the
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diapason normal, the international pitch, the
French pitch, the philharmonic pitch, and low
pitch as opposed to the high pitch (concert pitch)
in vogue formerly. The term international pitch
was given because it was fixed and accepted byinternational accord. It was first adopted in 1858
by a council of eminent musicians at the Academy of Sciences, Institut de France, held in
Paris; and on July 1, 1859, the French government made it law. In 1885 the World’s Congress
of Musicians in Vienna adopted
the A-435 pitch
as did also the Society of Arts and the Philharmonic Society of England in 1896. In 1901 the
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Switzerland’s Musical Position

World War

in the

The Important Mission Assumed by That Country
Under

the Present

(ij.

followed, musicians in Switzerland looked
apprehensively into the future. Would submission
in this spiritual field follow the many technical
concessions which obviously would have to be
made to the totalitarian powers closing in on

homeland? Could their country’s hitherto
unchallenged and traditional privilege of harbortheir

ing artists of all nationalities and creeds, of serving Europe as a gathering center and an intellectual asylum be carried out as in the past? Could
they themselves and that was the essential issue
react and create as they wish, unhampered in
their efforts to serve the arts and in particular

—

—

modern art which in many of its forms and under
various excuses had been banned practically from
the entire continent?
To-day we know that the answer is in the affirmative. I myself had the rare privilege of
witnessing the extraordinary spiritual independence and the courageous attitude displayed by the
majority of the Swiss intelligenzia, which systematically and doggedly worked on as in the
past, free from prejudice and indifferent to snears
and criticisms showered upon them lavishly by
their vindictive neighbors.

The Axis powers coerced the Swiss into blacking
out their cities. They were unable, though, to dim
the lights that shone in the many concert halls,
theaters and art schools where, night after night,
and before capacity audiences, the living works of
the great dead and the outstanding works of
many a living composer were performed indiscriminately with no thought of nationality and
creed (artistic or otherwise). They could hear
Mendelssohn’s “Violin Concerto,” the symphonies
of Mahler, works of great modern composers like
Alban Berg, Bela Bartok or Ernest Block, that
were forbidden to listeners in Axis controlled Europe where the blackout had been extended to the
spirit. (In the case of Berg and Bartok, the racial
theories could not be applied, as these composers
do not belong to the Jewish race, but their music
the Nazi ear.)
is considered unsuited for
Before going into details about present day
musical production in Eastern and Western
Switzerland (the distinction will have to be made
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Jacques de Menasce is an Austrian pianist and composer who icas a pupil of Alban
Berg and Emil von Sauer. He has toured extensively in Europe and has played
with many noted orchestras. He is particularly interested in modern music.

JACQUES DE MENASCE

* FTER THE COLLAPSE OF FRANCE in June
Z\ 1940, and during the somber months that

Circumstances in Europe

^acc^ued

—Editorial

owing to the countries poli-cultural structure) I
should like to mention an incident typical in its
reaction to propaganda in the realm of music.
Alfredo Casella

who now

is

Fascist Italy’s

number

one composer (this may sound incongruous to
who have known Casella, and there are
many in the United States) gave a series of concerts in Lausanne. The first was preceded by a
lecture in which he stressed, and rather flamboyantly too, the fact that the new school in Italy
and its music were the outcome of new Imperial
Italy and its tendencies, and that among other
achievements it was “anti-chromatic.” Musicians
in the audience winced at this word, so reminiscent of many another byword beginning with
those

“anti.”

we
it

will sell in

Note.

London.”

I consider this incident interesting in so far as
proves the importance of the Swiss musician’s

position to-day as a conserving element. It is he
after the war will be able to testify to the

who

present day production in continental Europe, not
only of his own but also of others who have
sought refuge in his midst. I am thinking of the
younger generation, of those who have not been
able to reach the hospitable American shore,
where most of their masters are living to-day. The
only platform left them throughout the turmoil
is in Switzerland; their fate rests with its excellent orchestras, enterprising broadcasting stations

and unbiased

artists.

In connection with these experiences, I should
say a few words concerning the two distinctive trends of influences prevailing in the two
Switzerlands, the French and the German. It is
quite natural that the group living around Lake
Geneva should look to Paris, while the Easterners
turn to Central Europe. And yet, though in technique and in taste the respective groups may have
done just this, the outcome has been a very personal expression. This was the case with Othmar
Schoeck, in the post-romantic period; of Arthur
Honnegger in the days of the “Six” and still today; and of the younger generation now, whether
their masters were Ravel, Schoenberg, Hindemith
or Bartok.
like to

Significant Incidents

During the concert that followed, we heard the
work of a young composer, pleasant music employing the ancient modes freely, reminding one
of certain fifteenth century compositions, and
also Casella’s “Trio,” indubitably neo-classical in
its tendencies. A musicologist sitting next to me
could not help pointing out that in the fifteenth

century, It&ly was not much of an Empire, and I
replied that on the other hand I could not picture
Igor Stravinsky worrying very much about Empire building. Some time later when Ethiopia was
recaptured, I asked Ernest Ansermet, Stravinsky’s
friend and companion of earlier days, who had
also

been irritated by Casella’s remarks,

if

in Vienna which sent its representatives to Geneva on the lookout for new modern compositions.
Ansermet, one of to-day’s greatest authorities in

and eventually
Frank Martin, a
gifted and radical Genevese composer. The publisher liked the compositions and agreed to take
one of them, a provocative concerto for trombone
and orchestra. Martin was amazed and remarked
this field, was, of course, consulted

recommended some works

of

that surely this music could not be played in Germany. “Oh, no,” said the publisher. “This work

"FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC”

Creative Personalities

he

thought that the Italian composers would now revert to chromaticism again. He did not seem to
care very much.
Another incident, different in nature but significant, concerns a well-known publishing firm

Men

like

Frank Martin

in

Geneva, where one

thinks in French, or Burckhardt of St. Gall, where
German is spoken, are both powerfully creative
personalities who have found their places in modern music. Curiously enough it is Frank Martin,

French cultural extraction, who has adopted
certain Schoenbergian principles, and it is interesting to observe the personal use he makes of
this new technique. Of course this has been hapof

pening to techniques of all times, a fact which
does not deprive the phenomenon of its interest.
By mentioning only Martin and Burckhardt, we
are not implying that there are no other gifted
composers in Switzerland. On the contrary, there
are many. We feel confident that sooner or later
their work will speak Continued on Page 132)
(
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Foundation Exercises for Scale Playing
Essential Drill for Bapid Musical Progress

m

uuucuny
executing the scales, as
Mr. «
Paderewski indicated, lies in passing the
thumb under the fingers, and in the
transit of
the third and fourth fingers
over the thumb.

}'}\ ° rder to overcome this difficulty somewhat, the scholar should bend
the hand a little
I?? however, so as to be too marked).
\

E

teachers encounter statements by virtuosi indicating
that the pupil can get all the training necessary through practicing sections of pieces. This
may be true in some cases of very great talents,
but from a consistently educational standpoint it
is certainly not a practical means. It offers too
many loopholes and requires too much time with
the average pupil.
Scales and arpeggios, properly taught by the
capable teacher who makes them interesting and
exciting to the pupil, are really wonderful short
cuts to the more enjoyable pieces. Whatever may
be said of their value, it must be remembered that
the greatest pianists of history Liszt, Chopin,
Rubinstein, and Paderewski were exhaustively
drilled in them. The following opinions concerning scales, of eminent teachers and virtuosi,
should be convincing to the student:
“Do you ask me how good a player you may

—

become? Then
the scales.”

tell

—

me how much you

—Carl Czerny

“You must sedulously practice
Robert

all

practice

scales.”

Schumann

“Scales should never be dry. If you are not interested in them, work with them until you become interested in them.” A. Rubinstein
“Give special study to passing the thumb under

—

the hand and passing the hand over the thumb.
This makes the practice of scales and arpeggios
indispensable.” Ignace Jan Paderewski
“During the first five years the backbone of all
the daily work in Russian music schools is scales
and arpeggios. The pupil who attempted complicated pieces without this preliminary drill would
be laughed at in Russia.” Josef Lhevinne
“I consider the practice of scales important
not only for the fingers, but also for the discipline
of the ear with regard to the feeling of tonality
(key), understanding of intervals, and the comprehension of the total compass of the piano.”

—

—

Josef

Hofmann

“To the young student and to the performing
artist the daily practice of scales is alike indispensable. Nor has it been found possible to supersede the practice of scales with any other form of
exercise. Without their constant use, it is not possible to impart to playing certain qualities of
fluency, neatness, and consistency in running
passages; qualities universally recognized as
characteristic of well trained pianists.” William

—

Mason
matter of insisting upon a thorough technical knowledge, particularly scale
vital one. The mere ability to
very
a
is
playing,
play a few pieces does not constitute musical
“I believe this

proficiency.”— Sergei Rachmaninoff
“Few artists realize the beauty of a perfectly
played scale and too few teachers insist upon it.”
sigismond Stojowski
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h righ hand by this ositi
on, the thumb in
P
!.l!nl
ascending
the scale, and the
third and fourth
ln deSCen ing the
have a shorter
ri^f^ f 0 reacl1
^ their scale
®
keys. The execution thus
n b
h °° ®
ore easil y accomplished
if the angle
I?}
Q
C rrected The left
hand should be
?
adi« JL h imim arl
y wit h the thumb in descending

L

very ONCE in A WHILE

scale of C should reign supreme until the
practice habits are formed, so that they will reign

“The

supreme while playing the other scales. Pearls lie
at the bottom of the sea. Most pupils seem to expect to see them floating upon the top of the
water. They never float, and the one who would
have his scales shine with the beauty of splendid
gems must first dive deep for the gems.” Vladimir de Pachmann
“I reiterate with all possible emphasis that
the
source of my technical equipment is scales, scales,
continued daily practice not
only beneficial, but necessary.”—Wilhelm Bachaus
“The experienced teacher knows that a fluency
and an ease and a general intuitive intimacy with
the keyboard can be obtained through the
use
of scales and arpeggios that cannot be obtained
as easily in any other way.”—Ernest Hutcheson
“You cannot do without scales and arpeggios.”
scales. I find their

—Guiomar Novaes

In Charles Cooke’s ingenious and profitable
book, “Playing the Piano for Pleasure”
(Simon
and Schuster) excellent advice upon playing
the
scales and arpeggios will be found.
,

Many

Points to

’

’

-

and

tvip

’

«

.

8

ascending position.
2 Tn f^S"
Position of the hand to the keyboard
ad
the ann should be kept a littie bnt^ni
a vK’
Ule away f ™rn the body, and
should h!
i
al0ng in com pany with the
hand
S
° n0t let tbe hand
drag the arm.
At the samp fthe arm should be perfectly
steady without
‘JT’.
twisting or turning

m™

entering an industry. One goes into
the shim?
and by means of hard, grinding labor,
moves
from machine to machine to a hiah^r
The other goes to college, has a thorough

course
in higher mathematics, trigonometry
cav»i,?
and drafting, under “shop” experts.
When
1 hi
time comes for the big job he probably
can
in a day what his less well educated
rival
do in a month. So with the pianist,

IS

who has?*

“through the mill” with scales and
^egglos He
thus secures a mental and digital
facility a nd
background which furnish him
soon
U
with a kind of ability for which
the??
e ls
i s no
substitute.

1 f

After the hand position has
been estahiioh ^
hed
as in the manner outlined in the
writer! rl 6
i0Us
article in this series, the thumb
action Jf y
taught Give oral exercises for
this purpose pi?®
lay
the scale and skip in thirds
on the
?
with the thumb and second,
thumb and ,£eys
and thumb and fourth fingers,
alternately
“ateiy ascending and descending.
’

S

T'
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mnw/

^

’

T

-h

Und6r e
finger as the
key SO that the thumb will arrive at its own lXaCWy at the right moment
In this way all tw?sF
and tUrning 0f the hand
dost

hn^^Ves^r"
’

'

moZ)

&S Jerking of the

can be avoided

watch the !humlf
it

passes underpin

tb

SCaIes

X?
t•

r*

’

thumb

’

the scholar must

and take care

**

anner just described. The
thumb must be
d
This is most im™?+ Under P erf ectly straight,
should be kept

Observe

While every student should have a
carefully
outlined book of scales and arpeggios,
such as
“Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios,” by
James
Francis Cooke, which has been endorsed
and used
by many eminent pianists, there are,
neverthe
less, many additional points which
the student
and the teacher must observe carefully.
More
over, these must be worked out in
detail if 3,
thorough course in piano playing i s the
oHep
tive. Otherwise, the student is always
likelv tn
remain in a lower stratum of proficiency
Th*
analogy is not so different from that of
two

wm

m ™

•

tained.

right

This strict attention
b until perfect security is at618 tbe
’

hand^^ascenddlng

second finger of the

tbe scale and of the left
remain
its key ?esuftin
ng ln a blurred performance.
Great care musf- u
6 taken t0
this fault
6. As the
aTOid
rnsswg
’er of the thumb is more
difficult for m
^f
0 «t
passing over the .^i ud ents to execute than the
lr
practice of th oo„ ~,. anci fourth fingers, more
with the right h???? dillg scale should be done
with the left
the descending scale
En
d should be practiced
separately at
first
/Noticing the scale in contrary motion
is
neficial and should be introduced as soon
he scale fingering is thoroughly mastered

hand
upon

in descending

>

S Str ° ngly
inclined to
.

'

.

/^
wL

a wrong key is struck, or
fingering is
de the scholar
the scale
should begin
ag^!n
of corr ecting the error
where it occurs
anc e at least
of a Perfect P erform
;
1
way to erase eight
in succession is a good
blundprf
fa.lse

m
w
Y

’

^

In this way only can
tamty and
accuracy nf
the major
Xecution be attained. Ai 1
scales shmnl l
ld
with c.
Then th* v? be studied first beginning
with a, should
armonic minors, beginning
be tnL.
aken U P> as
minor scales.
well as the melodic
For the
sake of Hi,
ers ifyin
well to begin
S the practice, it * s
at this
triads. They
b °mt the arpeggios of the
should
.

ld

,

be ta ken
up systematically
and minor keys and in all
Positions.
(This refP1
the first
° f course
to the triad on
degree of th A
CalG
d minished
The ar P e S gi0S °J!
seventh1
(h!i i
i
(including
nd
dominant chords
other chorrt* 2
he introduced
° f the seventh) should
later
mtei. ?!

throughout^

ma
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he strongly features that instrument upon occasion.
Piatigorsky’s violoncello is not similarly featured here, but is heard in a correct prospectus
to the balance of the score. No one will deny

Your Symphony Orchestra
In Your
hj

B

Indeed

home

chestra performance in the home than the emperors of yesterday could afford.
Beethoven: Concerto No. 4 in G major, Opus 58;

and

Chicago Sym-

the
(piano)
phony Orchestra, direction of Frederick Stock.
Victor set DM-930.
Victor’s decision to permit Schnabel to rerecord all of the Beethoven piano concerti with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Frederick Stock, has been upset by the
unfortunate demise of the conductor. However,
last summer two recordings were completed, the
present one and another of the so-called “Em-

Artur Schnabel

peror Concerto.” There are some who do not
agree with us that Stock was temperamentally
more compatible to Schnabel than was Malcolm
Sargent who conducted the orchestra for his
concerti. It is true

earlier recordings of these
that Stock was not the orchestral virtuoso in the
same sense that Schnabel is a virtuoso of the
keyboard, but his musicianship was nonetheless
substantial and appropriate, and it is our contention that he has given the best orchestral

on

records.

date
Turning to the work of Schnabel, it is immediately apparent that his is remarkable piano
playing. In the first movement the noted pianist
plays with an illuminated tone which was not
consistently apparent in his older version, and
which may or may not be due to modern recording. Elsewhere (in “The American Music Lover”)
we have spoken at length of our memories of
Busoni’s performance of this work, occasioned
by the fact that Schnabel’s present rendition recalls the former’s. The timbre of tone which
Schnabel attains is not as consistently smooth or
expressive as was Busoni’s; frequently Schnabel’s
tone becomes unyieldingly hard as in the purely
technical passages more particularly is this apparent in the last movement. Yet, one cannot
deny the effectiveness of his playing or the splendid control and understanding of the music which
exposition to

of this score

—

he commands.
As for the music of this, the most enduring
perhaps of all the piano concerti of Beethoven,
we would like to recommend the reader to Tovey’s
notes on the work; for Tovey more than anyone
we know seems to have realized the worth of this
score and to have written about it in both an
enlightening and illuminating manner.
Strauss:

Don

Symphony

Home

f-^eter

of tois the American
day, which at the trifling expense of a few
dollars for records, can have a finer or-

lessed

Vladimir Bakaleinikoff (viola

FEBRUARY,

1943

soloist)

soloist)

.

Columbia

set 506.
It is a long journey from the Beethoven fourth
concerto to Richard Strauss’ musical transcription of the adventures of Don Quichotte and
Sancho Panza, yet
we make the trip in
the concert hall so
why not here. This
is one of the finest

orchestral

The programmatic detail of this score is far
greater than the casual listener would be aware;
only those who can read the orchestral score
can appreciate the extent of Strauss’ ingenious
workmanship and imagination. Don Quichotte,
like other scores by
Strauss, is too long
for its own good (it
would have profited
by having been di-

record-

vided

ings which Columbia has put forward
in the past year;
the performance is
a highly imaginative and illuminated
interpretation of a
rich score, and we
feel justified in writing about it at this
point in our reviews
of recent recorded
music.

either the Feuerperformance or this
one, and if our preference goes for the
present set it is occasioned by the fact
that Columbia has
attained a particu-

larly vivid and
tonally faithful recording in which a
spaciousness of or-

When

chestral sound is
most happily appar-

Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Or-

ent, and because
Reiner offers a more

chestra with the late

work

GREGOR PIATIGORSKY

(issued in Jan1941), critical

uary,

encomiums were bestowed upon the advent more
because of modern recording and the fact that
Feuermann played with greater feeling and with
finer and more unswerving control than had
been apparent in the playing of the violoncellists
in earlier recordings of this work. As great as
our admiration of Feuermann’s part in that
undertaking is, we have always felt that his
instrument was featured far too strongly for
the good of the whole performance. Strauss did
not write a violoncello concerto here, even though

RECORDS

and
"

yet, in

mann - Ormandy

of past ex-

Emanuel Feuermann recorded this

remains

er’s
other lengthy
tone poems. One will
hardly go wrong on

pendent upon one’s

periences.

;

it

any of the compos-

Comparisons where

memory

various

into

movements)
repetition

more rewarding and
more enduring than

recordings are concerned are inevitable; it is because
the facts are irrefutable and not de-

Quichotte, Opus 35; The Pittsburgh
Orchestra, direction of Fritz Reiner,

with Gregor Piatigorsky (violoncello

the eloquence of Feuermann’s playing, yet it
seems to us that in the more lyrical sections of
the score that Piatigorsky attains a tonal
cantilena which is more expressive and more
poetically sensitive. Such pages as “The Knight’s
Vigil” and “The Defeat of the Knights” are
rendered with a most persuasive feeling and glow
by both Piatigorsky and Reiner. The conductor
brings more imagination to his reading of this
music than Ormandy did; moreover, the essential
flow of the music is not disturbed by effects to
magnify unimportant detail. There are those
who disparage Reiner’s imaginative alterations of
tempi, but to us these are not remiss in music of
this character.

FORWARD MARCH WITH MUSIC ”

stimulating exposition of the score
than did Ormandy.

Beethoven: Symphony
No. 8 in F major, Opus 93; Philharmonic-Symphony
of New York, direction of Bruno
Walter. Columbia set 525.
Walter’s recordings with this orchestra do not
represent him in the same auspicious manner
that his recordings with the Vienna Philharmonic

Orchestra

do. There is an apparent effort on the conductor’s
part to acquire a secure hold on the orchestral
reins, which does not always successfully come
about. It seems to us that Walter in striving to
maintain that control here has been unsuccessful
in acquiring the differentiation of moods which
Toscanini obtains in his performance of this
symphony; there is not the subtlety of balance
and interplay in rhythm and phrasing. The effect
leaves one with the ( Continued on Page 138)
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Radio Advances Musical Taste
Lij.

s^tl^red cjCindiay.

warm-voiced Lotte Lehmann, for the fine
organ playing of Julius Mattfeld, and the
playing of the orchestra under the knowing
guidance of Howard Barlow.
A Christmas Day program by the Columbia
Concert Orchestra, with chorus and soloists,
conducted by Bernard Herrmann, of portions
will be
of Berlioz’s “The Infancy of Christ,”
been
recalled by many. The oratorio has not
heard so often in recent years, and, as most
Berlioz fans will tell you, it is one of his finest
section
the
Egypt,”
Into
works. “The Flight
is beautiful and
music which has enchantmany listeners including the composer
Brahms, who never ceased to speak highly of
the rare chastity and expressiveness of these pages.
As America at war groped once again this past
Yuletide for the reality of peace on earth, good
will toward men, as one radio commentator

presented in the broadcast,

moving music

LOTTE LEHMANN

A

j

ed

CORRESPONDENT WRITES

that he has a
collection of scrap books not only of considerable interest to his family, but also of
significant historical interest to all, for they show
a change in the family’s appreciation and love of
music. His grandfather’s scrap book, kept in the
originator’s late ’teens and early ’twenties, provides reminiscences of local concerts in a midWestern town, and programs of various visiting
celebrities. His father’s scrap book provides more

stated, the broadcasters strove to help people forget the savagery of global conflict. Far and wide
the radio broadcasters of America spread the

beauty and confidence of the Christmas story,
the warmth of its music and the devotional aspects of

its festivities.

examples of visiting celebrities, particularly after
World War I. The correspondent’s scrap book includes besides the programs heard in the local
music hall, many distinguished broadcasts he has
heard. At some future date, when radio perhaps
aided by television, becomes an even greater

Remembered by many undoubtedly will be the
given on December 23 by Leopold
Stokowski and the NBC Symphony Orchestra, in
which Christmas Carols were included and in
which the conductor answered questions asked
by many of the twelve hundred children in the

concerts, our correspondent’s scrap
well become a source of considerable
value to those interested in the history of radio
and the growing appreciation of American music

audience.
In the midst of so much change on the airways, we are inclined to overlook some of the old
sustaining programs that have been with us regularly for so many years. Such a program, for
example, as is offered every Sunday, over the
Columbia network by the Salt Lake City Choir and
Organ. This is said to be radio’s oldest consecutively presented sustaining series. In mid -December, the Salt Lake City program celebrated its
700th nation wide network broadcast. Beginningon another network in July, 1929, the Salt Lake
City Tabernacle program joined the Columbia
Broadcasting Service in September, 1932. With
the exception of the first ten months of its existence, all broadcasts have been written, pro-

source

book

for

may

lovers.

Those who keep a radio log will look back in
proyears to come at the pages which record the
grams of our Christmas, 1942. They will give

and

efforts of free people

testimony to the spirit
and more
to make the festive occasions brighter
of
cheerful. They will tell of the old, old custom
from
singing Christmas songs and carols, some
Christstrange places like the unique program of
mas carols sung by a choir of thirty-five Cornish

miners from the radio station of the Idaho-MaiyCalifornia. That
land gold mine in Grass Valley,
a custom
concert of old Cornish carols continued

broadcast of 1942
started the previous year. The
mining operations as
did not bring the sound of
mines are now
previously, for the gold
it did
order for the duration. Those
closed by executive
of others
descendants
were all

miners who sang
England, in the middle
who came from Cornwall,
century, and the caiols they
nf the nineteenth
which have been handed down
sang were those
from father to son.
annual Chr.stmas
Then there was Columbia's
Eve
(heard from midnight Christmas
„
Day—EWT). It will
100 AM. of Christmas
“e 'remembered

for

the

lovely

singing o,

Children's Concert

duced and announced by Richard L. Evans. The
second volume of his comments for this series

—

entitled “This Day And Always,” was recentlv
published by Harper’s. The Tabernacle Choir

con-

three hundred thirteen regular
members
and twenty-seven alternate ones. It is conducted
by J. Spencer Cornwall and Richard P. Condle
hi
assistant. There are three organists—
Alexander
Schreiner, Frank Asper and Wade N.
Stephens

sists of

RADIO

86
I

-

uiv,iuuts lilUIC

hundred

C1&11V

l/llCLU

drawn from the Tabernacle’s

selections,

voluminous library which contains some 89,000
pieces of music.
Not every listener realizes the fine acoustical
qualities of the auditorium of the Salt Lake City

Tabernacle. Dedicated to devotional services, the
tabernacle nonetheless would make the ideal concert hall. It is one of the largest
auditoriums in
the world, and its seating capacity
is 8,000. The
acoustics of this vast auditorium
with its majestic vaulted ceiling are
such that a whisper
voiced, or a pin dropped
at one end can be distinctly heard at the other.
The construction of
t ie tabernacle has always
interested builders, as
well as all visitors. There
are no plans in existence, for the building
was laid out on the
grounds without the aid of
any formal drawings.
Its design was suggested
by Brigham Young from
a bridge design employed
by Henry Grow over the
Joidan River; Mr. Grow
was also one of the
builders of the Tabernacle.
Its self-supporting
oof rests upon forty-four
pillars of sandstone,
C
1S nlne feet Irom
‘he outside to
the inside oft the building,
three feet in thickness
f6et
helght The arches are of a
lattice trA
SS c
structi °n and are
held together
with liL W
pegs and strips ° f cowhide.
Only one m u°
chanse has
the
n ° ( this famoua building, its
roof which
eT°,
e d 400 00l)
shingles,
was in 1900
recovered bv
y » meta n
"ic covering weighing many

/
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An

Music

Encyclopedia of Records

“The Gramophone Shop Encyclopedia of Reis an excellently prepared universtandard music prepared upon
a scale that few of the record enthusiasts of
twenty-five years ago could have envisioned. The
compositions are listed under the names of the
composers seven hundred in number. The num-

in the

Home

corded Music”

sal dictionary of

The Etude

—

ber of recordings in this monumental work may
run (two sides) to twenty thousand. The
book should prove invaluable to collectors, coleasily
leges,

and

Music

libraries.

Nothing could better indicate the amazing dimensions of the work done by the great recording
companies in making master records of the great
music of the world. Each record named is carefully “keyed” so that the maker, the size, and the

Lover’s

Bookshelf

number of the record may be easily traced. The
volume was compiled and edited under the supervision of George Clark Leslie, who has made
a really exceptional work.
“The Gramophone Shop
Encyclopedia of Recorded Music”
Edited by George Clark Leslie
Pages: 558' (6 y2 x 9 /2 inches)
]

Price: $3.95

Publishers:

Simon and Schuster,

Inc.

America’s Songs
The

ethnological value of the songs of a race or
of a nation is now widely recognized. Frank Luther
has made a collection of the best known American songs and has added to it very pertinent and
interesting comments as to their origin. The book
contains hundreds of verses, the complete music
for seventy-five songs, and melody lines for fifty

more.

The volume contains much that is not to be
found in ordinary histories. For instance, when
Lord Cornwallis’ army marched out in surrender
at Yorktown in 1781 the band played “The World
Turn’d Upside Down” to these quaint verses:

Just what the eighteenth century maker of
doggerel would think of the upside down world
of to-day is hard to imagine.
This is a work full of curious and significant
interest, written by a man with a fresh and original outlook upon his subject.

“Americans and their Songs”

By Frank Luther
Pages: 323
Price: $2.75

Publisher: Harper

“If buttercups buzz’d

After the Bee,
If boats were on land,

Churches on

“The Music Goes Round” is a very lively “autobiography” of the Gramophone and the Disc
Record by a man who witnessed the invention in
1897, by Emile Berlinger, of the disc record (not

sea,

If ponies rode

men

And
And

if grass ate the cows,
cats should be chas’d
Into holes by the mouse.

If

the

To the

mamas

sold their babies
Gipsies for half a crown;

summer were spring
And the other way round,
Then all the world would
And this is the “ehune.”

& Brothers

The Music Goes Round

If

be upside down.”

the discovery of the method of recording sound,
which was accomplished by Thomas A. Edison

with his cylindrical wax records in 1876.) The
writer was so intimately connected with this remarkable development of the recording side of a
great and ever expanding industry that he brings
a definite

new

life to

the art.

The book is a long succession of fascinating inwhich cannot fail to have an appeal to

cidents

music

lovers, particularly to those

who

“revel in

the records.”

The actors in Mr. Gaisberg’s interesting story
include many of the greatest musical personalities during the past half century, including Calve,
Caruso, Casals, Chaliapin, Galli-Curci, Gigli, Godowsky, McCormack, Melba, Nikisch, Patti, Pons,

what was on the other side.
“It was an ordeal for Patti to sing into this
small funnel, while standing still in one position.
Italian temperament she was
given to flashing movements and to acting her
parts. It was my job to pull her back when she
made those beautiful attacks on the high notes.
At first she did not like this and was most indignant, but later when she heard the lovely
records she showed her joy just like a child and
forgave me my impertinence.
“Do not imagine for a moment, however, that
when we set up the recording machine Madame
rushed into the room to sing. Not a bit of it. She
needed two full days to get used to the idea, during which she simply looked in every now and
again and saw the ominous preparations for immortalizing her voice. She did not know whether
to be glad or sorry. To reward us for this long
wait she would say: ‘Those two nice gentlemen
let them have champagne for dinner tonight to
make up for their disappointment.’
“She was used, in a queenly way, to rewarding
any services or kindness that people showed her.
She had a large and noble heart, but was decidedly temperamental; she would be calling
everyone ‘darling’ one minute and ‘devil’ the next.
But perhaps a woman who had sacrificed so much
for her art and for her friends and relatives could
be forgiven all these outbursts of temper.”
tain to see

With her natural

“The Music Goes Round”

By F. W. Gaisberg
Pages: 273
Price: $3.00

Publisher:

The Macmillan Company

Rachmaninoff, and dozens of others.

The

of recording Patti’s voice are
Mr. Gaisberg as follows: “The piano

difficulties

described by
was placed on wooden boxes and when Madame

Patti entered the room she was terribly intrigued
as to what was behind that long horn. She had
the curiosity of a girl, and peeped under the cur-

BOOKS
PEBRUARY,

1941
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Romance of Musical Instruments

For years it has been part of your reviewer’s
routine to appraise books about musical instruments. Secure in their musicology and documentation, most of the writers are content to turn out
volumes that are about as dry and dusty as the
museum pieces one finds in cases in super-heated
museums. Yet nearly every musical instrument
has sprung from a romance and often, a very interesting romance. It has remained for Beatrice
Edgerly to discover these (Continued on Page 132)
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When

The Teacher’s Hound Table

to Start

have been asked the question many
times, “At what age should a child
no
start piano lessons?” I contend that
two children are alike and no iron clad
rule can be made. I can see no harm in
I

starting at five or six. My classes of four
come twice we’ekly. We spend some time
in singing and singing games as well
as piano work. The pieces are short,
and we have lots of gold stars. Practice
at home is about fifteen minutes at a
time. The children love it and never

keyboard during sight reading

By

2

the deluge continues,
for another job; for

the last seven
Table

I’ll

have to look

and while

I
patriotic

importance
cannot help being deeply concerned over the fact that my lifelong
ambition has been to make him an outstanding pianist. He has been taking
realize

of the

the

sacrifice, I

lessons for years, and his teacher says
that he has unusual talent. Will all this
be lost? Will the kind of labor he will
have to do, ruin his hands for piano play-

ing forever?

—C.

F.

J.,

Pennsylvania.

Everywhere, teachers, pianists and
boys themselves are apprehensively saying, “What will the army do to my playing?” We must, of course, face the facts;
we know that serious injury, loss of an
arm, destruction of vital brain tissue,
and so on would' be catastrophic. On the
other hand, barring such tragic circumstances, here’s good news for musicians
in the army. You do not need to worry
at all about losing your technic during

army service, no matter what work you
are required to do or what branch of
the armed forces you serve. After you
return home, it will take only a month
or two of intelligent, concentrated practice to bring you back to pre-war efficiency. Surprisingly enough you may
even find your technic better than ever!
Why is this? Because, in the interim,
your sub-conscious mind has clarified
and solved many of your technical problems. (Left to itself after careful discipline in any subject, the mind often performs miracles) Consequently, your muscular coordination becomes smoother,
more efficient. Also, your aural perspecthat you hear
tive has cleared up so
.

unof nuance, color, tone,
days when
of in those student
carelessly,
practiced too long, too

subtlties

dreamed

After your army
or too mechanically.
out with a fresh,
service you will start
musicians
unspoiled pair of ears-a
the maprecious possession. Also,

most

turity discipline,

and authority you have

make

developed during army
accomplishment
easier,
concentration
SU
Because my
do I know all this?
of the last war
nfessional “buddies”
outstanding pianists of
of them
life

many
88

Correspondents

with

this

Depart-

ment are requested to limit Letters
One Hundred and Fifty Words.
to

be entirely su'Table

What?

will

years, go through the
and Technic of the Month
pages with a fine tooth comb;
and if you
don't learn "plenty" on these
subjects as
well as the whole field of
technic, I’ll be
hornswoggled
Your suggestion about technic
for
child beginners is excellent-scales
and
chords are enough for the first
year, in
addition to a course in those
valuable

Round

I’ll

Round

After the War,
My son is in the draft,

21

Noted Pianist
and Music Educator

Bravo!

—

you

technical

>„.

You are right too on the questions of
yet I have known many musical
children who began happily and prof-

perfluous to the

and

lessons,

age

itably at four years.
I often wonder whether modest, sensible teachers (like you!) know how much
they contribute to our page. Lately I’ve
had stacks of letters overflowing with
clever, original teaching helps. ... If

if

are assigned weekly

You don’t need an answer to your
question! In a few short sentences, you
have presented a clear condensation of
the ideal procedure for early age piano
study. None of us could have done it

the day, unanimously attest to the truth
of these statements; and during my own
year and a half of service in France,
I worried constantly, only to find my
fears groundless after returning to civilian life. And even now (much older!)
I have been doing the hardest kind of
manual labor at an aircraft plant work
that positively paralyzes hands and

Technistories which are
The Etude.

in

A

often

are

played

—

now appearing

Slow Reader

*

-

.-

my

time of it.
So Round-Tablers, on which side do
you stand? After the war, will your students denounce you for having taught
or will they bless
inadequately,
technic
you for having given them that solid
foundation which nothing can destroy?

exercises

without looking at hands or keyboard.
(2) That in actual reading practice, no
student is ever permitted to read single
tones. Before any group of notes is
played, it must be grasped in “staggered”
impulses or patterns, first by the eye,
then felt “blindly” on the keyboard with
the fingers, and finally played. Try for
example reading each of the following
groups thus: Take in the group with the
eye in one swift glance, close eyes, find
and feel the notes, then play slowly
once only, (i am purposely omitting all
mention of the usual pre-reading essentials
time and. key signatures, kind
of notes, and so on.
Continue thus, repeating the process with each note.

rhythm but
s n0t a BO ° d note
reader He is very
slow to comprehend or grasp
the character of a new piece; then,
when he do"
I notice he Invariably
memorizes eve rv :
thing Instead of reading
the notes wL

fingers. Yet, I find no difficulty in unfingers and playing smoothstiffening
ly after an hour’s work. And this, even
if I have not been able to touch an in-

difficult

—

right from the first
memorized pieces and

if

I h av e a boy of twelve years
with a perfect ear and good sense
of

—

strument for a week.
But remember; those pianists whose
technical work has been intelligently
directed will have the easier time of it,
since playing the piano is fundamentally
a job for the brain. The mechanical
repeaters, the technical “haphazarders”
and those who never take the trouble to
work at “pure” technic will have a more

is strictly

To achieve this is not difsimple “Mind flying” exercises

prohibited.
ficult,

miss a lesson. What is your opinion as
to ages?— M. E. D., Oregon.

better.

Two essentials are to be hammered at
incessantly: (1) that any looking at the

Conducted Monthly

am

,*?,

memorise lAstoniatag.

^

quickly learn from
a niece
wh ‘°? is Iar beyond bis memory
ability to read
T
e
“ 1 knev' h °» *> handle
HUa matter
m'tJ of note reading,
this
he could be a
good student, as lie wants to
learn to P
nlav
piano. He needs lots of sight
reading but
When a student comes for lessons
* her,i ls not
“>uch time ?o?
a
W ° U,d
,‘

£

-ggestt— £:

W, scon™“

It worries me to
receive so many letteis like D. B.’s. I have
repeatedly offered concrete reading
helps on this
page;

and could probably go
on doing so
But even then
we would not have dug down
to the
,

for the next twenty years.

Z

Now

start

over again, this tin
instead of or
don't look at keyboai
the game! Th<
Gen tle Reader, when you’ve ft
you
can
s
lng
utt
with a pleased sig
Py Readin g tO YOU!” (It’S a gO'
simnl
Pie arrangement
of the old favorite
Can easily do such reading e
ereicot
and " bllnd fl ln
y S" in y° ur °
Ssson a Vee
°
1U

n ^
Don

^n'.^

s

all

T ^° groups
fake

™ indle

-

P^y

.
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Technic Again
For technic do you advise Hanon, or
do you have something more enjoyable
to suggest to build up the child’s technic? Or, do you consider scale and chord
practice with the use of the regular
teaching material sufficient? I have been
a firm believer in making music study
as enjoyable as possible, but. of course,

nothing worth while is accomplished
without some effort. How do you accomplish this?—Mrs. T. T. B., New York.
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Simply by making technical work a
stimulating vital experience. Even Hanon,
Schmitt, Plaidy and all the rest of those
old fogies can be revitalized if the student is taught technic not as a dead
series of dull, mechanical drills but as a
sparkhng chain of fascinating, challenging problems to be met by an intelligent mixture of mind and matter.
Have you ever heard of the “impulse”

way or the “slow-fast” method of teaching technic? No? Then secure as complete a file of ETUDES as possible for
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ALL SPANISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES cherZA ish the jarabe as a delicious drink whose

^ name

is related to the English syrup. But
in Mexico, for reasons still obscure, the word also
serves to designate the most popular of national
folk dances.

The jarabe has much in common with Spanish
tap dances and like them is almost invariably
accompanied by singing. This dance was brought
to Mexico by Spanish colonists and soon assimilated. In the nineteenth century it enjoyed im-

mense popularity, particularly as danced to the
music of a harp by the class of dancers known
as the Chinas.
It is interesting to note a few facts of the
jarabe’s history. During the closing decades of
the eighteenth century, the new social forces
undermining the traditional Christian
morality, and introducing a simpler and more
sincere relationship between the sexes. The
hierarchic regimentation of the absolute state
had begun to crumble under the pressure of liberal ideas that favored a more intimate contact
with the masses on all cultural planes. This

were

marked the beginning of what Curt Sachs has
called an “epoch of folklorization.’'
The pillars of Mexican society, however, were
by no means prepared to abdicate before these
threatening symptoms of moral subversion. As
early as the beginning of the seventeenth century
the denunciations of the “abuses” and “immorality” of certain dances occur with greater

DANCING THE JARABE

frequency; the Viceroys and the prosecutors of
the Inquisition intervene with the utmost severity. A whole series of edicts prohibit “the gathering and dances” of negroes which ridicule the
sacred rites in the so-called oratorios and
escapulatorios. The ire of the authorities was
directed in particular against the verses of the
cat-jarabe, “so wicked and unrestrained that no
words suffice to describe it
mortal and lascivious venom for the eyes, ears and other
.

.

Mexican Musical Folklore
This, the second part of

senses.”

music,

But what was

still

Otto IfYiayer-^e
ai^et
terra

lij

.

more unpardonable about

may

appeared

an authoritative

be read independently of the
month. Editor’s Note.

—

last

article

on Mexican
which

first section,

these ingenuous popular dances was the fact
that they were closely connected with the insurgent cause. Like all revolutionary movements,
the latter was quick to turn the national songs

—

and dances to its own ends just as the corrido
became the most eloquent means of popular
expression at another crucial juncture of Mexican history a century later.
condemnations, controversies, and
prohibitions notwithstanding, the new morality,
popular songs, and republican ideas continued
their irresistible inroads. In 1814, as we have
seen, the jarabe was but one of the subversive
war songs of the insurgents; a few years after
Independence had been achieved (1821) we find
it mentioned in numerous literary documents
as the national Mexican dance par excellence.
It has retained this position to the present day.
Protests,

From the oldest transcriptions of jarabes for
guitar or piano the musical form of the dance
appears as an enormous guitarresque prelude, as
can be noted in the excerpt from Jarabe nacional
shown in Example 1.
The melodic and rhythmic patterns are repeated
endlessly to permit the dancers to demonstrate
all their feats of agility. At a later date, different
songs were introduced into this rather monot-

onous

accompaniment.

The

present

“official

jarabe” contains various sones of quite another
character
the

than

IN

THE

FEBRUARY,

SHADOW OF CHAPULTEPEC
1945

prelude.

Although nearly always associated with definite regions, the representative forms of popular
"

FORWARD MARCH WITH
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Mexican music are mestizo in character: that is,
European (usually Spanish) substance assimilated by Mexicans. With the passing of time
and songs have become urbanized,
commercialized and stylized, thus tending to lose
of

these dances

their regional stamp. The official jarabe is the
tapatio* but there are also Tlaxcaltec, Jarocho,
Michoacan, coastal, and Continued on Page 137)
(
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l
century bear the name of many
singers of refulgent fame, whose art,

and achievements, now
hardly more than memories, won for

pi

The Queen

of

adulation,

inalienable

and

hong

Born February

10,

United

the

—

1B43

The ambitious

Tietjens, Malibran, Lind,
Sontag, Bosio, Albani, Piccolomini,
Lucca and Nilsson, and so on down

are

covered

From the age of twelve there was a
period of retirement, wisely suggested
by Strakosch, but at fourteen she
joined the pianist Louis Moreau Gottschalk on a two years’ tour of the
Southern States and the West Indies.

Adelina Patti

undiminishing during their lifetimes,
which to a less demonstrative age
seems legendary and hyperbolic. There

and the strangely

States, Cuba, Mexico and Canada. (It
is worthy of note that at this time the
child already spoke fluently in English, Italian, Spanish and French
truly remarkable accomplishment.)

77

personalities

them an

pair

assorted

HE PAGES OF OPERATIC HISn
TORY of the later nineteenth

violinist,

Grisi,

girl

now was

eager to

adopt at once an operatic career, for
which she began the study of roles

the memorable list, without venturing
into the demesne of the prime donne
of the turn of the century Lehmann,
Melba, Nordica, Eames and Sembrich.
But among them all the name which
has become the exemplar of an era,
is that of Adelina Patti, the centenary of whose birth is reached this

with her half-brother, Ettore Barili.
Her voice was a clear, rich and vibrant
soprano, reaching easily to F in alt and

month.

lina’s

The future queen of song was born in
Madrid on February 10, 1843, but in
Madrid only because her parents were

Lammermoor,” at the new Academy of
Music on November 24, 1859. Her success was immediate
and brilliant, and
critics and public
were brought sud-

—

in quality singularly
dividual.

there fulfilling a professional engagement. Her father, Salvatore Patti, was
a Sicilian

Caterina

a widow with four

children. Signor Patti was a tenore
robusto of ability, while his wife was
quite a favorite in Southern Italy, so
much so that Donizetti had written a
heroine’s part for her. The three Barili

Patti were born in Italy; and in Madrid was born the son Carlo, who became a violinist and conductor of some
ability and located later at Memphis
and St. Louis. In February of 1843, the
mother of seven was again singing in

The

operatic
activities soon were transferred to the larger
Astor Place Opera House, and from the age of
the little Adelina, constantly surrounded at

Opera House

in

Chambers

Street.

four

music, heard all the performances of
The ravenopera in which her mother sang.
absorbed every
haired child with sparkling eyes
performances, fascinated by the
feature of the
the staging, the action, the
singing,
the
music
the costumes and the
Phorus the orchestra,
there a more profitable
rnake-ip and never was
influence of early environment.
instance of the

home by

An Amazing

Discovery
Adelina was

precocious, when
Alwavs musically
Aiwdj'o
t.hpir amazement.
amazement,
their
the family’ discovered, to
seven the
a„tfrelv the long
lone: and
and
entirely
child could sing
fhTthe
the cn
that
“Norma,” from her
Casta diva aria from
,

exacting

S

TbyhoT. B ut thTmTvefof
90

the performance lay

debut in opera, in “Lucia

di

+TV

sons and their sister became capable
and of the Patti children
Amalia was a singer in a small way,
while Carlotta became a renowned
concert soprano. Amalia and Carlotta
singers,

opera in Madrid. On the night of the
ninth she sang the taxing role of
Norma, and the next afternoon came
her eighth child, Adela Juana Maria,
known as Adelina to the world.
Through the efforts of friends in
New York, Salvatore Patti was persuaded to remove his family to the
promising shores of the New World in
1844, with high hopes of managing a
successful operatic venture at Palmo’s

in-

denly face to face with
a singer already mature and fully
equipped at
the age of sixteen.
During her first
season this amazing girl
sang in fourteen different operas,
a repertoire peraps not equaled before
or since by a
youthful singer in her first season.
he winter of I860, she sang at
the famous French
Opera in New Orleans, that
memorable pioneer institution which staged
the first American
productions of many
an important
opeia. Here she
added one of her most
famous roles, that
of Meyerbeer’s

who had married Signora
Barili,

mature and

The Great Debut
Then came the great night, Ade-

T ^ is engagement was followed by a short
season in Havana.

European Conquests
The next move may
be guessed—
was

PATTI IN THE LATE SIXTIES

Europe.

From a painting by Winterhalter

or

it

long before the days

modern press agentry, and

only

foul-

8 b fore
lyunced
?

the event it was anthat on May 14, 1861, a certain
a p atti would
appear in Bellini’s
a o
S ° n ambula ”
at th e Royal Italian
n»pera at
^
Covent Garden in London.
CaSion
triL°l and was an overwhelming
in on e night the “Reign
of p SV,
Krehbiel) aS Queen ° f S ° ng
6

tf

£ CUe Widd

even elsewhere, in the singularly mature and appealing quality of the voice and the ability to reproduce every detail of the music and the text by
heart. The noted conductor, Luigi Arditi, heard
her soon afterward, and her show pieces then
were Una voce poco fa from “II Barbiere di Siviglia” and the Rondo from Bellini’s “La Sonnambula.”

had begun
eVe

amvallnTT
meantime had
ness she
voice was

was

0f the 1863 season was the
Carlotta Patti wh0 in tM

Z “f
“
T^
°

qu ed a c °nsiderable reputation
luneaccount

as a vocalist th

'

T

of a slight
hid
° perat ic stage
somewhat
_! hat heavier than Adelina’s, but
'

’

a

1

it

extending

even to G-shai'P
The mo!?.
““^nmnt of CovenT Ua
her
Garden
B
de engaged
m
Sarances in
fPPearances
“ a species of concert which
fT°
where
followed T
p
stand » a ‘awe to
*%%*(****
elaborate ^i°«re^
operatic arias. So a career
°
was

The same year came her first public
appearcnanty concert in Tripler’s
ance, at a chanty
Triplet's Hall,
sing
born.

«t

WdS

Maurice Strakosch, who had married
Amalia
now undertook the management of
the
prima donna, a capacity in which
he con'
tinued until long after her rise to world
fame
proposed a tour of the Atlantic
Coast q,’ ,
When Baltimore was reached, a
coalition n,
forces was effected with Ole Bull,
the popular
Patti,

eipient
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alt.
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1

i

P PUlarity and esteem
showy numbers
there never
was a Question nf
comparison with her
y0unger
As one critic
Put it, Carlotta
wm a virtu osa, sister
not an interpreter,
During an
gagement
in Hamburg, Germany,
the following
n
*
dellna
added to her roles
that of MarLeHU°
Faust
'” » ** to be remem;
bered thaUhe
P la t lrn was only
four years old.
and was iust h»
beginning
-

‘

'

-

to be

RhtaT

(

known

east of the

Continued on Page
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T IS IMPORTANT to sing. It is an outward
symbol of courage, of moral strength; it is the
companion of spiritual joy. Uncle Sam knows
the value of singing. During the first world war
girls were sent to the camps throughout this
country and abroad to sing for the boys and to
start them singing. Coming from every walk of
life, these girls brought songs to the tight throats

Music and Study

I

to sing, not because of

an attitude

Let This Article Help

or special talent; or
professional rating. Every girl has
an innate capacity to sing. Just
open the mouth and let the voice
out. Your natural sense of
melody and rhythm will carry you
along. The joy of singing will
swing everyone along with you.
Go to the factories speeding at a
twenty-four hour, seven-day-week
clip, and start the taut nerved,
hard pressed workers singing, during their lunch periods, and between shifts. When they burst into
song they will shout. They will
howl. They will adore you.
Go to the hospitals and sing for
pain weary patients. Those who
can will join in with you. All of
them will find relief and happiness
in your songs. Music always lifts
morale and restores health. You’ll
be asked to “come again soon.”
Go to the camps’ recreation centers and start the soldiers and sailors singing. They’ll gather around
you as one sent from heaven.
They’ll want to come to your
home to continue singing. Even in a blackout
they’ll find you, and expect you to start them

You

C^rif-stal

[ij

An Abundance

of

Material

Memorize all the old familiar songs, so you’ll be
ready to start right off when the moment arrives.
You’ll find them in such inexpensive collections as
“Everybody’s Song Book,” “Twice 55 Plus,” “Amer-

you’re alone with your boy friend in uniform, start him singing. He’ll never forget having
fun with you. Begin as though you just happen
to feel like singing at the moment and you’re letting him in on something that’s very important
to you,

him about now
alone with him. His chanting and

something you want to

that you’re

tell

humming may not sound much like singing to
him courage to continue making his
own sounds and rhythms. It gives him much
more enjoyment than you’d suspect. What he

The pace

is

determined by

its

mood.

songs move faster than
others; sentimental songs, slower.
Whatever the pace, do not let the

gang drag the music too much.
Keep the march song moving
along at a good pace; not with
your voice, since you might strain
but by swinging your arms like
a conductor. All eyes are on you.
Response to your lead is inevitable.
Does your voice ring out clear
and vibrant? Are the tones produced without obvious strain? Is
your singing line firm and steady?
Are the words distinct and understandable? Although far from disagreeable, more sonorous, enjoyable tones are yours if you want
them.

it,

The surest and quickest way to
is to take face
instruction with a good
vocal teacher. If you cannot do
that now, much can be accomplished by self-study. Here are
some suggestions that have helped
all my students to have stronger,
improve your voice
to face

Photo from V. S.

Soldiers in

"LET HER GO. BOYS!"
an American Army camp have a

respite of song

ican Cowboy Songs,” “Old Fashioned Songs,” “Gay
Ninety Songs,” “Stephen Foster Collection.”
And learn the familiar popular songs too, Oh,
How I Hate to get up in the Morning, Pack
up your Troubles, Are you havin’ any Fun? and
so on.

Once you know a song, either by playing it
yourself, or having a friend play it, or listening to
a record of it, experiment with starting it on different pitches until you discover the one that
makes the whole song easy for the gang to sing.

VOICE

sings will be telling you something he can’t seem
to put into words. And how he’ll love it!

1943

of a song
Jolly

you, but give

FEBRUARY.

a

Practically all the notes should fall between middle C and third space C. A few notes above or below will not matter. Then remember that pitch so
you can aways start that song there.

of a voice;

When

Become

Wed,eri

come

singing.

to

Community Song Leader

of cal-

lousness and bravado, nor because they are thick
skinned, but because they know they need to sing.
Because it’s important.
You can be the one who starts the gang to sing.
Start them at a USO party, at home, on a boat
ride, around a camp fire. Don’t
think for a minute that you must
have something special in the way

Singing

Centers Everywhere

quently does more good than medicine.” Boys say,
“I had a headache, but now it is gone. I’d gone
sour, but now I’m on top of the world.” And girls
testify, “When you’re singing with men who adore
you, you’ve got to sing your best.” And they do.
This war is being fought by everyone in your
community and mine. Some fighters are in uniform, many of them are not. They all have their
troubles with discouragement and fear, and they

want

Sam Wants

Uncle

of thousands and thousands of soldiers and sailors and fliers. They sang in canteens; they sang
in tents and palaces; they sang in hospitals and
dug-outs; they sang out-of-doors. They sang
three and four times a day.
The value of songs in the midst of tension has
never been worked out in figures or weighed in
pounds. Doctors say, “Because it dispells depression, loneliness and discouragement, singing fre-
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Army Signal Corns

lovelier voices. A definite time
should be set aside each day to
practice them.
Increase the breath capacity. Do
you try to sing on an ordinary breath? Then the
quality of the voice is sure to be more harsh than
necessary. What you need is a full deep breath.
But don’t swell up the chest and pull in the waist
to get it: that crowds the throat and hinders good
singing. Inhale by lifting the lowest ribs, under
the arms, and by expanding the waistline exhale
by pulling in the waist to expell the air.
Let the breath serve the voice. It is easy to increase the breath capacity. It takes more thought
to utilize the breath efficiently for the voice.
Naturally all the air wants to blow out on the first
words you sing. That makes the first tones of a
phrase too breathy and the following ones as
harsh as usual.
But try this. After expanding swiftly and silent:

91

of prolonged, sustained
vowels first, for they are the music of your songs.
Then handle the consonants with swift, firm,
distinctly.

delicate

a
With the hand in usual playing position, and
with the forearm and the finger tips resting on a
low table, execute these exercises. Raise simultaneously the fingers indicated by the numbers
grouped together. At B alternate them with the
finger or fingers indicated after the dash. Go
through each unit several times as an exercise
into itself, before doing the complete set. Do them
in a controlled rhythmical way seeing that the
fingers strike the table simultaneously. Liszt used
to practice finger exercises on his portmanteau
while riding on a train. Many a spare moment
may be put to use with this vest pocket technic.
at

deep breath, hold your index finger just in
finger
front of the mouth. Then plan to warm the
by breathing slowly and gently on it. Each time
you repeat this, plan a longer warming. This will
strengthen your ribs to remain expanded as long
as possible so you will have enough air to send out
your tone to the very end of each phrase; and it
will strengthen the abdominal muscles to serve
your voice with a constantly flowing stream of
breath. Utilize this body action when you sing
and the voice will become strong and smooth.
Maintain an open throat and mouth for resonance. Resonance is produced by sympathetic vibrations which are added to the voice in the open
spaces of the throat and mouth. It amplifies the
voice and warms it through with an irresistible
human quality. To open the mouth, swing your
jaws apart, and waggle the lower jaw into laxness.
Then induce large and generous yawns, and slowly rotate the head while yawning. And imagine
you are “drinking in” air to inhale. When you
sing, try to maintain open spaces as when
yawning.
Move the tongue and lips freely for clear pronunciation. Now that your mouth must be open
for resonance and to let your voice out, increase
the action of the tongue and lips to pronounce

ly for

words

combinations of using more than one finger

sible
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Think

movements.

Once you get into the swing of breathing to
support your voice and maintaining open spaces
while singing, you will not even have to stop to
think. Its very naturalness will carry you along.
It is this enjoyment in singing that will prove
to be the most fascinating thing in the world to
your companions. Everyone loves to see a personality in full action. Show your zest for life, your
emotional awareness of the feeling your words
express, by appropriate facial expressions, body
movements, and twinkling eyes. The popularity
that singing brings will give you confidence to

time.

A
Selecting any two fingers
24
23
15
14
12
13
Selecting any three fingers
124 125 134 135 145
123
Selecting any four fingers
1234 1235 1245 1345 2345

25

34

35

45

234

235

245

345

12-4
15-2
24-5
35-2

12-5
15-3
25-1

13-2
15-4
25-3
45-1

Picture PuzzIes

13-4
23-1
25-4
45-2

13-5
23-4
34-1
45-3

14-2
23-5
34-2

14-3
24-1
34-5

35-4
Alternating any three fingers with any one finger
123-4 123-5 124-3 124-5 125-3 125-4 134-2 134-5
135-2 135-4 145-2 145-3 234-1 234-5 235-1 235-4
245-1 245-3 345-1 345-2
Alternating any four fingers with any one finger
1234-5 1235-4 1245-3 1345-2 2345-1
Alternating any two fingers with any other two
12-34 12-35 12-45 13-24 13-25 13-45 14-23
14-25 14-35 15-23 15-24 15-34 23-14 23-15
23-45 24-13 24-15 24-35 25-13 25-14 25-34
34-12 34-15 34-25 35-12 35-14 35-24 45-12
45-13 45-23

Alternating any two fingers with any three
12-345 13-245 14-235 15-234 23-145 24-135 25-134
34-125 35-124 45-123
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my

hurt

It

to throw them away after taking
them down from the studio bulletin board, and

yet they were often too
large to be used in the
pupils’ music scrap books.
Then one day I found
a real use for them.
A seven-year-old pupil of mine was ill, so, to
help him pass the weary
hours of convalescence
cu
ve pictures into jig-saw
puzzles, and mailed

them to him.
The idea proved

successful from the beginning.
I keep a special
folder in my file for these
picture puzzles. The
children love to receive mail
when they are sick and the
parents are pleased

now

~
e

S

eac ^ er s attention.
In several cases the
r
became so interested in the picture
.l
tbey lead
’

boo ks about them,
h
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1 lldren are
very youn S 1 divide the
tures h!^ ? ai! e
sections,
i
i,
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pic-

match.

which

arc easy to
but for
youn S stel's I cut them into
v!
small odd-shaped

many

pieces.

with “poor ear” can
they understand its causes, the most common
is lack of musical background. The child

flGSErved Fingers

which

who has never been taught

to listen is trying to

requiring so much attention to fingering and bowing that he could not give adequate attention to
first essential is to

have some older

person see that the instrument the student uses is
in tune before each day’s practice, for otherwise
such helps as marks on the fingerboard will do
more harm than good. The teacher and the
parent should not nag the child about playin°out of tune but rather endeavor to guide him
away from the habit. The teacher may play to the
pupil and ask him to detect any false notes
(played intentionally now and then) This brings
joyful cooperation and replaces the feeling
of
failure with a sense of accomplishment.
It is as important that selections used
for ear
training be short and that they be simple
in
style. Only part of a long study or piece should
be
assigned at a time. Studying the music mentally
is always helpful. The pupil may first
diagram
his scale and then mark all the half steps in
the
.

r-r THEN the FINGERS

Stein

literature.

of a violin student
do much to help him if

The very

by Cyeorye (Orowndon

W.

advertising

ARENTS AND TEACHERS

listening.

Vest Pocket Finger Technic

and

zines

thrifty soul

Tf

produce something of which he has no clear conception. Faulty early training is another cause.
The student may have been started with a careless teacher, or he may have been given music

is

h GUp

For years I wondered how to use the numerous
music pictures which came to me through maga-

,

P

bomb

his brother took an interest in playing the
piano with him. A little girl who was so sensitive
that she considered herself a failure when she did
not play her pieces perfectly after one week’s
practice, was induced to repeat them over and
over at the lesson, each time unconsciously better
in tune, when the teacher pretended that it was
she who needed to practice the accompaniment.

B
12-3
14-5
24-3
35-1

tone were out in space, independent of the throat.
have sympaIf, with this tonal achievement, you
which
thetic insight and an appealing message
reveals yourself your inner thought aad life—
you may surprise yourself and everyone else by
singing solos some day.
And a song for every
Hitler any day.

when

Alternating any two fingers with any one finger

carry out your plans.
You’ll actually enjoy singing too. The full expansive breath playing upon a free responsive
vocal mechanism, the swirling sound waves in the
open spaces of the throat, mouth and head, constitute sensations of boundless delight, as if the

—

music (which should be in the same key. After
clapping or tapping the rhythm and listening to
the teacher play, the pupil has an understanding
of the music before he tries to play it himself.
When he has learned the music he may be
further helped by some sort of accompaniment.
Unison playing is helpful to some but others
notice their faults more readily when accompanied by a harmonic part. A careless, discouraged pupil began to improve immediately

"
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Music and Study
Whether the man in the pew recognizes an
opera aria in its setting or not, it generally has no
religious significance. (Some may make an exception in favor of the Pilgrim’s Chorus from Wagner’s “Tannhauser” or certain parts of his “Parsifal.”) Many will agree that the effect of opera
numbers used in the service is sentimental rather

Organ Music Nobody Knows
/,,,

om5

ie„ierf

than devotional.
Sometimes the organist is faced with the dilemma of having requests for numbers which, in his

^Jreciclive

opinion, are unsuitable. This is a situation requiring tact it may be necessary to comply with such
requests where the rule of the church allows the
use of secular numbers. We recall the case of one
organist who refused to play certain music, and

—

teacher of violin.

and

Mr. Treadwell studied piano, organ,
harmony under Alexander S. Gibson, a graduate of the New England Conservatory of
Music, and composition with Dr. J. Christopher Marks. He is a graduate of the Guilmant Organ School and an Associate of the
American Guild of Organists.
At Claremont Presbyterian Church, Jersey
City, New Jersey, Mr. Treadwell developed a
choir of seventy-five in the Junior, Intermediate, and Senior departments, which received national notice through an article
with picture in the “Christian Herald.” Mr.
Treadwell was a pioneer in playing the
organ with motion pictures. He played the

second organ used with pictures in New York
City, before the introduction of organ music
in the large theaters. He is now organist and
choirmaster at the Church of the Atonement
in Brooklyn,

New

York.

—Editorial

Note.

entirely to

attending a church
service listen to the Postlude? We venture
to estimate ninety-nine per cent of the
congregation pays no attention to this closing
number. The incense of worship may have risen
to heaven but with the Benediction, the sweet
savor rapidly vanishes into thin air, mid the stir

H

and the greeting of friends.
recent church bulletin we read the following: “Let worship begin with the playing of the
organ. Let everyone be silent, be reverent.”
Blessed be the clergyman who wrote those
words would that the request went farther and
suggested that all remain quietly seated to the
of departure

On a

—

end of the Postlude! Then would our closing effort
have effect then would the organ be fully recognized as an integral part of the service. But unfortunately most church bulletins contain no such

—

instructions.

This condition prevails for the most part in the
denominational churches; frequently the Roman
Catholic and Episcopal services have neither Preof
lude nor Postlude, owing either to the desire
the priest or the discretion of the organist. Some
Episcopal churches have the beautiful custom of
extinsoft playing while the altar lights are
guished, the music diminishing into silence with
the last candle.
Customs vary greatly; for a considerable time
the writer has played the Anglo-Catholic service,
which closely approximates the Roman form. In
selection
this church a Prelude is desired, but its

FEBRUARY,
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number

is

march. In beginning this work
I was careful to assure the
church authorities that my selections would be of a devotional nature, suitable to the

and type of service,
whether penitential or festal.
Without appearing to boast,
may I quote a member of the
season

said,

“We

have a grand organist.”
There seems to be no

final

congregation

who

solution of the Postlude Prob-

lem other than a seated congregation or complete abandonment of the number.

The Music Everybody Knows
The public has become acquainted with a vast quantity
of music through the talking
machine and the radio. This
condition,
however, by no
means warrants the organist
to introduce these pieces in
their entirety to the church
service.

OW MANY PERSONS

organist. This

the
generally of a quiet character; for the close of
the service the preference is for a recessional

is left

Robert Morris Treadwell comes from a musical New England ancestry; his maternal
grandfather being a singer, teacher of singing, choirmaster, and leader of a church
choir. One sister was a concert pianist and
organist; another a concert violinist and

Mere

prettiness

or

even high musical value is not
sufficient warrant for their
use; on the contrary, many
of these compositions have
worldly connotations which

them

unfit

On

for divine worship.

this point

many

organ-

there being
or rule
as to type of music, especially
in denominational churches
so long as the selection be attractive and well played.
Certain selections seem to
the writer to be quite unsuited
for the church service; chief
among these are Nevin’s Rosary; Andantino in D-flat, Lemare (now a love song)
ists will disagree,

no standard procedure

THANKSGIVING IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY
One thousand year tradition broken. Corp. Heinz Arnold, U. S. A., ol New York
who bears the family name of the official organist of Westminster Abbey
years 1793-1802, shattered a thousand year tradition when he, as an
City,

for the

American soldier, played the famous organ for A. E. F. troops. Corp. Arnold,
formerly an organist at Trinity Reformed Church in New York, played the Westminster organ to celebrate the American Thanksgiving and the allied victories
in North Africa.

;

Theme from

Concerto, Tschaikowsky (and certain other airs from the symphonies), My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice, from
Saint-Saens’ “Samson and Delilah.” (This was
recently heard used as a prelude with Vox Hu-

mana

solo!)

Let such numbers be reserved for weddings and
even then they would be best used only when
requested.

ORGAN
"
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this led to a request for his resignation

—with

year’s salary paid in advance.
A recent article in The Etude advocated

a

chang-

ing the Postlude on the spur of the moment to fit
the tone of the sermon! This would seem to be a
rather difficult procedure somewhat upsetting.
In many churches the bulletin is printed in advance with full details a good reason, it would
appear, for following the service as arranged.
If the organist is expected to reinforce the
thought of the sermon in his closing number, a
conference in advance with the clergyman would
solve this problem. ( Continued on Page 126)

—

—
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HE TRULY CREATIVE

music supervisor or
music teacher must constantly be on the

alert for new and better means of expresmore effective avenues of approach to various teaching problems, and constant attention
to evaluation of results. In discussing the music
curriculum, consideration must be given to the
duties of the director or supervisor of music.
It should be clear that it is not the main business of the supervisor or director of music to

Curriculum Planning

sion,

in

prepare all Curriculum materials and pass them
on to teachers as rigid and final plans to follow.
On the contrary, the most effective materials are
the products of cooperative efforts of intelligently
guided teachers, with the assistance of the director of curriculum or the director of instruction, if
such an official is included in the administrative
setup, and with the assistance and guidance of
the supervisor. It is true that at one time the
number of pages of a curriculum bulletin, or a
course of study produced by the supervisor, was
a measure of his or her success, but this is hardly

S. Davis received his training in State Teachers College,
Springfield Missouri; Northivestern University; Arthur Jordan School of Music; and
Chicago
Musical College. For twelve years he was active in the public schools
of Missouri
and has held his present position since 1936. He is vice-president
of the North
Central division of the Music Educators National Conference.—
Editorial

Note.

aims and objectives must
coincide with the aims
and objectives of the gen-

final.

were true, certaincurriculum materials
would hinder a dynamic
program. All printed
teacher aids should be the

eral educational program
we are to justify its existence in a democratic
public school curriculum.

ly

Music teachers have
been slow to make this

gether in a free and cre-

more comprehensive ad-

ative spirit for their own
growth and that of their

justment

pupils.

haps due to several reasons. First, as mentioned
above, music made its de-

in the
curriculum. This

Beginning

new in the public school
curriculum. In many
the music

or a glee club in order that
the school might be repre-

LYTTON

sented in the district contest which was to be held
at the neighboring college.

A teacher was employed, perhaps the history teacher, or, in some
clarinet in
cases, the town barber “who played a
superintendent immethe town band,” and the
his school had
that
fact
diately announced the

a music department. The new
of other
department expanded with the addition
and continued to grow as
musical organizations,

now developed

made

favorable showings in

as
able to give programs which
he contest or was
the majority of the school pasatisfied at least
sausne
to
caseSi no aMention was glven
program along the
a music education
objectives and praceducational
accepted
f s of
nt acc
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t rea lize that music
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perhaps

justi-

However, the rapid growth of
the public schools has
been largely due

activities.

is

per-

davis

.

the formative period.
Educators are now quite openly criticizing music
teachers for this lack of coordination with
the
general educational program, and for giving

much

is

it

still

m

.

EvhfM

habits wuvM*
particula r vision of, or particination 7n Tn altim
ate ends which those habits
are in
Tl y do not involve a widening or

reconstruct’

.

wWeAtee

which now
which students may major in music education
did not have any such plan ten to fifteen years
ago. The obvious result of this has been that the
music curriculum has not been taken into serious
consideration until quite recently, and in many
instances,

the Experts
Further criticism of our
curriculum procedures
r°
important educational experts and
h
J ° hn Dewe makes
y
a most impord
between education and training
bv
‘i?
Trainlng is the formation of Axed

Lnf

courses to prepare teach-

curriculum

ers properly for this new
field of instruction. Most
have definite courses, through

colleges

As Seen by

er training institutions
were slow in providing

the

curriculum. Second, teach-

program was started by
the organization of a band

the director

music

under varying circumstances, and for various
reasons, all of which differed drastically from the
manner in which other
subjects came into the

schools, especially in the

„

m

music
to such

h ‘ S inner experience. They are
directed atfil
B° als Education, on the other
Stnam
with'trntn
t 1S a Progressive. As contrasted
Proeess which never ends,
for its bnsitf’ t
S ^ n<
t tbe formation of mere fixed
habits hut tt
UinuaUy greater enrichment of
life.” lamp, t “*,
MlU 611 in commenting on Mr.
Dewey's distinc+ 10 u
tion savs “ a
? betwee n training and edueaBleat deal of
music teaching to-day
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t g trainin g in techniques, defini-

but into

Comparatively speaking,
music education, in its
fuller meaning, is quite

,

test participation. Such
criticism is
ned in a measure.

if

result of cooperative effort
of teachers working to-

cities,

Music Education,

Lytton

If this

Smaller

'ai/id
Director of

contend, they may be a hindrance to a dynamic
curriculum. They assume
that all such materials
will be taken as something

A Scrambled

S.

Public Schools, Omaha, Nebraska

true to-day.
Viewed in proper perspective, curriculum matehave a useful purpose in supervision. It is
true, that in the field of supervision, some leaders
have little use for printed materials because, they

and
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early every high school
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in the coun-

try boasts of a band. Even the grade schools
are encouraging the formation of bands
and use them on all possible occasions for marching, football and other events. Many performers
in these organizations become band conscious
and are attempting either to arrange musical
numbers for their own group or to write original
numbers such as marches or even more ambitious

Arranging Music

pieces for concert use.
Each year, for the last four or five years, the
author has been called upon to adjudicate the
numbers so arranged or composed by the band

for

Your School Band

students of a large, local high school band. The
findings were surprising in that the students
were very observant of proper ranges, doublings
and dynamics. Arranging for the band is no easy
task, for there are so many transposing instruments for which to write that much confusion
may result unless the transcriber is particularly

by -^IrlLur

OLf JU,

ei'Sen
Mus. Dnc.

careful.

Our average high school band ordinarily boasts
wnich we will

of the following instrumentacion
classify as to groups:

GROUP

I

one half step lower than the original. If one
wishes the instrument to sound in B-flat major
the key of A major with its three sharps in the
signature must be used and the music written the
next degree lower. Example:

Conical Tube Instruments
Flutes I-II-III (non-transposing)
Piccolo in Db played by 2nd Flutist (transposing)

Oboes I and II (non-transposing)
English Horn (occasionally used)

transpos-

ing)

Soprano Saxophone (rarely used) (transposing)

Alto Saxophone, Eb (transposing)
Tenor Saxophone, Bb (transposing)
Baritone Saxophone, Eb (transposing)

Bassoon I and II (non-transposing)
Sarrusophone (rarely used)

GROUP

II

Cylindrical Tube Instruments
Clarinet Eb, (transposing)
Clarinet I-II-III Bb (transposing)
Alto Clarinet Eb (transposing)
Bass Clarinet Bb (transposing)

GROUP

for

III

Brasses

Trumpets

Bb, I-II-III or Cornets

Bb (trans-

posing)

Horns F, I-II-III-IV or Horns in Eb
Tenor Trombone I-II-III or Bass Trombone
for III

Baritone in bass clef (non-transposing)
Baritone in treble clef (Bb transposition,
same as Bass Clarinet)
Tuba, Eb or BBb

GROUP

IV

Percussions
Side or Snare
Bass Drum

Drum

Timpani or Kettle Drums (tuned)
Cymballs
Special Percussions, such as Triangle, Woodblocks, Bells, Celesta, Castanets, and so on

The beginner, in transcribing for band, is
strongly urged to practice group arrangements of
simple folksongs or other easy pieces in order to
become thoroughly familiar with the transposing
instruments and their best ranges. The following
instruments in Group I will give ample range
for a combination which includes flutes I-II-III,
piccolo in D-flat, oboes I-II and bassoons I-II.
The only transposing instrument in this group
key
is the D-flat piccolo which is written in the
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The band range of the D-flat piccolo is from D,
above Middle-C up to the second A above the
treble clef. Remember that it sounds an octave
and a semi-tone higher than written.
The band range of the flute is from Middle-C
to the second A above the treble clef.
The band range of the oboe is from B just below
Middle-C, to D, third space above the treble clef.
The band range of the bassoon is from B-flat
below the bass clef to G third line above the
bass clef.
These are not the extreme ranges of these
woodwinds but the most usable and flexible ranges
band or orchestral purposes.

In arranging a number suitable for the above
combination, choose one that exhibits a bit of
rhythmic action as well as an interesting melodic
and harmonic content. The excerpt from Mendelssohn’s Consolation (Ex. 2) is ideally suited
for the purpose. (Ex. 3.)
The oboe II may be doubled in the E-flat alto
saxophone; the bassoon I may be doubled in the
B-flat tenor saxophone, and the bassoon II may
be doubled in the E-flat baritone saxophone.
In the example (No. 3) the melody is carried in
three octaves, the alto voice in two and the tenor
and bass each in the strong voices of the two
bassoons. This is quite brilliant in sound.
After practicing writing for the conical tube
instruments, use the same example and arrange
it for the cylindrical tube instruments, Group II.
These are all transposing voices and must be carefully considered. The written range of all clarinets
is the same:

key in

it is

to the

pitched.

Ex.

The B-flat

clarinet sounds a whole step lower
is written in the key a whole
it is expected to sound. Use this
all flat keys and also C,
and
(See Ex. 6.) ( Continued on Page 131)
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Each instrument transposes according

which
The E-flat clarinet sounds a minor third higher
than notated and must be written in the key a
minor third lower than it is expected to sound:
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Karl Merz, once editor of a foremost musical
monthly now merged with The Etude, was
one of the inspiring mentors of the late
Theodore Presser. Educator, musicologist,
composer, he had a far-spread influence in
his day. He taught for over thirty years at

Karl
A

the College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio, and
was beloved by all. On October 24, 1942, the
Karl Merz Music Hall was dedicated on the
campus of Wooster. It was formerly a fine
family mansion erected by the late steel

magnate, H.

—

E MEET TO-DAY

to a Great

Hollins, twenty-five years later, as Professor of

Could you imagine a memorial building being
dedicated to-day to Lowell Mason, Edward MacDowell or John Philip Sousa, in Bonn, Jena or
Heidelberg? How fortunate it is that we live in a
land in which we can hold ourselves above the
degrading, brutalizing intolerance that the Nazis
are trying to impose upon all the world.
When Karl Merz was born at Bensheim, near

With the outbreak of the Civil War, Karl Merz,
after serious personal loss, went
north and taught
music at the Oxford Female College at Oxford,
Ohio, for twenty-one years, when
he accepted the
position as Professor of Music at the College of
Wooster, remaining here until his
death in 1890.
Merz was blessed with what some have described as instinctive teaching
ability. All of his
writings indicate that kind
of intellectual
leadership and gift for exposition which
marks the born pedagog. He started to
contribute to Brainard’s “Musical World,"
in April 1868, and wrote
continuously upon musical pedagogical and musicologist subjects for the remainder of his career.
His “Modern Method for Reed
Organ”; “Karl Merz’ Piano Method” and
his textbook on
“Harmony and Musical
Composition” all had immense popularity
and huge sales. I regret
to say that I have
never heard many of
his once popular
musical compositions and
cannot therefore judge of them.

in this fine
to dedi-

American community
cate a building to a

German-

born and German trained musician.
There is something very exalting to
this, at this frightening hour, and I
am vastly honored to be with you.

The occasion breathes the

spirit of

of thought and
pure art that
America from the

freedom

tolerance,

action, appreciation of

distinguishes

bestiality of the totalitarian govern-

ments with whom we are now at war.
As an .American, without German
blood, who was partly educated in
Germany, who has written for German papers, published in Germany,
for three years, and who has given

many

addresses in the

German

Musician

we in America have clung to the highest
ideals of culture, freedom, tolerance and right.
of battle

C. Frick.

The dedicatory address was pronounced
by Dr. James Francis Cooke, President of
The Presser Foundation and Editor of The
Etude Music Magazine who told, among
other things, of Dr. Merz’ relations ivith the
late Theodore Presser. Editor’s Note.

W

Merz Music Hall

Notable Tribute

Music.

Mr. Presser and Karl Merz
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many we
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are fighting at this moment
like the Germany of the

College

century to which the world is so
deeply indebted for science and art,
than a Comanche Indian war dance is like a
over
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of
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let
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be-
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that in the heat

Frankfort

came

into

am
a

Main, Sept. 10, 1836, he
very different

Germany

from that of to-day. Goethe, the greatest and most beneficient Germanic influence of all time, had been dead for
but four years. With all his singular
mixture of scientific wisdom, poetic fantasy and sentimentalism, Goethe carried on the wholesome philosophy of
Schiller, Herder, Wieland and Jean Paul

Pupil and musicologist.
DR.

Constantin von Stern-

KARL MERZ

berg:

Richter.

1.

Karl Merz’ father was a public school teacher
and an organist. His only teacher seems to have
been the little known F. J. Kunkel. He was graduated from the Gymnasium and settled down as
a teacher in Bingen on the Rhine. He came to
America in 1854, a lad of eighteen. One of his first

was that of organist at the South Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia. His next position was at a seminary in Lancaster, Penna.
Then, he moved to Virginia, having positions at
and at Hollins Institute at
Harrisonberg,
Salem,

scholarly
2.
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men,

Karl Merz was one
of the mos t learned,

of this country.
Mer^S1Cians
a teacher almost unparalleled

in inspiring Tdignity of his’

positions

Batetourt Springs. Hollins Institute is now Hollins
College. Mr. Theodore Presser followed him at

to

hear my mentor speak
every now and then
about Karl Merz. One
of the first things that
Mr. Presser did was to
place in my hands a
copy of Merz’ “Music
and Culture” and ask
me to read it carefullyIn the introduction I
found these words from
the great Russian Liszt-

KARL MERZ MUSIC HALL
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How

the Orchestra Player

May

Keep

Fit

Practical Considerations for Maintaining Interest and Ability

Harold Berkley was born in England
and at the age of three received
violin instruction from his father, a
gifted amateur. Later he studied
with William Henley, and, after
coming to the United States, continued his studies with the late
Franz Kneisel. He has concertized
in this country and in Europe. He
held responsibh teaching positions
in Cleveland and Hew York and is
now teaching privately and conducting the Hartford (Connecticut)
Oratorio Society and the Hartford
String Orchestra. Editorial Note.
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ANY A

VIOLINIST, after playing in

an orchestra over a period of years,
finds his playing has gradually deteriorated. The process has been imperceptible, and he awakes suddenly to the
realization that music does not mean so
much to him as it once did, that his
technic is not so fluent as formerly, and
is not producing the personal
quality of tone he once enjoyed.
The reasons for this deterioration are
both psychological and physical, and both
sets of causes react sharply on each other.

that he

on what he

For the sake of analysis, however, they

may

be somewhat arbitrarily separated.
The chief psychological causes are: (a)
the need for yielding continually to the
the conductor; (b) the player’s inhear himself during a great deal

will of

ability to

—

and someof his playing; (c) the passive
times active influence of other players
who are quite content to do as little work
as may be necessary to hold their jobs.
The most important physical causes are

—

HAROLD BERKLEY

re(a) left-hand finger fatigue, due to
t e
peated performances of exacting scores; (b)
by
extreme pianissimi and fortissimi demanded

many modern

conductors;

(c)

crowded seating

conditions.

When

we

considering the psychological factors,
player

must remember that at times the orchestra
ideas of the conis not in sympathy with the

player can have,

it

provides also the most per-

of maintaining and developing those
musical instincts that may have to be repressed
in the orchestra; for its repertoire contains some
of the greatest music ever written, and the player
fect

means

can always hear himself play

chamber music as he
and duet sonatas.

ideals of playing, and this tends to disintegrate
his musical individuality. To counteract this
tendency he should do everything he can to
further his own musical development not allow-

—the

job

—a complicating

it.

The orchestra

play as much
can, particularly quartets

violinist is therefore well-advised to

his
factor, for above all,
what
to execute as well as possible exactly
manner
the conductor has in mind, and in the
required. The violinist finds it difficult in such
circumstances to keep alive and vital his own

ductor
is

Continue Individual Practice
However, to invite the soul with the masterchamber music is by no means enough
orchestra man must, above all, keep his
technical equipment in the best of trim. It may
pieces of

—

ing himself to be turned from his purpose by the
skeptical attitude of other players who do not
share his idealism. The playing of chamber music
offers not only the greatest pleasure a string

FEBRUARY,

1943

be urged that the heavy schedule of rehearsals and concerts carried by most of
the major orchestras does not give the
player time for individual practice. However, if a player is musically ambitious, and
has not become self-satisfied, he can
nearly always manage to set aside at least
one hour each day for his personal practice. And one hour daily spent on carefully
chosen basic exercises can keep a violinist’s
technic up to par. But the practice material
must be intelligently selected.
The basic requirements for the left hand,
particularly for the orchestra violinist, are
(a) the grip of the fingers; (b) the flexibility of the fingers; (c) the position of
the left hand and arm.
The first thing the player is apt to lose
is the sensitive vitality of his finger grip
and with it the vibrancy and personal
quality of his tone. This may be caused by
fatigue, or by getting into the habit of
just “playing along.” Therefore the first
few minutes of the day’s practice should
be devoted to producing an alive finger
pressure. Intelligently contrived “mute”
exercises or moderately slow scales will
suffice for this if the player has his mind

VIOLIN
Edited by Robert Braine
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is doing.
When finger flexibility is being considered it must always be kept in mind
that the rapid and clean pick-up of the
finger is quite as important as the fall of
the finger, and must receive much attention. It should also be remembered that
slow practice develops flexibility much
more certainly than rapid playing; and
that such studies as Dont, Op. 35, No. 21,
or the Caprice No. 1, of Paganini, are at
least as valuable for keeping the fingers
supple as the Paganini Moto Perpetwo.
In all passages involving double-stops or
rapid shifting, the position of the hand
and arm is vitally important. In such passages
the left elbow must be well around, the thumb
under the neck of the violin directly opposite the
grip of the fingers, and the knuckle of the first
finger slightly away from the neck of the violin.
Furthermore, when the hand shifts to the fifth
position, or beyond, the tip of the thumb should
go right up to the end of the neck, so that the
highest positions may be reached without any
further movement of the thumb.
Many players unconsciously acquire the habit
of not getting the hand and arm far enough
around, with a consequent slowing up of their
shifting technique. However, this habit will not be
formed if some thought is given each day to the
position of the hand and arm in scales and arpeggios, or in some such shifting study as the No. 17
of Dont.
In connection with the position of the arm, one
may well consider a ( Continued on Page 128)
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ing and intelligence than you have in
your ability to express that feeling and
intelligence through the medium of the
piano. So you must work extra-hard on

Questions and

Ideas for Music Club Programs
Q. Will you kindly give me sources of

mechanics for awhile until you catch

Freedom in expressing the music,
and freedom from fear come only as the
result of power on your part. You must
up.

information from which I might get
helps and ideas in making out next
monthly study programs for our
season’s

association. The
of private studio
membership
teachers of piano, violin, and voice and
college teachers of piano, violin, voice,
and subjects of music theory. The past
winter timely subjects from the M. T.
N. A. year-book of the preceding year
were ’the bases of discussion. I want of
course to work out a series of programs
that will be helpful to teachers in meeting the musical needs of the unusual
times. Thanking you I am S. McD.
city

music

develop the skill necessary for expressing
the music before you can actually express it. The fact that you know that

Answers

teachers’

is

made up

A

—

you do not have this skill frightens you
"makes you nervous” as you call it. I adyou to do two things: (1) Study
and practice technic, beginning with the
simplest exercises and not going on to a
more difficult stage until you can do the
simple things perfectly every time; (2)
study some easy pieces that you do not
know at all, and require yourself to play
this simpler music
with absolute per-

Music Information Service

vise

Conducted by

A. Your plan of using the M. T. N. A.
Proceedings as a basis for a series of
programs. seems to me excellent. I edited
these volumes for over twenty years, and
I
I know that they contain a great mass
of highly interesting and authentic material. Another plan is to get your club
members to take The Etude and to base
the meetings on the material in the current issue, each club member of course
Prufessor Emeritus
being expected to read the issue before
Dberlin College
the meeting. If you do this, I suggest
that you discuss the music as well as the
articles and special departments. AnMusic Editor, Wehster’s New
other year you might study the works of
International Dictionary
eight or ten modern composers, each
meeting consisting of several short papers dealing with various phases of the
life and compositions of the composer
being studied, together with the perand practiced by leading music educaformance of some of his compositions
tors when you graduated from college,
actual playing and singing by the memand the only change is that more people
bers, or recordings.
now know and practice them. There is
some tendency to abandon the syllables,
Are the So-Fa Syllables Old- especially after the sixth grade, but
those of us who believe that children
fashioned
still ought to learn to read music (even
Q. May I ask one question? Have you
though we do not regard music reading
changed your method of teaching music
as the fundamental objective) continue
in the elementary schools a great deal
to recommend the so-fa syllables as a
since 1924? I had occasion to do some
basis for music reading. Various other
substitute teaching here in the schools
recently and found the music very poor.
schemes have been and are being tried,
They use the syllables very little. During
the substance of the matter is that
but
the time I taught here the teachers felt
in places where the syllables have been
that your method brought fine results;
abandoned skill in reading music has
that was eight years ago. Do you still
use syllables for sight reading? H. G.
usually dwindled and disappeared also.
people blame the syllables for the
Many
A. The fundamental principles of teachfact that grade school children do not
ing music in the grade schools have not
enjoy the music period, but it is not the
changed since 1924. Of course there were
syllables that are to blame but dull mumany at that time who had not “caught sic and “teachery” teachers. Given a
the vision,” so they devoted most of the beautiful song and a fine teacher, and
time allotted to music to practicing sight children are bound to enjoy the music
singing. But progressive educators had
h 0ur whether the song is first sung by
already realized a generation ago that syllable or not. And if they sing it by
grade school music is the very foundamost of them are learning to

/

(

Q^

W-

eni

fection. While studying
this easier
I advise you also to

Mus. Doc

discover the repetition
in another part (imitanote key changes; in short, understand every detail of the piece you are
studying and require
yourself to do it
again and again until
it is perfect. You
have probably been
wasting a good deal
oi time because
you were trying to play
music that was too
hard for you. Now
ave the courage to
go back to very simple music, and
you will find great joy in
the perfection
that you achieve. You
win also find your
nervousness leaving

—

appreciation
every lesson is a lesson in
fact
and that appreciation of music is in
music teaching,
the basic objective in all
school. Through
both in grades and high
on Charles
Cady
Calvin
of
the influence
and others, came the idea of

Farnsworth

music, and from Switzerland,
reached across the AtTacques Dalcroze
imbued some of us with the
lantic and
of bodily movefundamental importance
creative

rhythm
a“

training, as a basis for

A U These ThhS'

9S

1

were already known

syllable

read

—an

music

important item

when

considered as preparation for later partsinging and probable instrumental work.
The syllables are not “old-fashioned,”
but some music teachers' ideas are! If
you are genuinely interested in learning
more details about teaching music to
children I suggest that you secure a
copy of my book “Music in the Grade
Schools.” This may be obtained from
the publishers of The Etude.

Can a

of Thirty Still

Become a

Pianist ?

Q. I am thirty years old and have just
recently started taking lessons. I took
piano for about five years and stopped
when I was. fourteen years old. I played
for several years after that, hut for the
past ten years haven’t touched a piano.
I received one for a Christmas gift a
year ago (I played around on it for a
year) and two months ago started my
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tion of music education, so from the
time of Jessie L. Gaynor, Eleanor Smith,
Robert Foresman, and other pioneers,
grade school children were being brought
into contact with lovely songs, and the
emphasis was on singing the songs beautifully rather than merely on reading
their notation. With Frances E. Clark
came listening lessons, and out of these
there gradually emerged the idea that

find
variation;

and

music

analyze its harmony,
examples of repetition

form;

its

books
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Music and Study
on the other hand, and music that

The Importance
in

is too thickly
scored, must be avoided like the plague. The
effect of these in a factory of noisy machinery
is merely a confused and irritating din.
constant.
“Further, tone-level must be
This
means that the music must not vary too much
between soft and loud. Finally overstrong accentuation must be avoided, or you will just get
a series of pulsating bumps that distract and
annoy the worker instead of stimulating him.
“The worker, however, does not work to the
rhythm of the music, but carries on his operations quite independently of it. This is why Viennese waltzes, provided there are not too many of
them, are often woven quite successfully into the
work program of jigs and quicksteps. The modern

Music

of

Wartime Industry
Music that Makes Work

ly,

a

Joy

slow waltz and rhumba, however, are strictly
avoided. It has been found that too much of any
kind of music induces boredom and irritation.”

^Inhrim

^jt)oron

Experiments in America

T

HE WAR HAS BROUGHT MUSIC

to indus-

try in a big way, to speed production, relieve
fatigue, smooth jangled nerves, boost production. In April, 1941, some five hundred plants
were using it, now over three thousand. Conservatively, five million

shifts are benefiting

workers on day and night
by music and new plants

it every day. It will not be long before
this industrial audience will far exceed any other
audience for music we have ever been able to assemble, even on the radio. Entirely apart from

are adding

increasing

the

actual

production

in

figures,

which must now run into millions of dollars a
month, it has the more important factor of removing the drudgery and monotony of repetitious tasks and has the human element of bringing joy to what otherwise might be a very stereotyped occupation.
A new field of opportunity

is opening as music
becomes more and more an accepted part of in-

dustry; for researchers, directors of broadcasting, and composers. More research is needed to
determine what kind of music to play for specific
types of work, when and how long. Some research
has already been done but the surface has barely
been scratched. Directors of broadcasting are
required to look after the music that goes over
the P. A. (public address) systems with speakers

so spaced all workers can hear. Composers will
eventually be enlisted to write work music.
Phonograph music is now played mostly in
plants either at lunch time and at breaks between shifts, or right on the job. On noisy machine operations, special amplifiers are provided
which cut the music through the din. Other firms
use pipe and electric organs, bands, glee clubs
and organizations recruited from the personnel.
The duties of the director of broadcasting are
sound
considered a part of personnel work. Since

systems are used not only for music but
radio
paging, broadcasting company bulletins,
and news announcements, and air raid warnings,
foi

voice,
the candidate should have a pleasing radio
some knowledge of radio technique as well as of
psychology and personnel relations. He should
know when and what kind of music to play, how
to organize amateur talent among employees and
bring it before the microphone. The job has

unusual

possibilities to

one able to see them.

cent, and also that fast music speeds the worker,
while slow music slows him down. The findings
in this country bear this out. We know that
tempi above normal pulse rate increase pulse,
respiration and blood pressure, those below tend
to decrease them. Accordingly music is used to
regulate the speed of the worker. This principle
is applied to teaching typists to acquire speed.
Beginning classes click off each letter to a word
in slow tempi. As they acquire speed, faster tempi
are introduced until the student is able to type
sixty words a minute. This principle is also applied in the factory. At fatigue hours (11 A. M.
and 4 P. M.) livelier pieces are played to prevent
the production curve from dipping down as it
does ordinarily. At noon and rest periods, relaxing music is played.
Music also has a pronounced effect in breaking
up boredom, a prime breeder of fatigue, and in
boosting morale. The English experimenters
found that music took the tedium out of a
monotonous job, cheered the workers, and made
them more anxious to come to work. Largely as
a result of this experiment, England has made
music mandatory for all defense work.
Winford Reynolls, director

Experimenting in the effect of music on workHealth Research Board
found that production can be boosted from two
and three tenths to eleven and six tenths per
ers, Britain’s Industrial
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and found that it not only stimulates production
to a marked extent, but cuts down accidents,
absences, rejects, lateness and improves the quality of the work. “Time” magazine in the issue of
November 14, gives a graphic account of Professor Burris-Meyer’s experiments. In reference to
the kind of music to be played and when, he says,
“It seems to be a generally accepted practice to
limit playing time to not more than two and
one-half hours per day, in periods of not more
than twelve to twenty minutes. Marches for
opening and marches and popular fox-trots for
change of shifts or closing time are most generally preferred. Radio programs especially planned
music in industry are desirable. Hymns
are alleged to be in considerable demand on Sunday in some factories, although on a week day,
they slow up. Luncheon periods are considered
the most flexible in programming.”
for

Music definitely relieves fatigue, thereby cutting down the number of accidents and actually
giving us more endur- ( Continued on Page 130)

BBC’s Music While You
Work program, broadcast to

of

English defense workers, lays

down some

definite rules for

work music.
“First of all,” he says, “do

not expect the wrong things
from music; do not expect it
to act as an immediate means
of speeding up. It is a tonic
a cup of tea, something
to cheer the mind. You will
get increased output all right,
like

it will spread over the
spell as a whole. You
not necessarily get it
while the music is being
played.
“Second; do not play unfamiliar tunes; this is defi-

but

work
will

nitely disturbing.

want

ers

know.

same
Results in Britain

In this country Professor Harold Burris-Meyer
of the Stevens Institute of Technology made a
number of experiments with music in factories

If

The work-

something

they

hum

it

they
at the

time, the better.

“Melody is all important,
though vocalists, despite their
popularity

"

(perhaps

indeed

provide too
of it)
distraction. ‘Hot’ music,

because

much

MUSIC IN A LARGE INDUSTRIAL PLANT
I-T-E Circuit Breaker Company of Philadelphia, with about 2E00 employees,
gives five amplified concerts during the twenty-four hours of each day over its
loud speaker system, and the employees look forward to them in their work.

The
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The

Secret of Public Reaction
A

Neither type of humor is better than the other,
and both contain the human essentials of living—
because wishing and dreaming are just as human
as seeing and doing.
“Be yourself, and give the people those elements
of the human essentials that you can project with
the greatest sincerity. How to build up the actual
songs themselves? For myself, I always begin with
the words. That doesn’t mean just memorizing
them; it means getting a firm grasp on the human
meaning of the story they tell, and then living
that story out as sincerely as if it were my story.
in.

Music and Study

Conference with

G

racie
ie ^dieids
Distinguished English Soprano

Indeed, for the time it is my story. When I sing
Be A Good Soldier Till Your Daddy Gets Back,
I’m not a female entertainer singing to an audience; I’m that soldier, talking only to the laddie
on my knee. For the moment, I’m not thinking of
the audience I don’t see it
it isn’t even there.

—

and Comedienne

—

Living the

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY ROSE HEYLBUT

NCE IN A GENERATION—perhaps—there

O

appears an artist gifted with the power to
capture everybody, regardless of race, naand when such a magnetic miracle asserts itself, people wonder how it
happens. The current source of this wonder is the
one, the only, the inimitable Grade Fields, who
has spread out the mantle of her charm to enfold
within it all of America as well as all of Great
Britain. How does she do it? Of course, Miss Fields
has a superb natural voice which she uses to
project a versatile repertoire of “hits,” ballads,
classic songs, and hymns; she is a natural comedienne, and a superlative mimic. But there are
plenty of other entertainers, with great voices and
great gifts, who do not even begin to approach
the status of a Gracie Fields. What, then, is the
secret that enables Britain’s first ambassador of
goodwill to apply Caesar’s formula of coming, seeing, and conquering to concert halls, music halls,
drawing rooms, churches, radios, factories, orphanages, and military camps and hospitals, on
both sides of the Atlantic?
“When you talk about what makes people react,
you’re really asking something,” said Miss Fields
in her Lancashire accent. “If I had to sum it up
in one word, that word would be sincerity. People
tionality, class, or taste;

what

react to

is

real

and true and hearty. The

songs and the jokes that bring home these qualities may vary with geography, but the human
essentials themselves remain the same everywhere, all the time. The thing for the entertainer
to do, then, is quite simply to reflect those human

—

essentials.

The Weakness

“How
self

is

and

desire to

he going to do

of Imitation

it? First,

by being him-

letting nothing—no fad, no craze, no
make an ‘effect’ tempt him into copy-

—

I, myself, am of
ing other people. For instance,
among plain people,
the plain people; I was born
worked among them both on the stage and

—

I’ve

and any attempt to make myself
in the factory—
else would be the end of me.
oyer into something
with Sir Gerald Du
nncp I played in a company

weeks of listening to my
Maurier After a few
‘Well, Gracie, now that
Sir Gerald said,

End company you'd better learn
y0U1 in a West
End actress, hadn’t you?’
like a West
t0
P
Uo-Td be daft if I did. The
Andu t answered, London stage accent may be
accepted
typical, accep
isn’t natural to
b t it certainly
I am.
na tU
give the people what

Jk
l

e

ind I'veTot

to

I’m not saying that’s the best; but it’s me.’ What
Sir Gerald replied to that surprised me most of
all. ‘Gracie,’ he said, ‘you’re lucky!’ Anybody’s
lucky who can stick to being what he is; because
then he holds the most important key to approaching other people as they are.
“Human essentials are always the same. People

are interested in the
big things of life
faith and love and
warmth and children
and the things that

Song

I throw myself heart and
soul into the human
meaning of my song. That simplifies matters a
good deal. If you’re an entertainer, trying to
please an audience, you get lost amongst attempts, and effects, and things like
that. But if
you withdraw into a world that holds only yourself and the people in the
story of your song, you

with those people, talk to them— and the
audience sees something real
come to life. After
I ve gotten hold of the
words and the story, then.
add the melody, taking care
that phrasing and
the mechanics of singing
do not spoil the projec ion of the story.
Nothing must distort this.

live

cerely

“As to my singing
don’t set up as
an authority because
I’m quite self-taught.
I would have liked
singing lessons, of
course, but we couldn't
afford them. So I’ve
always sung as best I
could luckily for me,
I have a natural voice
and taught myself-

I

also

itself, I

gladden and sadden
the heart;

and, of

fun. Those
are the things that

course,

make
if

people react,
they’re brought

home

to

them

—

sin-

—

and naturally.
do find a slight
surface difference,
of

as best I could,

by buying the records
of the best artists and
studying them. My
public career began

perhaps, in the type

humor that

amuses people of
different nations.
You in America are

when

I

was

seven. In

the factory town in
Lancashire, where I
a bit more sophistiwas born, we lived
cated, while we in
opposite a theatrical
England turn more
boarding house ‘dignaturally to simpler
gings,’ we call it; quite
things. Take, for ina British institution.
stance, a song-hit
Well, I always sanglike The Greatest Aspidistra in the World.
and my mother alIn England, I’ve sung
ways encouraged me.
OUR GRACIE"
it thousands of times
My mother has a fi ne
and the people are
voice, and my father’s
wild about it. And what is it about? About what
a born comic, and I'm
the result Rnwnf
le
you call a rubber-plant an ordinary rubber10 protessional
over the way,
P eop
wouMhear*
plant that wouldn’t grow till it was crossed with
and give me penmeS
or a new song
Then wh ( ?
an acorn, and then shot up so that it went
a singing competitinrT “ 1 was seven there waS
through the roof. Now, that song is typically
"
1 W°n
shillings, an
1 got my te
a
British; couldn’t have originated anywhere else.
troupes (mnfther
g° 011 in i“™ nUe
Tritish lns
People like it over here, too; but I don’t feel that
Mothei
titution )
was very happy_
shp
it could have been written here. Why? Because
yS l0Ved the 5tagC "'
but when I was
fourteen
n
she
reflects typical, ordinary, plain, everyday
it
Pulled me back home
to the factory.
‘Gracia
British life; and people see reflected in it either
Said sin in g’s all very
fine, but if
g
ever your’
themselves or people they know well. Before the
ves out you must
have a trade in
your
war, at least, typically American hits were, to a
48 So 1 went int0 the
cotton-mill, like
large extent, the reflection of the smart, sophisti6 111 my towI1 and
became a winder
andRau SPf
cated, glamorous world that people thought about,
l0r the P eo Pl e in the
factory. That
didn’t
plain
world
last
the
they
rather than of
really lived
* hough 1 had neW
chances on the stage
age, and
{Continued, on Page 1301
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ENCHANTED EVENING
do nofneglect
Because much of the melody in the first section is in the left hand,
An idyll in waltz form is this charming third grade composition.
work from b eginnmg
free expression of tempo rubato should mark this
°
the melodic possibilities of the right hand. The

EyER

Copyright
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FEBRUARY
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Company

International Copyright secured
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OUTE AS COTTON
A NOVELTY FOR PIANO

Teachers have a demand for what has come to be called “novelty pieces”, that is, compositions with a peculiar rhythmic background which seem toembody
an infectious impetus. Such pieces should be played in more or Jess strict tempo with definite measured accents. This work, by the deft and melodic Ralph
Federer, requires a light and spirited touch.
_ T ^

'

.
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8

RALPH FEDERER
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REFLECTIONS
Andantino
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Ditson Company
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TMW STUDS

THE SON OF GOD GOES FORTH TO WAR
ALL
SAINTS

This grand old
all

hymn is from a collection transcribed by Clarence Kohlmann. In these martial days this arrangement will be found most valuable for
kinds of services in church, school, lodge, as well as in public patriotic meetings.

HENRY

Copyright 1943 by Theodore Presser Co.
1943

FEBRUARY
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CUTLER

105

from the “Andante- 5th Symphony
Tschaikowsky’s “Fifth Symphony in E minor” was finished in 1888, the year in which the great Russian master
had
with Brahms, Grieg, Dvorak, Massenet, Gounod, Paderewski, and others. The deep emotional feeling of the
Andante h
one
of the works which was Durl iin^^ *
As Dr. Sigmund Spaeth indicated in The Etude for last October, it is
Purloined
A11

i06

_

to

m

add

d6

’

contac ^ s
popularity.

to the

riches of Tin Pan

THE ETUDE

3

1

VALSE SOUVENIR
Allegretto

Allegro

FREDERICK A.WILLIAMS
m.m.cJ- = 56

R.H.

Me no mosso
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Copyright
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DitS ° n Company
by 01iver

International Copyright secured
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WALTZING IN OLD VIENNA
Stanford King, now in the U.S.Navy, was born and trained in America, but one might think from the definitely Viennese color of this compohad made his earthly debut on the Ringstrasse. They say that Johann Strauss used to talk with his bow. In playing this fluent work,
pronounce each 'note as though you were conversing with an intimate friend.

sition that he

Tempo

di Yalse

moderato M.M.J = lsa

STANFORD KING

NONE OTHER NAME
Christina Rossetti
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Copyright
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CZARDAS
Poco

116

piii lento, jpoco

a poco accol.

the etude

BOAT SONG
JOSEPH SUTER

Copyright 1940 by Theodore Presser Co.
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MENXJET
SECONDO

JEAN PHILIPPE RAMEAU

MENXJET
PEIMO

JE A N PHILIPPE

RAMEAU

Arr.by Leopold J. Beer

February
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DRESSING UP LIKE MOTHER
This piece

is

effective as a juvenile musical recitation.

Moderato

Cop yrigM
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Words and Music by

MYRA ADLER

Presser Co.
1941 by Theodore
British Copyright, secu
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THE CHEERFUL TINKER
With

LEWIS BROWN

spirit m.m.J = iss

A RAINY DAY

Copyright 1942 by Theodore Presser Co.
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PETER PERK
See Technistory and application on opposite page

PETER’S SILVER

HAMMER
GU Y MAIER

Ringingly

Presser
Copyright 1943 by Theodore
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Co.

British

Copyright secured
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Pianist’s Digest

Saver

A

Collection of 250 Excerpts

From the Great Classic and
Contemporary Masterworks

Technistories for Boys and Girls
ly pridciUCa (Brown

(

Illustrations by

LaVay

For the Piano

GUY MAIER

With Applicatinn and Music by

Compiled by MAURICE

and
twist around the mountain
came the country called Dutchjust a turn

I

a

ville

where Peter Perk lived with his

Papa Perkup, and

father,

Pammy

his sister,

Perkup.

Every day Papa Perkup, the father,
blowing his nose big at the end like
a bell, looked with his button eyes

and said, “Who is proud
mountains? Your father, it
the country Dutchville? Your grandfather, it was. Look
high on East Mountain where the
Grandfather Bell hangs between the
two pines alone against the clouds.
Who rang it first— years ago? Your
at Peter Perk

of these

Who named

is.

great,

was.

great

grandfather,

And who was the

—

Peter

best bell

it

maker

of all the Dutch? It was best, your
great, great grandfather, it was.”

Always when Papa Perkup talked
dignified about bells and grandfathers, Peter Perk’s ears rang. “And
who will ring the Grandfather Bell

quick and clear, even better than my
great great grandfather?” said Peter
with his backbone straight up and
down feeling responsible. “Whamcuss,
bameuss, slamcuss! I’ll ring the
Grandfather Bell with a clear silver
ri ng,

I will.”

0

Peter spit between his front teeth
and cussed, “Slopcuss, whopeuss, bobcuss i’ll ring a clear quick ring, I
Mountain
will.” Then high to East
he would look to the Grandfathei
pines.
Bell swinging quiet between the
People hearing Peter Perk cussing to
himself began to call him Peter Per-

—

cussion.

One evening Peter walked espearound Craggy Rock, where
said there were dwarfs
wearings pine needles in their caps
no
frisking through the ferns. But
matter how much he looked over his
shoulder sideways, Peter never saw a
dwarf even once. So this evening he
in
walked whistling a tune ringing

—

sheepbells,

bells,

cowbells,

and

Put rose-colored spectacles over his
Perky nose, threw a bunch of bells
clanging over his backbone feeling
r esponsible

and walked

full of busi-

ness around the mountain inspecting
all his father's bells in the country
°f Dutchville.
Each time a bell rang a lazy tone
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new 184 page volume of excerpts
from the piano masters not only provides
the perfect examples of technical art, but
serves to arouse greater appreciation

This

addition, there are countless references
to hundreds of auxiliary study pieces carefully chosen from the entire library of

and a

finer sense in music.

far superior to the standard exercises which
piano students for generations. Exceptionally
valuable to every pianist already familiar with the masterworks.

A

study

have

medium

plagued

Canada)

Price $2.00 Net (except
At Your Music Dealer

EDWARD

B.

or Direct

From

MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
New York

Radio City

R. C. A. Building

and making up cuss words.
Suddenly on the road right smack
hammer.
front was a tiny silver

in

»
»

Peter, A magic
for luck!” Cool and frosty
in Peter’s hand

“By Percussion!” said

hammer

<Sii
ry.bod.y- ^JinyS
dduerulodu

was the hammer

run home.
while fast his legs did
shouted, “A
“Look, Pammy!” he
luck!”
silver hammer for
yes! Peter,
Pammy laughed. “And
fly pie-bigger than
shoo
this
at
look
81
ring that
“Someday, Pammy, I’ll
will.”
Grandfather Bell, I

My Home; Come

On,

America.'; Hail, Land oj Freedom!; v Jor
Victory: The Stan and Stripes Forever:
The Star-Span gled Banner, and 13 other
stirring patriotic songs.

JI.OOaDOMII

1

0c each

75c a Dozen

100 Copies, $5.00

* PATRIOTIC SONOS

OF AMERICA

Contains America, the Beautiful ; American
Flag of the Constellation ; Old
the National Anthem,
Glory Is Waving

Hymn;
and
It

Is!”

extra piece of pie
Peter ate an
bigger and that
making sure it wax
pie dream in
slept with a

St he
in Dutchville
head All the bells
S
lung themselves out of
rang aid
clapper
their

Sne

Sticking

out

clang “®
Snglies and
woke up with
InSng laugh- Peter
in his ringing ears
Se pillows stuffed
npeuss! I U
“Whipcuss, spipeuss,

laughing

a

15

others.

•

FAVORITE SONGS
OF THE PEOPEE

Contains Come. Ve Thankful People;

They Ring, the Golden Bells; Deep River,
and 72 other songs everyone enjoys singing.
Price,

Inexpensive Pocket and OctavoSize Collections of Favorite Songs and
Choruses, Old and New, Patriotic
and Standard, for All Occasions.

100 Copies, $8.00

BURST OF SONG

•

Magic

-

i

fa

SONGS OF
FREEDOM
Contains America.

Contains Captain Jinks ; H e alt band S Irene tb ;
Volly-Wolly-Dondle; Dear Evelina; When

"A Clear Ringing Jone-

Ok

lull
i tl

Community Song Books

Prion. lOceaeli

the

Each morning Peter Perk pulled
down his cap over his merry ears,

©

student's ceaseless search
perfection in pianoforte playing has been

rewarded at

his ears

church-

doorbells, scattering
to the mountains.

includes 20

In

cially fast

Pammy Perkup, the daughter,
with her ears under two
gold hair braids wrapped around, and
swishing her skirt bellowing out like
a bell, laughed, “And who will make
a bigger shoo fly pie than my grandniother?” she said tying her apron
starched with importance. “I will
make a bigger shoo fly pie, I will.”
Then indeed Papa Perkup blew his
nose dignified knowing his family
was the best bell makers in all the
country of Dutchville, where he made
the

THE PIANIST'S DIGEST

conveniently classified chapters of 250
representative selections with valuable explanatory text . . .

Papa Perkup

listening

winds

ARONSON

Williams)

PETER PERK
N PENNSYLVANIA

STUDY

DM P>BANO

Many

of the

arranged for 4-part singing

if

numbers are
desired.
$1.00 a Dozen

Prico, lOo each

Ditson's

CommamaSy Song Sheet
Contains the words only of thirtyeight standard and patriotic favorites.
The meter of each song and its key
also are given. A favorite with gatherings of ail kinds.
$12.00 a Thousand
$1.50 a Hundred
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Alouem

Panes! Lout Jesus;

,

The Quilling
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ring that Bell today!” he shouted to

Papa Perkup and Pammy.
With his ears ringing two quick
rings and his backbone feeling responsible Peter Perk climbed up East
Mountain to the Grandfather Bell
hanging quiet between the two pines
alone against the sun. Peter pulled
the rope swinging the bell forward

—backward.

But

—no

sound came.

raising your finger give the tip a
He was a splendid companion. The
swift, light push into the key. Don’t writer traveled many thousands of
move your arm at all— play only miles with him by automobile, visitjoint. The instant ing colleges and musical organizayour silver hammer rings the bell let tions, year in and year out, because
it bounce back to the key top again.
Mr. Presser desired that The Presser
Before you play another percussion Foundation, which he established in
tone, feel the key again with the cen- 1916, should always be in close conter of your finger tip, and float your tact with the needs of the teachers
elbow. If you want a louder tone you and the students of the country, as

In surveying the years, however
there is one thing in Mr. Presser’s
wide philosophy which at' this time
stands out markedly, and that is his
asked

from your knuckle

reply to many who
him how
he had succeeded. He always said “I
did it just a little differently ” In
fact
he did some things very differentlv’
He could not stand stereotvned f n <=h
ions or models He conid n *
° Z e ndure

“Bumpcuss, jumpcuss, thumpcuss! must move the “silver hammer” still well as those in colleges. On these repeating thr>
paradi S ms
No clapper tongue, there is!” cussed more swiftly and sharply, almost as trips he was full of fun. The uni- He saM thlt
J**masicians failed
versality of his interest in all kinds
if you were plucking the key.
Peter under his nose.
because thev if *4 °n /'warmed
over
Quiet hung the Grandfather Bell.
Good pianists make some of their of things was amazing.
I,
Things of the living world and spec- "twists" of
“Whackcuss, clackcuss, hackcuss!” loveliest effects by using this finger
expresrion, Te^ideas”'
cussed Peter again. “I’ll get the axe,” tip percussion touch. You can, too,
more° than
he said swelling his cheeks with cuss in these pieces if you’ll be sure to
seemed as though his a piece of copy
words.
keep your curved finger tips touching
with himhfwould
mind persisted in living many years ma ke so many
“Ha, ha, ha!” laughed a squeaky the key tops all the time.
chano-J and call for
nf his time.
time Although
Alf.hmiali Iprc
ahead of
less than so
voice behind Peter. There stood a
much assistance
selecting
two decades have passed since his phrases that
dwarf stroking his chin and wearing
the writer, many
years
death, he never used a radio except
pine needles in his cap. “Take the
ni r
frequently exhausted
equipped
one
with
ear
phones,
but
he
cuss out of percussion and there
at the end
en ri of a session,
as were the
said, “The world will not put up with
stands Peter Perk,” said the dwarf
dictionary and the
thesaurus.
“Just a Little
those things very long; they will have
turning a somersault. “Try the silOne of the reasons
why so many
the radio so that it can be heard all
ver hammer, ha, ha, ha ” he squeaked,
S many tEaChqrs
Different’’
over the house.” He foresaw tele- boTed
b
folding himself up in the wind.
w«h ?h lr
vision and regretted that he might
^° rk is that they
Peter rubbing his eyes, blinked and
repeat what ?i!
d° Wlth machine not live to enjoy it. His vitality and like
( Continued from Page 75)
opened his mouth. “By Percussion!
regularity
y Ue Pachmann once
intense energy, and most of all, his sald
Was this a dwarf!” he thought. Spitto us
try a passage
ting between his teeth and pulling banquet. He was definitely religious courage, were amazing and lasted up over a
tlmes in different
one year of his passing at wa
the silver hammer from his pocket, but at the same time, extremely tol- to within
y S unti j
lt iust as
1 want it.”
up the tree he got. One quick brisk erant. His French-speaking father, seventy-eight, when he realized that
e thnmrht f-H5 Was
he would have to take it a little aggerafinn
P erha ps an expluck, like a lightning flash, Peter Christian Presser, born on the border
f
De Pacta
5
made with the hammer. A clear sil- °f ^be Saar, was a religious leader easier
none too stabTe
0 but later we
The
writer
was
first
associated
with
ver tone, singing, ringing on laugh- lon S' before Theodore’s birth on July
heard Mr. Pader^?
Say <<The audiMr. Presser in 1907, as Editor of The ence hears
ing winds of the morning rang the 3> 1848 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
on lnt, r Pretation,
but
His Americanism was intense. In Etude, and in 1918 became President that interpret atf
Grandfather Bell.
iS the result
of
The people of Dutchville said, those days of World War I, before of The Presser Foundation. It was countless kevbnn h**
ldexperiment s.” Isn’t
necessary, therefore, to have a clear that a
fine Wav
“Peter Perk took the cuss out of per- radio came into general use, he could
dlscrimina te beidea of his purposes and ideals. He tween
cussion
musical med
h°
plucked with the silver hardly wait for noon, in order that he
ocrity and musical
conceived of a publication which mastery?
frosty hammer ... a clear ringing might rush to the newspaper bulleshould at all times be entitled to the
We hope th
tone
magic, it is!” That day Papa tin boards for news of American vicWhen The Etude
confidence of its readers, because reaches
its cent
Perkup was indeed a dignified father. tories. While he had a proper admiraanything and everything that ap- editor
1 in 1983
some
mav
And ever after, Peter Perk was empty tion for the scientific achievements,
7° back thr °ugh the
peared in AUO
its ^uiuiuiio
columns B1AUU1U
should be
ue mere
there volumes
of cuss words and full of Pammy the literary and musical masterpieces
for fortv"
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solel y for the inspiration, informaupon this secret- ~ f ^? ais and chance
of the Germans of yesteryear, as well
Perkup ’s shoo fly pie.
bunder’s sueas the “Gemiitlichkeit” of the genial, tion, and entertainment of the read- cess and “do if
,.
1C E little
pr and
nnri not
" nt because
ho '’ ,mao some commercial
er,
diff
If you lire a.°
erently ”
old-fashioned Germans, he had an
th ° se dear friends
cohorts or artistic interest had paid to put it who have
Do you know what the people of unrelenting detestation of the
heir copies
of the Kaiser and his Prussian mili- there in veiled fashion. This, in the or more year*
cf forty
Dutchville meant when they said that
writer’s opinion, is responsible, more
*°°k them over
and see how
tary puppets, flaunting monocles, a
Peter Perk “took the cuss out of perEle dcan
f*13,11 anything else, for the amazing
la Von Papen, in ill concealed adulaS it a little
differentlv ”
cussion?” Just this: playing the
statement which has come from all
tion of London dandies.
t he E
piano is like ringing a bell. The sound
over
country,
“The
Etude
is
like
^^cpmes
a
His modesty was towering. He
fresh ideas
new Wav
,
° olcin
is made by one object striking against
S at things All
thoughtt little of self-glorification, al- Bible to me.” Likewise it is responsible manuscripts
another, or as we call it, by percus- though when some quaintly jealous for that reader faith and reader conand literary
from young
sion. If we want a silvery ringing elderly rival tried to dispute the fact fidence which advertisers, in turn,
an^oid are surveyed
eagerly, with
the
tone we must keep the bell “clapper” that he (Theodore Presser) was the rate very highly. Mr. Presser felt that some
ct of finding
J
new
ideas
,?
or finger tip as close to the key top founder of the Music Teachers Na- The Etude reader, in opening each
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at the same
time provide
for f?as possible. When we play in this way tional Association, because he mod- copy, should look forward to a de
e n ble
mons trable human
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surprise
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in finding some ab-_
with our finger tip in contact with estly took the secretaryship at lightful
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the key, the tone will be clear and Delaware, in 1876, and rejected the sorbing article or in some 'entrancing
beautiful; but if we bang or slam presidency, he was very bitter. Once,
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at it from up in the air, we are liable when a great university wanted to
In considering a new educational
to rejecT^et
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1
to make a clangy, jangly sound. Try give him the degree of Doctor of publication Mr. Presser’s motives and can
lai <* in
talent
Ameriit for yourself; give the key a whack Music, to which he was splendidly activities were never mercenary, in
geni us to
genuinelv h
produce
aUtifu1,
with a claw-hammer finger tip. Ter- entitled by reason of his extraordi- the sense that he first looked upon helpful
work -^at impressive and
rible, isn’t it? We can’t blame Peter nary accomplishments in music, to the work from the standpoint of the tions
are -iw
_
The
1
t rl Vnimnw nr\r\A
for being so angry. When he was say nothing of his training, which in- pedagogical and human need it might is a thrifT
When
Ut d° n
°^ forget
pleased, he was Peter Perk, but when eluded three years at the Leipzig fill, and secondly, from the stand- of Agass'’
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was angry at the slappy, bangy Conservatorium, he was thrown into point of having it prepared, editori- natural
|ie
was
1 11118
ac
at harvard
wa y the bells rang, he became Peter mental confusion in determining how ally and physically, in the very best his stude S
g 16
SOUght to
to reject the honor, because he in- practical fashion. “Never look to the
percussion.
gentleman and
fool th*
id
uld 01cl
lllad e
he used to say. “If the work parts
up a b U lr °
Now try this: touch the key with sisted that “no one was entitled to profits,”
tak 6n fr
°
center of your curved third fin- a Doctor of Music degree unless he is all right, the profits will take care When the
various «f
68,4
nail. Wait a mo- had written an oratorio.” This event of themselves; if it is not, no amount said
Scient *st
the
to
iose
c
“That^
ge fci p
116
you feel the key gently upset him in an extraordinary man- of advertising or salesmanship will bug ” Don’t ,gentle men i s a J:’
t W hile
make it a success.”
be
your elbow. Then without ner.
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unless accompanied by the full name
question will be answered in
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Sonic Extremely Interesting Questions

Concerning Sbriglia’s Teaching
After reading Miss liner's recent article
0
The Etude
on Sbriglia’s method of singing, in

LAMINATED HARD COVERS

I am a
several times, I am very perplexed.
years, and
baritone who has studied for three
most of fibriglia's suggestions arc diametricalteacher's mam points. I
ly opposed to my
would greatly appreciate it if you would arbitrate on the following points.
“ The new pushing method musciilarly
1
to
pushed out diaphragm is a quick way
instructed me
ruin a voice.’’ My teacher has
manner. 2. “Voices arc ruined
to sing in this
‘ah’.’’ I
being trained on the English vowel
this syllable from the
liarc /wen trained on
the rowel “ah,” as
K i,trt My teacher says that
throat. 3. 1 hare
the
open
to
used
is
in father,
teacher, and he
none over the article with my
method with the commisses off the Sbriglia
and much
ment that “it was used in 1910, since then.
collected
scientific data has been
not aaree with
Hbrlw i« outwoded." I do
has produced such
him since a method that cannot possibly be
nrcat singers us did this one

Book No. 201— Album of Favorite Piano
OS " Contains 62 most popular piano
solos. They are all graded from very
t

easy to medium. Includes such numbers
"Andantino," "Fairy Wedding."
Humoresque," "Jolly Coppersmith"
and 58 others. Every number is arranged
beautifully, interestingly, edited and

—

Book No. 200 Album of Favorite Songs.
(Contains 127 complete songs and
words. Arranged for all instruments.)
Book No. 201—Album of Favorite Piano
(Contains 62 most popular piano

•>olos.

solos.)

—

No. 202 Album of Favorite Strauss
es (Contains 25 complete Strauss

?°°J|

'

i

Waltzes.)

—
—

Book No. 203 Album of Famous Waltzes.
I Contains 63 most
popular waltzes.)
Book No. 204 Album of Favorite Piano
Accordion Solos. (Contains 70 complete
Piano Accordion Solos.)
Book No. 205— Album of Favorite Children Piano Solos. (Contains 139 finest
piano solos for children.)

Van you recommend any books
'/.
method in some dethat discuss the Sbriglia
on breathing f Also
tail— especially the part
general? 5. Is 1 for
smnr good books in with
1
the teeth together
,oW aoies
"t to sing
lower iuw be dropped! F, M. F.
out-moded.
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distinct and unusual talent as individual as the talent of the most superb
violinist or the magnificent singing-talent
of a world famous operatic artist.
4. How can there be any good books discussing Sbriglia’s method, especially of
breathing, when he says he had no method
of breathing or even of singing? He had a
practical understanding of the anatomy of
the muscles of the chest and he tried to make
his pupils breathe according to natural laws.
This is the best way to breathe in speaking,
in living and in singing. Miss Byer's article
indicates clearly and in detail the specific actions of the diaphragm, the outer abdominal
muscles, the dorsal muscles and so on, and
the firm, erect position of the entire body
from top to toe, necessary to the most
natural and effective use of the breath during singing. If you will follow and practice

was a

way of breathing which was taught and
adopted by the old Italian masters, rather
than invented by Sbriglia, you will certainly,
in time, notice an improvement, not only in
the strength and resilience of all the muscles
associated with breathing but also in your
general health. Singing in this manner is a
magnificent exercise for the whole body. If
you must have some books which treat of
breathing, try Kofler "Art of Breathing” or
the fourth part of Guttman's, “Gymnastics

he says he had no
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this

of the voice, called Respiration.
there are many others.

Of course

The vowel sounds that are to be sung
determine the various positions assumed by
the jaw, lips, mouth and tongue. These organs assume a different position, with each
different sound. They can never remain
static for any length of time. To put them
into a fixed position and force them to remain that way by an act of will is to court
stiffness which will decrease the resonance,
the beauty of the tone, and interfere with
5.

not do it. When you sing
allow these organs to assume the same free
unrestrained positions that they assume
during proper speech.

good diction.

Do

and we

^^..^uringthe
brcathe duri g
book upon
tQ study a g0 od
should ad\*s y
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the anatomy
have a cleare r and
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unde rstanding of just what
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piration.
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2
upon every
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Place

method. He had, however, a marvellously
acute sense of hearing, which enabled him
to appreciate just what was wrong with a
tone, to explain clearly where the interference was, and to suggest a method (at last we
use that much abused word) of overcoming
it. He was a "tone doctor"; he could and did
cure many a faulty production. The ability
to refer a badly produced tone to the origin
of the fault and to suggest a remedy is extraordinarily rare. It distinguishes the truly
great teacher fronv the merely mediocre one.
This was the only method he seemed to have,
and of course It could neither be put down
in book form, nor bequeathed to others. It
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Another

girl of thirteen

I

.

.

.

.

hare a rather mature

voice for a
girl of thirteen, and 1 sing well and freely
when I am alone, but J become self-conscious
before an audience. In spite of much ridicule
I hare failed to overcome this fault. Could
you suggest a remedy i M. L. B.
Q.

—

Get a copy of the Century
l

A. Unless you are of an unusually nervous
temperament you need have no fear that
your "self-consciousness” before an audience
will continue for a very long period. It is a
sort of "Inferiority Complex” which has its
root in your youth and inexperience. As
your knowledge of the art of singing improves. as you gain a better control of your
breath, and as you become a better musician,
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asking for one
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A

you will gradually lose this sense of inferiority, until, in the end, self-confidence
will take the place of self-consciousness.
Every singer has a slight feeling of nervousness before an important appearance, but
it only makes him sing with more fire and
abandon, putting color and vlbrance into
his voice and sincerity into his interpreta-

. .

3400 numbers are

20c

in

Canada

PUB. CO.
MEW YORK CITY
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many

Who

Should Have
(

morning and a

long, fast walk during
the day. On concert tours, I am especially anxious to get in the walk.

As for diet, we make too much of a
fetish of it. I believe in eating enough
to sustain energy, and singers require
a lot. Before giving a concert in the
early days, I followed advice and took
a light snack. I soon discovered my
mistake.

Singing Career?

a

Continued from Page

When I needed it most, I was

Now about five o’clock
in the afternoon on concert days, I
eat a huge steak, baked potato, salad
and pie. This fortifies me much better
for the concert, and it is of course
digested by that time.
Another thing, I try to get value
received for all I eat. For instance, I
take baked potatoes, skin and all. By
so doing, I take in a few more vitamins and the potato turns alkaline
instead of acid. Then, too, with green
and yellow vegetables, the water in
which they are cooked should be
low in energy.

78)

transcriptions of Plain Sorg
worthy of serious attention. Joseph
Bonnet’s “Historical Series of Organ
Recitals” provides much valuable material for study, some of which may
be used in the service. Many selec-

call

tions from the great oratorios are
available in very playable transcrip-

of Gilbert

tion.

how Sullivan of the famous team
and Sullivan was not content with writing gems of light opera
but wanted to be known as a composer of grand opera. While ambition
is necessary and laudable, it should
not reach beyond the individual’s
limitations. It is frequently possible
for a person to outgrow his frame,
but it seems Sullivan was not capable
of writing grand opera. De Musset,
the poet, used to say that he drank
from “the little glass.” He accepted
his metier with grace and satisfaction. Some of us work in miniature,
others on a large canvas. But we all
do an important work if we do it well.
From the world’s best thought,
from its beauty, from life experiences
the singer can take from each and
bring to his art, intensifying these
things as a diamond intensifies the

—

light.

Character must speak through

The singer must give more than
the audience expects. In fact, he must
give all, as the teacher must give all,
voice, of course, is included, but it is for only by so doing can he realize
hardly necessary to say much about his highest achievement.
it here, since it is more or less taken
One who takes up singing with the
for granted. Singing instinct is really idea of gaining fame and fortune is
the important thing.
likely to be disillusioned. If his idea
And finally, after getting the best is to give something to the world,
advice possible, and possibly some something that is needed, whether as
practical
experience,
the
singer a singer, teacher or choir director, he
should do some honest self-searching will invariably reach his goal, and
and decide what he is capable of derive the kind of satisfaction that
doing and what not. It is well to re- - money cannot buy.
it all.

served with them.
In listing the singer’s endowments,

Also transcriptions of hymn
tunes are always appreciated by the
congregation.

Song

Plain

Increasing attention is given
to
Plain Song, even in denominational
churches.
The new Presbyterian

Hymnal contains selections from
Merbeck’s Communion Service
in this
form. In a Baptist hymnal
we noticed
recently the old French folk
hymn in
D-minor Let all flesh keep silence
before Him. These are indications
of an
improving taste. Organists
who are
not able to use this form
with the
choir have an opportunity
to play it
as arranged for the
organ. There are
numerous

w

(

,
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He

says: “Everyone who has had anything to do with dogs knows that certain breeds seem to be
tremendously
disturbed by music. I never
been

have
able to make up my mind
when a
yelps
while hearing music
whether the experience is painful or
agreeable. Some dogs
seem to be

pup

lightened when listening
to musicothers seem to enjoy
it. Now, in our
beautiful Zoological
Gardens we repeatedly have had
amplified musical
programs and also band concerts. At
times I have watched
the animals
and it is quite surprising
how little

music seems to
affect them. Some
through it, like calGd d0Wagers at a
symphony con-

sleep peacefully

volumes of settings
one of which is “Musica
Divina” in

cert

Max

nat chickens which
are kept in elecnc lighted houses
work overtime
laying eggs.
Evidently the idea is to
amboozle the hen into
a twenty-four

fine

three volumes,
variations on Plain
Song by Philip G. Kreckel,
a pupil of
Reger. These are
not pieces for
virtuosity display,
but they are of
a
devotional nature. The
French
posers Boelly and
Gigoufh™
many adaptations well

V*

““l
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5
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^

or instance,
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hour ^ork day.
(Poultry Union
and
note -)

1

small volume
entitled^The^Cho 1
Service" set forth
by the Joint
Co”
mission on Church
Music
edl ~
tion. This work
gives a fni /
®° Siti0n
of the manner of
pllvinfpfaui
Song
including a clear
t° n °' the
ancient four-line
notation

1

.

old that

™

° ent y
Wishad
that h
th n E
b UtP ‘ ain
Song! With the use
oTth
and study of the mnei thlS Volume
lention
above, wishing
mayy bbep fturne d ed
to
knowledge.

rSsome ?
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Now

No.

then we
down’ with
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records. I never have
H
discussed this
with a cow and I never
i
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Confessions’ any
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in

a music-
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ther?
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lower Erade
d animals
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sensitiv °
nes More Probably this has
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Handel’s Largo makes a dignified
prelude its connection with the obsolete opera “Xerxes” is too remote to
be suggestive; Massenet’s Angelus
from “Scenes Pittoresques” is a favorite with many, although no com-

—

ments have ever been made when

this

has been played by the writer.
In my first service with a certain
church, part of Rubinstein’s Melody
F was used as the offertory; this
brought a request for a complete solo
before the choir number. I have never
played this selection in the AngloCatholic service. It is not quite suitinion
able in my °P
The first three movements of Boellman’s “Gothique Symphony” do very
reserving the Toccata for reell
The slow movements from
f js
in

-

.

Rheinberger, Guilmant and MendelS

useful; also Guil“Variations” on the old hymn
Mater Dolorosa? These are in-

nhn are very
r,t’s

™Ubat

^

Traditions of

93)

tended as interludes for the service
of the Stations of the Cross, but they
have very interesting harmonizations
and may be played in full or in part
in

any

service.

Dr. William C. Carl compiled many
valuable collections, such as the
“Novelties for Organ” in two volumes;
particularly
>articularly to be recommended is
Loret’s O Sons and Daughters of the
Lord. Other collections which should
be consulted, include William M. Felton’s collection, “At the Console,”
which contains many useful numbers; also Clarence Eddy’s “Church
and Concert Organist,” in several
volumes is good. The “Chorales and
Choral Preludes” of Bach provide
many valuable numbers, such as Jesu,
Joy of Man’s Desiring, In Thee is
Gladness, Come, Sioeet Death, and
many others. For choir or organ Barlow’s little book in choral form, is
useful. Boelly and Gigout have made
"

Your Church
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„ ust. be
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Songs for Family Circle (words & music)
212 beloved world-famous songs.
Standard Piano Pieces

1

as to the relative qualities of various instruments.
2

THE RISEN KING
Cantata tor Mixed Voices

3

SCHNECKER

By P. A.
forthright and melodious cantata which
with the exception of two brief alto solo pas_
sages, is entirely choral in structure. Designed
for voices of average possibilities, it has become a standing favorite with choirs everywhere. The text by S. H. Rhodes is in the true

A

of the season and has contributed im
measurably to the popularity of this work
twenty-five minutes
Orchestration Available on Rental.
Price, 75 cents
,
spirit

Time of performance,

,

RISEN
also is published
three-part treble voices. Price, 75 cents.

THE

NEW

,

for

LIFE

Cantata tor Mixed Voices
By JAMES H. ROGERS
a beautiful work by an outstanding
American composer. Its three sections, The
Prophecy, The Fulfillment, and The Promise
cover the age-old story in a setting of unusual
musical interest. The uninvolved style of the
music and the even balance among the vocal
parts make this an excellent work for large
volunteer choirs. There are solos for soprano,
tenor, and bass. Time of performance, twentyfive

is

minutes.

i

—

A. If the church Instrument is a two manual with pedals, pipe organ music that can
be adapted suitably will be available. If you
wish music for a one manual reed organ
without pedals, we suggest your consideration

Modern Gems."
of the following: “Classic and
“Murray’s 100 Voluntaries,” “Reed Organ SeOrgan.”
lections for Church Use,” “Gems for
for Reed
Jackson: “Clark’s Thirteen Marches
Organ,” “100 Short Voluntaries,” “Reed Organ
Volumes).
Player!” Lewis: “Laus Organ!" (3
all
Voluntaries,"
“Practical
Arr by Weston;
secured from the publishers
of which may be
are sending you informaof The Etude.
two manual used
tion by mail relative to
reed organs that are available.

We

Price, 75 cents
Orchestration Available on Rental.

Cantata for Mixed Voices
By CHARLES FONTEYN MANNEY
Mr. Manney's successful cantata reflects his
excellence as a musician. Marked with

own

uncomplicated but always interesting part
writing, it is well adapted to the uses of
choirs of varied proportions and experience.
Solo parts are provided for soprano, alto,
•enor, and baritone. Time of performance,
twenty-five minutes.
Price, 75 cents
Orchestration Available on Rental.

THE RESURRECTION

i<

O The church

»

THE RESURRECTION

also published for

two- part treble voices. Price, 60 cents.

CHRIST TRIUMPHANT
Cantata for Mixed Voices
By H. CLOUGH-LEIGHTER
Here is a musicianly work by a distinguished
American composer. Divided into two sections, Christ Crucified and Christ Risen, it
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eant can be given by groups of varying proportions. The choral sections are arranged for
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For the Church Choir and School
By WILLIAM V. DIXEY
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C-melody selections with separate
Piano part.
Easy Violin Pieces
60 compositions with separate Piano part.
The Tours Ideal Violin Method

12

The complete Violin Instructor.
Standard Modern Piano Pieces

68

34 selections of unusual beauty.

MUMIL PUBLISHING CO., INC.
1140 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

List of builders of reed organs. List of pipe
in the United States. Address
of the Everett Orgatronj if there arc makes
of electric instruments other than Ilammond
and Everett, their names. Approximate age of

organ builders

a melodcon built by X. Spang, of Syracuse,

New

Name

:

York.
Street:

We

A.

are sending

you information about

We do not have a list
where used air pumps can be seand would suggest that you get in

reed organs by mail.
cured.

City

&

State:

{Money refunded

not satisfactory

if

touch with organ builders or used blower
Since we do not have a complete
of pipe organ builders in the United
States we cannot publish such a list in these
columns. The address of the Everett Orgatron
is South Haven. Michigan. Undoubtedly there
are other electronic instruments built, than
those you mention, among them The Remington Philadelphia, but we do not have a
complete list. We do not know the approximate age of the melodeon you mention.
dealers.

list

I

Q.

am

_ l0r

,

interested in receiving the infor-

Indeed they

mation mentioned in pour column regarding
pedals to be attached to piano for organ practice. I also know several others here who arc
interested likewise. Can the pedals be attached so thal they will produce tone? Can
they be attached to any piano, or does the
piano hare to be of a special make? Can the
average piano workman attach the pedals and
6. E. E.
so forth ?

—

suggest that you make inquiry
A.
about the pedal board at the nearest organ
builder’s place, or address the party whose
name we are sending you by mail, and who
has a used set of pedals available. Pedals can
be attached so that they will operate the
keys of the piano in unison or one octave
lower. The latter might be preferable. So far
as we know the pedals can be attached to
any average piano. You would have to ascertain the ability of the person you might
have In mind for the work.

°

ott

Wicks case

cert ain

s°n»e-

HIGHLAND
ILLINOIS

The pipe organ on which I play is
Q.
equipped with a tremolo, but I am rather puzzled as to its use. By consulting a local orchestral conductor I have learned that every
solo instrument except the Clarinet is capable
of producing a tremolo. On this basis I usually
use the tremolo for a solo voice, but omit its
use in passages composed of chords and in
I correct in
numbers of the Posttude type.
this use? Should it be used to support congre-

Am

gational singing

—M.

?

S.

A. We do not recommend the use of the
tremolo for congregational singing, nor for
compositions of the postlude type, requiring
a heavy ensemble combination. If by solo
voice, you mean solo stops you serm to have
the right idea as to the use of the tremolo.
It can be used in some ensemble effects if
not too violent In character and If the effect
is

suitable.
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Q. Will you please give me the following information? List of places where used reed
organs mag be secured. List of places where
used air pumps for reed organs mag be had.

I

,

\
uitable in

cantata of rare interest. There are solo assign-

ments for soprano, alto, tenor, and bass.
of performance, thirty minutes.
Price, 75 cents
Orchestration Available on Rental.

—Standard Children’s Songs (words & music)
150 songs, games and nursery rhymes.
— Standard Saxophone Pieces

the church type.

of places

,T "'" CC

'?

communicate with organ builders in your terexplaining your needs and limitation.
The maximum amount you wish to spend
would not secure a very large new organ, and
our suggestion is that you exercise great care
In your selection securing suggestions from
builders of new organs and propositions for
used organs of known and reliable value of
ritory,

60 selections of the popular Masterpieces.
Standard Violin Pieces
45 compositions with separate Piano part.

7

5

Q. Will lion please give the names of
compositions that can be used for ihitrch
U you
services for the reed organ? Also
name places where I might secure second hand
two manual reed organs ? D. F. S.

in

Canada.
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each.
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STUDENT EDITIONS

KREISLER WALTZES
Piano Solos
Caprice Viennois

arr. Guy Maier
Liebesfreud (Love's Joy) .arr. Guy Maier..
Midnight Bells (Heuberger) .arr. Guy Maier.
Schon Rosmarin (Fair Rosmarin)
.

arr.

Leila

2 Pianos

Fletcher

50

— 4 Hands

Liebesfreud (Love's Joy) .arr. Guy Maier..
Liebesleid (Love's Sorrow). arr. Guy Maier.
The Old Refrain. .arr. Cecily Lambert...
Schon Rosmarin (Fair Rosmarin)
Cecily
.

.

arr.

Lambert

50
.50
.50

.80
.80
.80

80

Obtainable at your regular music store
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Music Publisher
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How

the Orchestra Player

May Keep
(

Continued from Page

factor very potent in keeping high
the morale of the player the angle
at which the violin is held. To allow
the violin to droop downwards has
not only a deadening effect on the
tone, but also a deteriorating effect
on the player’s morale. The violin
should be held rather high, so that
the strings slope slightly towards the
player; this allows greater freedom of
tone production and a more fluent
left-hand technic. It also has a definitely beneficial effect on the player’s
confidence subconsciously he knows
he looks well. In the writer’s experience, the confidence of a number of
violinists has been restored merely by
encouraging them to hold their vio-

—

—

lins higher.

What Makes a Good Bow Arm?
The essential characteristics of a
good bow arm are steadiness and
the orchestra player has
a good bow arm to begin with, he
can keep it in the finest condition by
thoughtfully practicing certain basic
flexibility. If

exercises for twenty to thirty minutes daily. These basic exercises are:
(a) long sustained tones, from eight
to thirty seconds in duration; (b)
the wrist and finger motion in the
lower third of the bow; (c) the whole
bow Martele; (d) the Martele and the
Detache in the upper half of the bow.
The sustained tones should be
practiced both forte and pianissimo

sense of touch on the bow that is
necessary for a genuinely musical
pianissimo
the reason being that
the orchestra player is asked to produce a scarcely audible sound that is
certainly not a tone. To guard
against
this, the player should give
intelligent
attention to the technic of tone
production as outlined above,
making
sure, when not playing
in the orchestra, that he produces
a genuine
quality of tone in all
pianissimo
passages. It often happens
that in
trying to play pppp the
player

97)

taining an elastic and buoyant tone
production. That the player may use
them frequently in his orchestral re
hearsals does not obviate the neces
sity of giving them some concentrated attention,
An excellent stimulus to a violinist’s musical perceptions, and one
of the most certain means of enabling
him to remain in satisfying personal
touch with his instrument, is to spend
some time each day on the problems
and technique of tone production. To

stiffens his right arm,
which immediately causes the bow
to become unsteady and the player’s
confidence

to

The

remedy is a daily dose of
long pianissimo tones,
lasting up to
thirty seconds. If, however,
the player
investigate, and to experiment with has developed a
definite fear that
the innumerable tone qualities and the bow will tremble,
it is often
betteitone colors that may be produced by to postpone the cure
until orchestral
varying the speed of the bow, by reheal sals are over for
the season; he
altering the amount of bow pressure, can then devote the
summer to overby changing the point of contact be- coming the basic
fault. A purely
tween bow and string, and by com- technical point may
be noted here
bining in various proportions
to- when the bow is drawn
pianissimo to
gether with an expressive vibratothe point, the knuckles
of the hand
all three elements, is to enter into
should be always dropping
slightly so
the highest realms of violin playing that at the point
they are besidlthl
and embark on a voyage of discovery bow stick, and not,
as is often the
to which there is no limit. The vio- case, far above it.
The latter ®°
position
‘
linist who takes an alive interest in
does not permit
anything
k
this essential of his playing will never much
slip.

—

™

control,

find his tone losing its quality or its

and

frequent causes

is

one

oU^teadintr
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vibrancy.
The Result of
Space forbids a full description of
Crowding
the various bowings mentioned above:
The exaggerated
fortissimo
not
but complete technical analyses of difficult to counteract
non y Practice
round bowing, the wrist and finger of the Portato
L
throu
motion, the whole bow Martele, and the whole length
8hout
of the^h
d
so on, and a detailed discussion of the ear keenfy
cMea, n7 fn With
the technique of tone production, will quality, and
one note to each bow, and on scales be found in the writer’s “Modern Pianissimo, practice of the DeV ‘T?
in the lower
and arpeggios. When the latter are Technique of Violin Bowing.”
1
f the
bow, Will usuallv snffino half
J
being used attention should be paid
Of the physical reasons for tech- the unconscious forcing
to the principle of “Round Bowing,” nical deterioration, the question of which
may otherwise o°
develop
so that a perfect legato may be ob- left hand finger fatigue must be
5'
Crowded seating
condition
tained. These exercises may be com- given first place, for it is the only one erally
cause the player
Jo
bined with the exercises for left- that does not admit of a technical vioiin too
his
low, but with
a
hand grip; though if time allows, it remedy. Every orchestra violinist genuity and
tUe ln ~
determinat on tn
is better that each be studied sepaknows the effect on his left hand of a ditions can usually
° 0n '
be
rately.
Ved
two-weeks tour with a Wagner pro- particularly as the
players
can°Count
The importance of the wrist and gram, or a program composed largely on the cooperation
of the
„
finger motion is evident when one of modern scores. Not only are the who has
nduct
°t.
an interest
realizes that it is used, to a greater muscles completely tired, but the men look
Us
well when they
plaT's®
or lesser extent, in every change of nerves of the fingers are deadened
y ’ S Wel1
as in improving
bow in all parts of the bow. Its free sometimes a slight imflammation of his string section.the tori* Quality 0 f
and automatic use is essential to flex- a nerve may even have set in. The
ible bowing. The motion may be prac- only remedy is rest, to allow Nature
The Musician's
Attitude
ticed on scales or on such studies as to rebuild the worn tissues.
In the last
the No. 2 or No. 5 of Kreutzer.
The processes of Nature may, how- tirely on the analysis it d n Pends en '
musicfant
The value of the whole bow Mar- ever, be aided and hastened by some rnind
whether his nhA attlt ude of
tele as a daily exercise cannot be simple therapeutic measures. It is matured
™ U1 ha ve
or fallfn
over-estimated. Bringing into play, strongly recommended that after twenty
fltteen
years in an
orchest"
as it does, all six of the basic motions each exacting program the player determined
he is
to know
and
of bowing, it has a tonic effect on immerse his left hand in very hot and music better,
aersta
if he is n .
e mine(i
the entire right arm. It should be very cold water alternately leaving Play technically
betted
that
*
study
skips
on
a
the
hand in each as long as he can proaches
practiced
he ap his hundredth
Ue
the
No.
7 of Kreutzer bear it. This stimulates the circula*
as
such
h
er{
P
strings,
of the
°rmance
“Symphony
of Fiorillo. To obtain tion of the blood, and so accelerates
Beethoven with
minor ” of
or the No. 30
the
best results from this exercise the healing process. If very cold water inspired
^

bowL

~

A“
£

mV'

—

M

"

not available, the use of hot water
alone is beneficial, though the results
are not so soon perceptible,
The exaggerated pianissimi demanded nowadays by most conductors cause many players to lose the
is

"
l?,r>
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as lab-

oratory subjects to estimate the possible effect of such musical chaos
upon human beings, the demonstration could not have proved more convincing. I remember the expression of
resentment and fear upon one old

chimpanzee’s face, which seemed

to

say: ‘For the love of Heaven, don’t
start up that rumpus
again!’ When
the individual players blew their in-

struments right at a ‘chimp,’ he was
not affected, but when
the grand
tiitti came,
they were frantic. One
chimp’ tried to pull the trombone

away from Tommy Dorsey. After that
was over, Dorsey played his plaintive
theme song, I’m Getting Sentimental
Over You, and the
effect was just the
opposite. The animals
were calm and
sat upon the
benches at ease, watchln
ie Payers with
interest.
^JJ
The Philadelphia Zoo is known
throughout the world as having the
largest

and finest collection of anthropological (man-like)
apes in exe ” ce There is
no place where the
conditions would
be more favorable
0 Sl
1 a
.^ es ^- However, I can assure
lr
you that it will be
a long time befo~
attempt to establish
a conserve
01 y of music
in our monkey house.
'S

'

r

“ th ™
otcl
>»a

'
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attention must be
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each stroke,
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1
be
A f ew minutes each day should
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upper
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No

questions will be answered
inquirer. Only
y initials,

or

and address of the

—

which they pasted inside their
lettering

which

I.H.S.

the
"Jesus

violins, or

stands

for

Savior of Men."

H. B.

—

I

Violin Problem

failed to receive

the letter you

mention asking for the solution of a violin
problem. In which you are Interested. I will
look up the missing letter and answer If It
can be located.

—

';

studies of Schradleck,

and the Scale Studies
ny the same
author should be studied, aca yln g the above. Many other works
could w
be named, but the above will give good

r^R

Jesuits.

How

Fasl to Play
P Tiie most rapid time movement
jg prcst j 88im0t indicated on the
D e by the figures, (quarter note J
l°
t0 n™
208). This speed is used for composins
the “Perpetual Motion" type, which
0 °l
be taken as fast as is consistent with a
Liean, perfect
technic. The next slowest tempo
*s tn e presto
-j
184. These
, quarter note J
176 to io**.
j = lio
11 ’ approximate, as hardly two
llSts play a
composition at precisely the
snm!! Spced
as indicated by the metronome,
Ifn
mposer wishes to have his composition
ni o, P?
exa atly the tempo at which he conceivori
d
Bis only course is to have the
n
0 01116 s eed marked
on the music. Even
then ? ls P
'

=

™
•

=

Si!''"
^

.

wmo

Probable that many performers
Vary the i^mpl to suit their own ideas,
differed from those of the com-

,

ever. i*

“ thCy

poser

E

h

in Playing

O M T- ~~Tlle
secret of supreme success in
inte
(./Prying a composition Is the amount of
pn
utnusiBsm and fe eii n
g wlth wh ich the perCan invest it- Any composition played
in off
~®" ess ’ insipid manner is quite different
the same composition played with deep
feeH
and enthusiasm. How often do we hear
ne
in
the audience say, "I have often
h ard °that
same piece played by others, but
ne way that artist plays
it, is quite different.”
*o a great artist, it is
very simple. He feels
note every heart throb of the comnnff,
position,
man.

frn

’

with an enthusiasm which he
ges to transfer to his
audience. Once, during
an interview with the
world renowned violoncello virtuoso,
Pablo Cassals, we remarked on

ms enthusiasm.
"And why not?” he

said.

“What

is

music

without enthusiasm? What Is music unless
you feel it? Will your audience feel your
music unless you feel it yourself? Indeed they
n °L That is why it is so important for
,7
eillsts and violinists
to attend grand opera,
and concerts where
there is much singing by
eminent singers. They learn to play with feelmg and enthusiasm,
imitating the singers.”
^^r.^ants a Good Teacher
W. McC.—As you live in so large a musical
y as Los Angeles, and are willing to pay
three to five dollars a lesson. I should
nink you would have
little difficulty in findg a good teacher. You ask for a list of
,

,

rpjtude
®

Recommended

teachers.” Sorry,

Etude does not compile such

lists,

but
in

Justice to its
advertisers and subscribers. In
y°ur search for a good violin teacher. I would
SC you to talk with
many good violin-

as

iff!

as you can and ask their advice. Also talk
wifv.
1Lh the clerks
ln the music stores, and get
-

February,

Drilk

contain material for single note

giving the student

drill,

With SPEED DRILLS
SPEED DRILLS consists

training to play quickly at sight.

of

T hirty-truo

cards
Back

is

Cards

to be placed

back of keyboard (on these

printed the staff and the note corresponding to the key

Keyboard

of

on the keyboard)

,

Keyboard Finder and

prehensive Instructions for

a

Book

of

Com -

their use.

FOLLOWING ARE PICTURES OF THE CARDS SO THAT YOU
MAY KNOW THE WAY THEY ARE USED

their pupils.
DRILL No. 2

Genuine?

Is It

E B.—It

is

Impossible to say whether or
Is genuine.

not your supposed Storionl violin

have been used, and are still being
A
used by violin makers all over the world.
genuine Storionl violin would be ridiculously
says of
cheap at $200. A leading authority
violins, "Lorenzo Storionl, Cremona,
labels

these

His instruments are not pretty; they

1760-1799
and appear almost
are of very broad grain,
excellent tone.
shapeless, but they give an
employed a spirit varnish. Storionl was

Keyboard
['ll
- SPEED DRILLS S&gS Complete 32
and Book
Instructions JUC
pm,m b, jtnHins music comrunr Kmsas c«>, mo.

master of the famous Cremona
is a copy of a genuine
fecit.
label: "Laurentius Storionl
leading American dealer,
Cremona 1785.”
offers Storionl violins at from
fn his catalog,
will have to consult an
S? 800 to $5000. You
thinkIf the violin you are
ascertain
to
expert
last

the

Cards,

PRICE

He

The following

genuine.

is

OWN

BE

YOUR

New

invention, highly endorsed by Kreisler, Auer,

Ysaye, etc.

For Authentic VIOLIN Information Read

VIOLIN TEACHER

None too old

to learn. Easy

now

VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS
An American Publication Devoted to the
Interests of String Instrument Players
Subscription §2.50 for 12; single copy 25c

for

parents to teach their children. Proven success.

A

"You

a

a

Tubbs was a famous Engw F°B-5arnes
com— — violin bows
pow
now maker. His
lish 'bow
A nrominent American
ma pd high prices
“““
le
stock at the
nuotes Tubbs bows in his

^

$125, $150

following P

and

by many
r^rs are estromed
llghW and^analne

their

reads:

;rn

An Obscure

—

D. R-

lble to

put a price on

seeing

and

testing

it.

in Paris
your violl R.
label
be^ it was made
According to the
maker named Barnaa
his violins
in 1900. b y
find quotations on
dealers.
betti. I do
a ny well-known
f

mus t

Dept. 432E-2537 Bernard

ELMER

Brooklyn,

S

ENCYCLOPEDIA
MUSIC — just

ana

M

gg

ONLY

.

SHOP,

'T

and

A

delights the reader,

vWUns quoted

leading

cataIogs 0 f

—

Answering Etude Advertisements always pays

.

y

and Guarnerlus, ot

off fhe press!

GRAMOPHONE

S 2.750
V-Leadlng concert vlollne
Magglnl
present day do not use
f?‘ ot
of the pr
prefer
lets
worlI T n e

c(moert

RECORDED

of

—

.

to

Ernst Bacon, Dean, Bpartansburg, 8. C.

N. Y.

Lists every worthwhile recording of serious composers
including mid- 1942 releases 650 pages cloth bound.
It is unique in inclusiveness, accuracy and usability.
No lover of great music performed by great artists
$3.95 to
will be without it. Send
Dept. E
The
18 East 48th Street, New York

1590 1M0 Best
of his violins
da Sale.
The tone f s broad, dark
have donbie P
Magglnl violins are very
and hielanchohc.
yom vl011n
SCaM
before you oan safely
an expert
o
?ned by m
examined
at ,rom
sell It. I

5

CONVERSE COLLEGE :

—

FUCHS

370 Lewis Avenue

‘

V
Strodlvarlus
t ho»e of
the price.

—

—

B.

",Magg^Many

^

Wabash Ave, Chicago

SCHOOLS-COLIEGES

I

—

—

-

a° °'
J Gasp
a
pupil of

207 S.

III.

MODERN DANCE ARRANCINC
Write today.

should prove to be
® H G \,,,
good condition. It would be
genuine, and m
there ls
B J° Mnd dollars, but
that
worth sevli,“!
of several thousand
1 ce out
only one chan
A well-known auenu ‘“ e Magglnl.
“Magglnl, Gloit is a ®
ylollns.
says ofr tth
_
thorlty

Chicago,

Ins
Quick c,
f arrangements of ••hot" brooks, choruses, obbligatos,
embellishments, figurations, blue notes, whole tones, etc.

—
—
.

M™gf"n, Vyloito

yanhl

St.,

Duets, trios, quartettes and ensembles special choruses
modulating to other keys suspensions anticipations
organ points color effects swingy backgrounds

I

be sent to them.

Value of a

WILLIAM LEWIS & SON,

players for

^

A
dart chocolate color. Goldn"H Ss fck of
gold button. A superiine
ted frog and
master's work.”
specimen of this
SC I

be"

LEARN "SWING" MUSIC

at

,

“W
"Dictionary of Music,”
reo?ee Grove'S
f
in George
„ James Tubbs. a violin bow
sayf °f
Street, London.
resiueu in Wardour
roaKer rSaed
followed tne same
grand
Bis father and
Joun!led on
work that of the present
ofD?dd whose
Tubbs bows,
also resembles. The
MrFrench
to those o( the best

? not eouol

—where fingers should

and see

$250.

payne, English Barrister
Edward John Paynes
bows writ ing

,

feel

FINNEY VIOLIN KEYBOARD SYSTEM

still

t

Finder

of

A

ing of buying

five

times

"

1943

or

send me
The copy of the label which youcounterfeit
means nothing. Thousands of

school.”
Storionl

used ln muslc

^Jeackerd

tots

Read Rapidly at Sight

to

students learn to play before learning the music alphabet.

will soon learn as to "who’s who”
in violin teaching In your city.
Teaching is a rare gift, and many excellent
violinists "have It not,” while, strange to say,
many mediocre violinists make excellent
teachers. "By their fruits ye shall know
them,” Is a good motto in choosing a teacher.

Examine
A Violin Course
A. E. As I understand your letter, you wish
to have a practical progression of violin
studies for the average violin student, beginning with the first attempts beyond the first
position, through Rode. Many courses covering this ground could
be mapped out. The following Is perhaps as good as any, Hohmann
Books 4 and 5 in the higher positions. Kayser—Books 1, 2, and 3, Op.
20; Mazas, Special
and Brilliant Studies. Kreutzer Studies, fol1° w d
by Florlll o and Rode. The technical

piano

piano keys^to tiny

SPEED DRILLS by Wallace & Winning.

FOR CLASS OR INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

unless accompanied by the full name
pseudonym given, will be published.

advice. Above all, attend the pupils’
recitals given by the prominent violin teachers of your city. You will, in this manner,
soon see who turns out the best pupils. When
you locate a teacher who seems satisfactory,
ask other violinists and violin teachers, concerning their opinion as to his ability. In this

their

manner you

An Unsolved

for

to teaehl the

with

is

A System for Teaching Beginners on the Piano

^ITDPPirl
The Cross on Violin Labels
M. C. F. The old violin makers, and especially those of Cremona, were very pious, and
many of them placed a cross on the labels

way

quickest

beginners of any age.
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KNOX

S

Galesburg, Hi
James MacC. Weddell, Chairman.
upon

Catalogue aent free

request

SHENANDOAH Courses

leading to
the B. Mus., and B. Mus. Ed. degrees Rates
reasonable. In the heart of the Shenandoah
Valley, Dayton, Virginia.

Diplomas, Certificates of Awards, Medals and
Other Requisites for Awarding Pupils
Completing Courses in Music
•

THEODORE PRESSER
1712-14

Chestnut St.

CO.

Phila., Pa.

The Secret

be more than ever necessary when
we get around to the job of making
the world fit to live in again. We need
music and we need firm faith— and
we need the people who can give

of Public

Reaction
{Continued from Page 100)

them
Mother

me

take them. For years,
my brother and sisters played with
me, as a sort of family outfit. And
I haven’t been in more than six or
seven shows in all my experience.
let

One lasted six
and we had to

years, another four,
close them when we

are

reaching out every-

but

it’s

human

same thing they

the

want every time

—human
was

sincerity. I

sing at a
recently,

warmth,

privileged to

USO

concert in Philadelphia
they asked me to
the British public is loyal to what it go to Valley Forge. When I got there,
I found I was to sing in a church. I
likes!
“But we’ve gotten a long way from sang The Lord’s Prayer and Ave
Maria. And then I was asked to speak,
talking of singing! I think that clarfrom the pulpit. I felt nervous, of
ity of diction is one of the most
important problems to solve. Good course a comic, talking in a house of
breath support and good phrasing God but then I told myself to forget
the
who and the where of the situahelps you there. In that, as in everything else, the secret is to be natural. tion, and say something to those peoDon’t distort your face trying to ple that I’d like to have someone say
resonate your tones. Keep quite easy to me. And the Lord put the words
and relaxed and use your mouth into my mouth, and I had no more
fear. In a different way, I expect
naturally. Never try to force your
range. I have quite a wide natural that’s the spirit to carry to your job,
range I can reach the E above high whether it’s singing or anything else.
C naturally but what doesn’t come Don’t be afraid to be yourself and to
look sincerely into your heart for the
easily, I leave

were playing to top business, just to
get a bit of a change ourselves. Yes,

—

—

spent most of my time
singing in camps, in factories, and in
hospitals; I went to the hospitals after the war, to see the men
who had
to stay there and now all
those beds
last war,

I

—

are filling up again. I was in France
just before this war began, with the
British troops, singing sometimes for

two men and sometimes for ten thousand. It gives you a queer feeling, to
be singing comic songs in a darkened
theatre, with

after,

—

human

essentials.

is

completely

Continued from Page 94)

growth

of music, even though some
of our practices may have been ques-

tionable, has firmly established music in our public school curriculum

institutions,

and are

fully

eral education.

The Main Purpose
Curriculum

planning

vital,

be

and

expected outcomes of the
pupil-’
not the teacher aims. If this
plan is
followed, we will find ourselves
shan
ing all our procedures and
activities
around the theme of “what
does the
child want as an outcome
in

completely

it’s

sm

this

ciass.’’

mu-

The question immediately

How am I to know what
the
child wants from the
music classvThe only answer to this
question
alert,

n
tiorf
2

Practice in all educational proe ’ but bas not,
as yet, been given
1 Consideration
in music educa-

is new in
the field of pub;.
lir P!?
d Ucatlon
and because of this
farq
n most instances,
it has not
hpp
ga niZed and Pianned along
the snm
same illnes as other
subjects.
ler training
in music educat
cat,on
is relatively

USi<

'

>

.

’

“

j

new.
edu cation has now taken

S* C
its

m- n! G1

and

tvf

*^ ace in public education,

Pr0blem confronting us is
ng and planning our

that nf „
rganizi

nsr*currieni

the accepted lines

who PhilosophyedUCatl0nal P rac tices and

(

ance. One way it does this is by establishing a rhythm of work and a

timing of effort. Barge haulers and
sailors discovered that principle long
ago.

By timing the

effort,

marching

and dancing are done with less
fatigue. Authorities say that if we
could get the proper timing of effort
f nr n
rpnpt.it.ive job,
inh we could elimielimi
for
a repetitive
nate
heart.

fatigue.

Witness

the

human

The heart beats from the be-

of

Music in Wartime
Industry

Continued from Page
99 )

one historian, early
tribes regular*,,
most of their work by
music n a
Bn the miners
sing lo
Tlf’ ?J

lighten

their

labor.-

%

Examples
workers in early art
include th„
evitable musician.
Quintilian1
D.
rpnnrtc that every
reports
man aa his
work song. The Greeks
h ad s ec i
P
al
ones
for
harvest'
grinding grain,
nmg, weaving. That
sure mV
When
energy was low was
needed E
now. Barge haulers
3S
"
and sa n1 n
sang
at their work. Negroes
6 hum
roads in the southTo
These
are a part of our
folk
S herita ge.
Down the ages.
ages mp„
jy.
1 S l
inst mc
tively to mitigate
th* r f

U

40
40)
)

,

X

ginning of life to the end apparently
without rest. The secret is that
the heart has achieved a perfect
rhythmic balance between work and
rest. It rests briefly but sufficiently
any delicate task, let alone the in- after each contraction. Like the
piano technic. I heart beat the music beat establishes
tricate demands of
epetitive work
But the maphina° ?
think that is a shame. I’m not sug- a flexible rhythm for repetitive
al
ost billed
the
and
reduces effort to a minimum.
be denied
idea of music as an
the
v.
gesting that musicians
In fact, music in industry is just a to work, and
countries—
mPaniment
f or
privilege of serving their
-mciuv
manvy VP!11 n attempts hs>™
be given work new application of a very old idea. tenants
have been- uictue
manae toyeais
but surely they could
,
v
hvi»
bri:
back.
Ynnr
.
preserve to them Lightening labor with song goes back ho
our editor
would
lfc
that
do
to
informed m p
that are going to for thousands of years. According to he encountered
**
to us the gifts

^^;"
J

'

“

„

,

,

,

;

.
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lonmg of music in
the total educational process is a
jewel to be desired.
in conclusion, the

following summary should be
considered:
^•Curriculum planning is an estab-

follows,

is
that our curriculum
planning must
be done by experienced
teachm^f!
teachers who have been

The Importance

a feeling of

fear but if the men can go through
with it, surely a singer can! It’s good,
though, to know that just a funny
song may help those men get through
what’s waiting for them, after. The
week after I left France, to go back
to England, my hotel was bombed.
“Another important thing to consider is how much music will mean
after the war is won. The world won’t
look so pretty then, and music will
be needed more than ever, to help
balance us. For that reason, it is
necessary to plan for future music
now. When I was in France, I met a
young boy of nineteen who was a
wonderful pianist, just at the start of
a splendid career. And what was he
doing? Hard, rough, mechanical work
that would have ruined his hands for

and

child psychology, who have a
bioad conception of the total educaand who, from their

tional process,

rp j

should

made with one thought uppermost
in
And then have mind, namely, the aims, objectives

natural. Perhaps the most glamorous
and most highly salaried entertainer
of to-day, she thinks nothing of
mussing her hair when she talks, or
of walking about with a twist in her
stocking. She has a rare capacity for
enjoyment and a genuine love for
people. That is why people everywhere enjoy and love “our Gracie.”

know

rich teaching experience,
have come
as a necessary and worth while deto the realization of
what the averpartment. Further, it would seem
age pupil desires as to aims
and outnecessary that we now set about
comes in the music class.
analyzing our aims and objectives
toNaturally, this sort of planning and
gether with procedures, in the light
teaching is difficult and
demands a
of the social and educational
objec- teacher with
broad vision and the
tives, to find wherein they
do not ability to do
long-time planning. It is
coincide. Most of our music
teachers
now have been adequately prepared comparatively easy to teach techniques and skills, but
the teacher who
educationally, thanks to our teacher
is a
e to visualize the
training
proper func-

prepared to study curriculum adjustments on an equal basis with
the
most able experts in the field of
gen-

faith and go to work!”
Gracie Fields puts her creed into
action. In her person as in her work.

She

(

enemy planes zooming

overhead. Of course

—

and

—

alone.
can’t talk about music and
singing without referring to the great
part that both play in this cruel war.
There’s nothing that cheers the men
like good, hearty songs. During
the

“We

Education

to us.

“People

where for the beauty and solace that
music opens to them. Perhaps they
come to a church, perhaps to a concert,

Curriculum Planning in Music

——

,

industrial
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piece brasses, like the clarinet family, are transposing and non-transposing instruments. The cornet in
B-flat has a range from third leger
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midst, which may have discouraged native talent. This is quite
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This arrangement will make a particularly rich brass body of tone. The
doubling of the voices is well-balanced
in that the alto appears in three
voices, the tenor in three and the bass
in three while the melody is in the
strong voices of the trumpets. This
combination is favorable in transcribing for the band in that all instruments are performing in their

them far better than we can here we did not name the men who to-day
are striving hard and successfully for custom to give the higher parts in
and now.
of modern music. Ernest the music to be played to the first and
At this junction the question arises, the cause
*
"
--•=
....
=third horns rather than to the first best
why, as yet, there have been so few Ansermet and Edmond Appia
registers. Note the interlocking
of the horns, the third horn sounding
Swiss composers of international Geneva, Haugh and Dentzler in
fame. To my mind there could be sev- Zurich, Paul Sacher in Basle (the
above the second.
for

•>

—

Original
eral explanations. Generally speak- only remaining continental stronging, it has been the lot of the larger hold of the International Society for
European states to provide the world Contemporary Music) and last, but
with the majority of outstanding n °t least, Hermann Scherchen in
Notated for F Horn
men
have
alWinterthur.
All
these
Note
geniuses, and there are few excepaccidentals a perfect 5th higher
than
the original tones
tions to disprove this statement. ready earned the thanks of the muFurthermore, the history of music sical world by discovery of many an
shows that countries, more or less in outstanding modern work, and their
turn, have contributed to the impor- names will certainly live for these
tant production of the continent and achievements. It was in Zurich that
that it has often taken a people many the two great modern operas, Hindecenturies to produce works which mith’s “Mathis” and Berg’s “Lulu”
would stay. There was for example were given their premieres. In the
practically no musical production, concerts of Paul Sacher, to whom
an(l second horns. Thus the
second
excepting folklore, JU1
in iluaaia
Russia uciuic
before Bartok dedicated some of his finest
and f °“ rth bo s P la y the lower
the middle of last’ century. Only the pages, there have been most remarkarts lflls will be noted in the
given
last ninety years have asserted that able performances and also, I am P
example.
country's greatness in the field. The happy to say, of American composers,
xne
tenor trombone is non-transTheodor
and
such
Roger
Sessions
as
Dutch, though the world’s leading
Chanler. In this connection, I recall P° slng an “ lta range is from E below
musicians

™

-

in the fifteenth century,
produced practically nothing until
the modern times. In England also

there was a break of many centuries
between the brilliant period of Purcell and the Virginalists, and the
present days, when musical production

becoming more impoitant
again. There were no outstanding
composers in the Northern countries
before Grieg and Sibelius. It is quite
is

conceivable therefore that in the case
of Switzerland the present day com-

my

last meeting with Scherchen. "I
wish I could get some new scores from
America,” he said to me. “I know good
music is being written there and I
should like to do an all-American
program.”
It is to be sincerely hoped that he
will get those scores and that in the
near future this will be the material
to cross the oceans as messengers of
good will from nation to nation.

A
There

Peace Loving People

another aspect of course
old French saying goes
that “the happy countries have no
history.” The Swiss have been
peaceful and happy people for many
century, possibly at the price for
which the other and more restless
European countries have been awarded their musicians of genius. I happened to discuss this question with
Henri Gagnebin, the head of the fa-
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remarkable institution. America The Future, presented with
a Liszt collection in the Con- a wealth of detail, are most comservatoire in memory of the days prehensive. Tire author, who is also
when this great musician was a a well-known painter, has embelteacher in Geneva. The Conservatoire lished the work with many excellent
and pen drawings.
itself is over a hundred years old
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Beatrice Edgerly
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and on the following day was shown

Conservatoire. I had
the privilege of giving a recital there
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artist, to embellish them and preserve them in the only book of
type your reviewer has seen.
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Assisted by Dr. Boris E. Nelson, the
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combine and form a perfect
the entire band. The balance
will be correct and the
will be surprisingly pleasing.
Space does not permit of
the many
other problems concerning
band arranging but a future
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posers such as Arthur Honnegger
(the author of the world famous
symphonic work “Pacific 231”) for
example, are the men who in the
future will be representative of the
Swiss contribution to international
production.
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If it is desirable to use
the fluegelhorn, write the part as for the first
trumpet or cornet. The fluegelhorn
will soften the sharpness
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trumpets and blend favorably with
the other brasses. The range is the
same as the trumpet and the transposition is the same.
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ATELY, IT SEEMS that accordiontypes of multi-shift accordions. Let
us give attention to this subject, and
to the proper use and operation of
the extra shifts.
The name, “Multi-shift,” applied
to an accordion means an instrument
which is so constructed as to be capable of producing many tonal colors,
and of imitating various orchestral
instruments, such as the organ, flute,
violin, and so on. In order to understand fully the possibilities and use
°f the multi-shift accordion, it is
necessary for the player to have at

a slight knowledge of the construction of the instrument. Throughout this article we are referring to
the standard accordion, which has

the multi-shift accordion,

the four

sets of reeds are divided as follows.

One

set of

high reeds

Two

sets of medium reeds
set of low reeds.
These reeds, either singly or in various combinations, produce the dif-

One

ferent tonal effects of which the
multi-shift instrument is capable.
Certain symbols are used to desig-

uate the varying tone colors, the most
common being:
For the usual accordion having
only one shift on the treble:
(R) indicates full register, playing all of the reeds
indicates the medium pitch
of the instrument
For the multi-shift accordion:
(R) (Violin) indicates the me(*)

dium and high reeds
(R) (Organ)

indicates

the

low

and high reeds
(R) (Clarinet) indicates one set
of medium reeds
f

R) (Saxophone)

indicates

set of low reeds
(R) (Piccolo) indicates
of

one

one set

high reeds

indicates two medium and one set of low reeds

(R) (Celeste)
(R)

f

Bandonium)

indicates

the

low and one set of medium
reeds
<R) (Oboe) indicates the medium
reeds same as clarinet
f R)
(Tuba) indicates one set of

—

February

i

ms

as

saxo-

Concert Pianist

—Artist

Teacher

nternationally known

octave
of (R) before each
orchestral instrument means that the
accordionist is to put on the shift

The employment

giving that instrumental coloring. As
orchestral scores usually indicate the
entrance of various instruments, we
precede our shift indications with
will not
the (El, so that the player
of the
be confused with the entrance
actual instrument of that name.

The Symbol Explained
short history of the reed construction of the accordion explains
how the symbol, <R> came to be used
present sense. Dp to about the

A

,

in its

employed
year 1900, the instrument
reeds. Someonly the two medium
introduced to
time after this, it was
added set of reeds
the public with an
This was
which were an octave lower.
symphonic color
done to give a more
and to reduce the
to the instrument,
earlier accordions.
shrill tone of the
was devised
Later on, an apparatus
set of reeds could
so that this lower
with the medium
be played together
removed at will.
or could be
sets
accordion two tone
This gave the
was called
apparatus
The
colors
after the organ stop of
“Registro,”

and,
the same name,

in ordei to de-

application on the printed
note its
symbol (R) was used
music sheet, the
be

that the octave was to
The
the two medium reeds
indicate its
forisk (*) was used to
still the standard
removal. This is
accordion
marking for the regular
and one bass shift.
with one treble
one shift had been
As soon as the
possibilities of fuithei
ntied the
aPP
accordion were
ejects for the
gradually other shifts
and
recognized,
1
multi-shift
“
to-day's
until
* /added
developed. Various
was
rdfon
co
push but? ms of shifts are used—
levers that turn
rockers dials or
f
*°
on the gallery or on
Slide either
These shifts usually
?he keyboard.
shift for
one
mrk independently,
To obtain different
set of reeds.
therefore, it is necessary
tonal effects,
some must
!
work several shifts, as
and others added, in
1°

mean

added
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405 Carnegie Hall, New York City
Collaborator and Associate Teacher with the late W.
Warren Shaw and Endorsed by Dr. Floyd S. Muckey
Wednesday: Troup Music Studio, Lancaster, Pa.
Thursday: 309 Presser Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

A.A.G.O.,

Ph.B.,

N. Y. C.

ST.,
in

Tel. Victor

in

St.,

Thursdays

Not connected

Methods

609 Sutter

WEST 85TH

19

Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON
Author of "Basic Pianoforte Technique"
Teacher of Teachers. Coach of Young Artists.
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Gauge

timing.
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Eliminates

Our now

an infallible
guess work;

Be Independent!
Make Monoy Quickly and Easily!
Modern facilities for oral students. 10th yr.
Diploma granted. Write for Free Booklet.

BRYANT SCHOOL.
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MUSIG EDUCATION?

Read the AMERICAN RECORDER REVIEW.
The magazine devoted to the revival of the
old English Flute.

How

Vitamins Can Help

and maintaining sound
bones and teeth. Lack of Vitamin D
building
in

Musicians
Continued from Page

the nose and mouth or in changes
in the eye. These changes in the eye

may

affect vision.
“Milk, eggs, liver

and other meats,
and brewers’ yeast supply Ribo-

flavin.

Nicotinic Acid
“ Nicotinic Acid: A deficiency of this
vitamin often results in pellagra, a
very serious disease common in some
sections of the United States. Persons
suffering from pellagra usually suffer
also from lack of Thiamine, Riboflavin,
erals,

and other vitamins and minand proteins.

“Liver and other meats, whole cereals,
and brewers’ yeast

leafy green vegetables,
supply Nicotinic acid.

B Complex
“Other Vitamin B Factors: It has
been reported that there may be 12
to 15 factors

which make up what

nutrition workers call the ‘Vitamin B
Complex.’ The best known and understood are the three just described:

Thiamine, Riboflavin, and Nicotinic
acid. Five others have been isolated
and can be obtained in pure crystalline form. These are Pantothenic
Acid, Pyridoxine (Vitamin B«), BioCholine,

and Inositol. Much is
of the effects of deficiencies
of these factors in laboratory anitin,

in

known

mals, but their specific uses in man
aie not yet known. A fair statement
that the whole natural Vitamin B
Complex is desirable to assure good

"Nutrition and the Physician"
“Many serious diseases may be
caused by malnutrition; other diseases

may

result

Clouds,

fog,

dust,

smoke, clothing,

and ordinary window glass shut out
the ultra-violet rays, which must fall
directly on the bare skin to produce
Vitamin D. Adults may not need more
Vitamin D than they obtain from
casual exposure to sunlight, and perhaps in certain other special conditions

known

to physicians. Infants

and children ought to receive cod
an equivalent rich source
Vitamin D, especially in the win-

liver oil or

of

months.
“Vitamin D milk and cod liver oil
supply Vitamin D. Eggs, butter, and
fish contain small amounts. A variety
of pharmaceutical preparations also
ter

are available.

E and

K

“Vitamins E and K: The uses of
these vitamins are a matter of concern only to physicians. They are
well supplied in common foods, and
deficiencies are believed to be rare,
except in early infancy. This does not
apply to E, and only in part to K.
Vitamin E is secured largely through

wheat germ, is concerned with motherhood, and is reputed to be of some
value in some wasting muscle diseases. Vitamin K prevents hemorrhages in the jaundiced and in newborn children. This vitamin is very
plentiful in alfalfa. The absence of
this vitamin was noted first in the
so-called “sweet clover disease” in
cattle,

which

is

a hemorrhogic

turbance.

dis-

tions,

fear

weather,

may

may

in almost miraculous
fashion
this deficiency is removed

ministration of Calcium
Pantothenate This has led thousands
of people to turn themselves
into human
guinea pigs of auto-experimentation.

“Only a physician can discover
the real causes of malnutrition and
treat them properly. He will prescribe special diets and extra vitamins and minerals if he finds they
are needed.”

The

of

writer has seen several
cases

human

beings whose once
gray

h S ®h °
a marked change
nftpr a H
aftei
daily dosage of small
amounts
of this vitamin
with

wn

Vitamins never should be looked

B Complex and

upon as medicines but rather as
foods, and they are most effective
when taken with the regular meals,

a piopei natural
diet. Your physician
will be glad to
observe your experimen

even

though he may
when they are properly assimilated
The BUlletin of the Lederle
as food. The best medical research Laboi
LaboratorT
atones, Inc.,
states-

workers still feel that they are just
on the shore of an ocean of discovery
in the world of vitamins. Startling
improvements in the individual’s appearance, by the intelligent administration of vitamins, have been
noted. Skin blemishes, pimples, and
other objectionable conditions such
as what is known as “shark skin,”
best known by the hardening and
roughening of skin at the elbows,
have cleared up. Improvement in the
appearance of the mouth and lips,
and added lustre of the eyes are not
unusual. But do not be disappointed
if results are not forthcoming. Proper
medical administration may be necessary.

Musicians
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Vitamin C
“Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid)
Because they are rich in ascorbic acid
the citrus fruits, such as oranges and
lemons, or tomatoes or raw cabbage,
should be included in every diet. Apples, pineapples, bananas, and other

° ratories

give, as

foods:

so vtc/

and potatoes, and many fresh
vegetables also supply ascorbic acid.
“Ascorbic acid is important for infants and children because it helps

Whole milk

.

Buttermilk
Kale
Squash, Italian

normal development of bones and
teeth. The substance which holds toof

i,

Food Sources of d
Average values~ex,» nt ° the nic Acid "
S ed milligTams
Per 100 grams
%aJL
a ,
Jrti °

fruits,

cells

,,

6S ° f this vita '
min, the following
ng k
lls t of

:

the tiny blood

vessels, called capillaries, is dependent upon ascorbic acid. Bleeding from

"

Carrots

the gums or in the skin may be
caused by lack of ascorbic acid.
of the vitamin causes

Tomatoes

good

_

Marked absence

Sweet potatoes

R olled

scurvy.

oats

Wheat

Vitamin D
“Vitamin D: There are several
the
Vitamin D substances, which help
phosphorus in
body use calcium and

Rye
Rye flour—
dark'
Rye middlings
(

“

134

paiai

P 10 blem

^tage
?f menta
n ° JUStlflca
tion for human
u
^ a
purely experimental
bas'S^
and there a pp e^
s

'

who have

bring back the color to prematurely
graying hair have been greatly excited over the vitamin found in B

cereals, milk, eggs, some vegeespecially beans and peas, meat,

Complex vitamins.

gether the

when

by the ad-

interfere with proper

nutrition.

Whole
and

animals that a deficiency in this elehair. Natural color
be restored with these animals

ment causes gray

stomach and intestinal trouble,
and anxiety, and even the

is

liver,

rumoraenic Acid (Calcium or Sodium Pantothenate, and Para-Aminobenzoic Acid.)
It
has long been
demonstrated through laboratory

malnutrition.

Such common conditions as overweight or underweight and general
ill health may or may not be the
result of a bad diet. Inherited condi-

to

nutrition.
tables,

in

ultra-violet

exposure

light

80)

foods as well as in the life of body tissue. Outward signs of Riboflavin deficiency make their appearance about

prunes,

results

from the sun or artificial
sources makes Vitamin D in the skin.

“Direct
(

and children

infants

rickets.
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Fretted Instruments

hj.

T

Cgeorge

also

contributed

some worth

while compositions to guitar literature. But near the latter part of the
nineteenth century there appeared a
master who was destined to revolutionize the art of guitar playing

Place

it

on a

still

and

higher plane.

Musical Explorer
This man was Francisco Tarrega,
who may well be called the founder
of the modern Spanish school. Tarwas an explorer and innovator.
Using the music of Sor and Aguado
as a foundation,
he was not satisfied
with what he found there, but dere ga

voted his whole life to the improvement and further development of
guitar technic. In his youth Tarrega
had the advantage of a thorough
musical education, received at the
Madrid Conservatory. Upon his graduation he obtained first prize in harmony and composition. The guitar

and
to it he dedicated
all his energies and
extraordinary intelligence. After some
visits to the most important European music centers, where he was
became

his favorite instrument,

hailed as the greatest virtuoso of his
time, he returned to his native land

and began
guitar.

his career as teacher of
Tarrega was happiest when

playing for a small circle of friends
and admirers, who would often gather
at his home and listen with rapture
to the beautiful music he produced
on his guitar. His Preludios, Capriccio Arabe, Danza Mora, Recuerdos de

Alhambra may be classed among
the finest compositions for guitar,
and there are many others of outstanding merit by this master. Howla

ever, his transcriptions of

works by

Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Mozart and Haydn
are his greatest achievement. His
mastery of the guitar, his acquaintance with the entire piano literature,

FEBRUARY,

1943

For Tomorrow!

On

-Ottencl a 10]usic

i id

era a to rg

^J\ricl

his discriminating musical taste enabled him to recreate
these classic masterpieces as though
they had been specially composed for

HE SPANISH SCHOOL of guitar and

playing may be said to have had
its beginning with the advent
of Ferdinand Sor, 1780-1839, and Dionisio Aguado, 1784-1849. It is true
that during the preceding century the
guitar was the most popular instrument in Spain, and here and there
some guitarist and composer rose
above mediocrity; it was not until
these two masters appeared upon the
scene, that the guitar was considered
an instrument able to hold its own
on the concert platform. The next
generation of guitarists failed to produce any composers of note, although
the music of Sor and Aguado was
kept alive by such concert artists as
Cano, Broca, Damas, Vinas and Areas,

who

C^.

HOW

Prepare

The Tarrega Guitar Method
above

all

in ly^our

the guitar.
Among his many pupils, the most
Emilio
celebrated were Miguel Llobet,
Pujol, Garzia Fortea

Prat.

'

Through the

the world. The
Segovia
recital programs of Andreas
invariably include several composithe
tions and transcriptions from
Tarrega
master.
pens of the great
in

was continually experimenting
methods of striking the strings in
enlarge the
order to improve and

Nothing

you

thing

don't understand

PADEREWSKI
"It

it

is

explained

to

you

If

there

in detail

is

any-

by our

said of our Piano course

one of the most important additions to pedagogical

is

literature on pianofort playing published for years.

"As an excellent guide for students and solid reliable advice
for teachers it is bound to become very popular and more
so as it bears the stamp of a real pianist and accomplished
musician and experienced musician."

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
You are awarded a diploma when you have completed a course
to the satisfaction of the Instruction Department and the Board of

We are also authorized to issue the Degree of Bachelor
Music upon those who comply with our requirements. These
Advanced Composition and an

Directors.
of

are Harmony, History of Music,

advanced practice course. The latter may be voice
mental. Each subject carries 30 semester hours.

Remember

or instru-

there are splendid opportunities in the

music field to make a very comfortable income.
Let us show you how. Mail the coupon today.

guitarists, as it en-

vary the tone of the
and at the
instrument considerably
increased volume,
same time obtain
dislater years, Tarrega
to

his
giving as his
-hpH this nail stroke
preferred a better

nurhig
D

reason that he
volume. Now without
[one to greater
the master for
ppming to criticize
convinced that
Sis action, we are
appearing in a modern con-

IMIVERSITY
Dept.

t

resources to obtain
heard in all
hin me to be distinctly
auditorium; and the ancarts of the
are
the nail stroke.
swer to this is

We

could be
sure that if Tarrega
the Segovia recitals
present at one of
be the first to apfo-day he would
continued on Page 138)
f

EXTEISI0N CONSERVATORY
1525 East 53rd

A-324

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY,
1525

E.

53rd Street, Chicago,

Please send

with an

"1

artist

an audience of fifteen
Ivt hall before
compelled to use
hundred or more is
enough

L

—

guess work.

experienced teachers.

The Nail Stroke
most
is now used by

prominent

is left to

An examination paper accompanies every lesson.

and be kept

;np

teacher.

comprehensive lessons (prepared by able,
always

concise,

recognized teachers) illustrated and clearly explained
before you to study and refer to over and over again.

of
round tone. To use
results in a full
successfully it is also
this method
constant care to
necessary to give
right hand fingers.
the nails of the
just a trifle,
They should project
of an inch beabout a thirty-second
of the finger tap
part
yond the fleshy
always at this length.

This stroke

away from your

Definite,

he invented
tone of his instrument;
artistic effects as
a variety of new
Jota, and
exemplified in his Grande
harmonic
the modern, intriguing
the dewith
together
progressions
pervading all his
lightful melodies
one of the
music, stamp him as
guitar.
greatest composers for the
Tarrega method of striking the
more elevated wrist
strings requires a
with the tips of
of the right hand
to the
parallel
fingers
the three
the strings the
strings. When striking
raised, but forced
fingers must not be
strings until they
ouickly across the
against the next
are brought up
reduces the action
lower one. This
minimum and
the fingers to a

the
of tn
°f ,

it possible for you to take practical music
by correspondence, even though you are thousands of

lessons

miles

O^lome

Sam makes

Uncle

and Domenicus
efforts of these

Tarrega music became

the

artists

known throughout

Own

X

catalog,

Dept.

Street, Chicago, Illinois

A-324

Illinois.

sample lessons and

full

informatia

regarding course

I

have marked

below.

Piano, Teacher’s Normal Course
Piano, Student's Course
Beginner's
Public School Mus.
Advanced
Public School Mus.

Advanced
~J

me

—
—
Composition

Ear Training Cr Sight Singing
History of Music

c

Harmony
Cornet

—T rumpet

1

Advanced Cornet
Voice
Choral Conducting

1

.

1

Clarinet

Dance Band Arranging

t

Violin

Guitar

Mandolin
Saxophone
Piano Accordion
Reed Organ
Banjo

Street No.

State

City

If so, how many pupils have ycu?
Are you teaching now?
Have you studied Harmony?
hold a Teacher's Certificate?
Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music?
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Do you

“The Queen of Song"
(

Continued from Page

90)

The first of the typical “Patti concerts” was given in 1865, a species of
morning event in which the central
figure was assisted by operatic stars
of the first magnitude. Patti’s graceful charm made these events tre-

In 1884 there was celebrated in New
York the twenty-fifth anniversary of
Patti’s first appearance in opera. The
opera was to have been the same as
on that memorable earlier occasion,
“Lucia,” and even with the same ten-

mendously popular with a public not
quite up to the plane of artistic appreciation found at the opera. Here
she sang for the first time in London
the new Ave Maria composed by
Gounod upon the First Prelude of
Bach and in her own inimitable manner such songs of the people as
Cornin’ thro’ the Rye, Within a Mile

or, Brignoli, but his death a few days
before the event caused a change to
“Martha,” with Nicolini in the cast.
A few months later there was another
quarter-centennial at Covent Garden, the opera being “II Trovatore.”
There was a memorable perform-

o’

Edinboro Town, and Home, Sweet

Home.

On

to Italy

After the German engagements she
paid her first visit to Italy, artistically if not physically the land of her
birth. There were the same scenes of
fanatical adoration, the same shouts
of delight, the same showers of
flowers, the same drawing of her
carriage by the young bloods of the
cities visited.

We may

mention here the diva’s
marriages. The first, to the Marquis
de Caux, Equerry to Napoleon III,
took place in 1868, and the residence
naturally was transferred to’ Paris.
The union was not a happy one, and
in 1877 a formal separation was effected, followed by a French divorce
in 1885. In 1886 Madame Patti was

ance in Paris, with Gounod conducting, of his

“Romeo

et Juliette,” this

time in French. The tenor was Jean
de Reszke, and the delighted composer exclaimed that Patti and de
Reszke were the ideal exponents of
the roles. Another memorable occasion was the dedication, late in 1889,
of the new eight-million-dollar Auditorium in Chicago, at which the only
musical number was the singing of

It is probable that no other artist
ever earned in fees the fabulous
amounts which were paid to Patti.
For her first operatic performances
she was paid one hundred dollars
each. Yet two years later (she was
then nineteen) she was paid $2,600
for four concert appearances in England. Her Paris operatic appearances
brought $600 apiece. For several years
at Covent Garden she was paid $1,000
a night, while for her American tour
of 1882-83 the basic fee was $4,500 a
performance. For forty performances
she received $175,000, then a record.
For that season and the one following she received from Mapleson about
$450,000! By the season of 1886-87 she
was receiving in America, ever the
land of milk and honey, $5,000 for
each performance, and even that was

bettered in 1888, in Buenos Aires,
where she was paid for twenty-four
performances an average of $8,000 a
performance. Her income in eighteen
months in 1888-89 was approximately
$500,000. The American tour of 1903,
forty-four years after her professional debut, brought $250,000 for forty

ThE Importance

The final appearances at Covent
Garden were made during four weeks
an absence of ten years.
The opening opera was “La Traviata,”
and the “old guard” turned out for work

(

in 1895, after

operas, so
olini

much

so that she

attended a number of

and Nicthe Bay-

only role she ever

reuth festivals. The
unsuited
essayed which was utterly
talents was Carmen.
to her peculiar

its favorite, while boxes
gallery were eager to experience
which by now was almost a

the return of

and
a

thrill

tradition.

series of forty concerts during four
months in 1903-4. Her official leavetaking from her loyal London public

was late in 1906, in a typical Albert
Hall Patti concert, in which she made
three appearances, surrounded by a
group of able vocal and instrumental
talent, among whom was the noted
Spanish violinist, Sarasate. There
were at least three other appearances
in Albert Hall for benefit concerts for
causes in which she was interested,
and in her seventy-second year during the early days of the first World
War she sang at a Red Cross benefit
in Albert Hall.
"

I.tf

to 1881

it is

was at least $150,000.
The final scene on Patti’s stage of
life was enacted on September
27,
1919. Her body lay temporarily in a

number

of resting-places in England,
then was permanently laid to rest in
the Pere Lachaise Cemetery in Paris,
not far from the graves of her father
and her sister Amalia.
Her career, almost unparalleled in
length and acclaim, began before the

American Civil War and extended
through the greater part of the Victorian Age and the rise
and preemiof Wagnerism, to the advent of
a new era which was
almost to repu-

nence

diate the golden age
of Italian opera.

Her professional career
lasted fiftysix years, and
including occasicnal
later appearances,
her public life exr the w ell-nigh unprecei°
dented duration
of sixty-four years.

we have recently asked several
senous and well-informed
young students about their
knowledge of Patti,
and most of them
never had heard of
et

ner. Sic transit
gloria inundi!

of

Music

are: Henry Ford, Fiorello La
Guardia, Hendrik Willem van Loon,
Einstein,
Albert
George Bernard
Shaw, and Frank Lloyd Wright.
When Compton McKenzie, the
English novelist, was working on a

not grasped the value of music as
a
background. Perhaps at no distant
date, we shall all go about our daily
activities with a soft unobtrusive
background provided by radio. For in
music the element of rhythm
is

marked.
tivity

It isolates

and keeps

in

Wartime Industry

Continued from Page
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although there were
many headshakings over the assumption of so heavy a dramatic role, the
event proved one of her greatest individual triumphs. There was discovered a tragic depth in her voice and
interpretation which was new. She
never sang a Wagner role, though she
added Wagner songs to her concert
repertoire later in her career and exfor the
pressed a great fondness
and,

and from 1861

estimated that her annual income

“Home, Sweet Home” by Patti, for
which she received the neat fee of
$4,000!

Her public career now was drawing
married to Signor Ernest Nicolini, a to a close. Her last public appearance novel, a friend played a record
of a
handsome and accomplished operatic as an opera singer was in a single string quartet in an adjoining
room.
tenor whose London debut had oc- scene of “Romeo,” in 1900 at Covent It filled him with such
ecstasy, he
curred twenty years earlier as Edgar- Garden. The last time that Patti sang stopped writing for three
quarters of
do to Patti’s Lucia. The marriage was in a complete stage representation of an hour. “But the rapture
of the
a singularly happy and sympathetic an opera was in May, 1907, in the music must have retained within
itone, with its domestic center at a small theater at Jean de Reszke ’s self the movement onward of
the
beautiful estate in South Wales, house in Paris. The opera was her old book I was writing,” he said,
“beCraig-y-Nos Castle. Nicolini died in favorite “II Barbiere,” and her col- cause the minute the quartet fin1898, and a year later Patti married leagues were Edouard de Reszke, An- ished, I went on as though I had not
Rolf Cederstrom, a Swedish baron. selmi, Ancona and Pini-Corsi. Her old sat back all that time idle. I have
From time to time new roles were friend Jean described as “simply been told it is impossible to listen to
added to the Patti list, and not all of miraculous” her physical vigor and music and write at the same time.
them of the typical coloratura char- the beauty of her voice. She was then I deny that.”
In his book, Neio Minds for Old
acter which came to her so naturally. sixty-five years of age.
Esme Wingfried-Stratford, says'
She was an appealing Giuletta
"Farewell" Tours
“Those people who write as if it were
(Gounod), and in 1876 she was the
The final American tour the last a crime to listen to music without
first Aida to be heard in London. She
had coached the part with Verdi of several “farewell” tours was a giving it one’s whole attention, have
himself,

concerts,

any habitual ac-

functioning just
as an engine, once started, will go on
running even though the driver
has
it

fallen asleep.”
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Professor Burris-Meyer has some
interesting thoughts on what
this
movement will mean to our future

musical development. “Whether
we
he says, “music in in-

like it or not,”

earth;

1

.
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Foundation Exercises for
Scale Playing
{Continued from Page 84)

They are very valuable for increasing the stretch and span of the
hand. While the arpeggios of the
secondary sevenths are not usually
found in books of scales and arpegthey offer excellent additional
practice.
Secondary sevenths are
those on the second, third, fourth,
sixth, and seventh degrees of the
gios,

scale, thus:

tion. This is the proper touch to use
for the first tone of a scale, exercise,
passage, phrase, or after a rest, and
so on.
Exercises in double notes, double
thirds, and sixths should be introduced as soon as the pupil is sufficiently advanced to assimilate them;
that is, as soon as the development

of the hand and fingers will admit
this study. Begin first with scales in
double thirds, which must be mastered in all major and minor keys.

Next, chromatic major and minor
double thirds; much later, scales in
diatonic major and minor double

and chromatic major and

sixths,

minor

sixths.

This

is

the second in a series of

independent
Formerly, arpeggios on the secondary
sevenths were rare, but in modern
composition they may be encountered at any time. The zealous student will have all kinds of fun in

working these out in different keys
and exercising his own ingenuity in
devising the simplest

and best

Mexican Musical Folklore
(

The chromatic scale should be introduced shortly after the arpeggios.
Teach the usual fingering first. More
advanced pupils may study the following fingering,
which is useful for
smoothness and velocity:

C CS D bf E P FS
2 3

L. H.

1

3

G GS A

3
123 12
13 214 32
1

upon “The Foun-

fin-

gerings.

R. K.

articles

dation of a Modern Piano Technic
Another article will
-by Alfred Calzin.
appear next month.

A3 B C

34 12
13 21

Continued from Page

son of
Tunga, the typical
and waltzed
tapped in one part
and waltz
another Spanish rhythms

m

is

movements

are intermingled. The
interpreted by a brass
includes saxo
delightfully

to fall softly until

C

is

heard, with-

own

out moving the finger upon its
in
all. Repeat C several times
the same manner. Play a scale slowly,
very slowly and softly with the same
finger, always with the arm touch,
but with the wrist in a loose condijoint at

FEBRUARY
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professional music school
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passed equipment (200 practice rooms. 23 modem organs, etc.)
Degrees: Mus.lL. School Mus.B., A.B. with music major.
Catalog.

Oxford

39th

in all branches of Music. Certificates,
diplomas and degrees. Desirable boarding accommodations. Located In downtown musical center.
Box E. 30fi S. Wabash Avc.. Chicago.

degree,
in piano, voice, violin, organ,
harp, other instruments, public school music, theory, harmony, history and appreciation
of music. Well-equipped studios. beautiful buildings on
138 acres near St. Louis with
its frequent concerts, operas,
other musical attractions. For
catalog and view book, writo
Harry Morehouso Gage, Pres.
certificate
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University. England, President.
year. Accredited. Offers courses

.

tion for careers In music under
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w hich even
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phones and usually

This dance is of tropical
out of tune.
sensuality.
languor and
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Confers Bachelor

of (Qubit

Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma
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Director, 3411 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

of

BERYL RUBINSTEIN,

Repeat this touch several times.
All the motion
takes place in the
wrist. The finger
at
is not to move
all at the
joints. Then play a scale
with the same finger, touching the
keys with the hand-touch, from the
wrist, without finger motion. For the
present, all staccato passages should

be taught to the beginner from the
very first. Extending the hand, so
that the third finger (each hand
separately) is over C, allow the arm

^SCHOOL OF
Division of LindenusoodCollego
Women. Thorough preparafor

Vera Cruz

Tuapango (peculiar to the
C
medleys of styles
°The most curious
Thus the sanand movements occur. the Isthmus,

ously.

be played with this touch.
Contrary to the old methods of instruction, but in harmony with the
modern ones, the arm touch should

COSMOPOLITAN
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

langorous
Michoacan. Romantically
type are to be
melodies of the Bajio
regions. There
found in many other
where the same
are even instances
both as son of the
song appears
Isthmus and as son de

Tehuantepec
he fourth finger
is employed once
1 e ei’y
octave in the right hand, on
J
A-sharp
or B-flat and in the left
nand on F-sharp
or G-flat.
Just as soon as
a good legato touch
has been
established, the staccato
touch should
be cultivated. There are
several varieties
of staccato, but the
one delivered
by a hand touch should
oe mastered
first. Raising the hand
from the wrist, allow
it to fall upon
the keys in such
a manner that the
third finger will
cause C to sound,
then withdraw the hand instantane-

89)

The mariachi
even Yucatec i arabes.
many sones into
later incorporated
that were originally
their repertory
native Jalisco and
foreign to their

-

-

-

--

:

JIHLLIARD school of
Ernest Hutcheson,

JUILLIARD

music=

President

SUMMER SCHOOL

George A. Wedge, Director
July 5 to August 13, 1943

most original Mexican
the huapees is undoubtedly
* i xhis is a veritable choreospectacle in which dance,
.
accompaniment and
of the

musical
on all play

t heir

P art

Accredited music courses leading to diplomas, teacher'?
certificate, and Bachelor of Science and Master of Science
degrees. Instrumental and vocal instruction for beginning

and advanced students, repertoire

classes,

methods and
and

materials, public school music, theory, composition,

musicology.

Department for high school students.

-

the great
nain attraction is
popular sponthat it offers to
the participants intervene
umel'ous bold and witty imAt times one of the

Special one-week Unit Courses in
and music education.

all

branches of music

Catalog dn request
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120 Claremont Avenue

Room

122

New

York, N. Y.
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periment with the different effects in
various passages and selections, in
order to find out the most effective
way to interpret the number artistically and with expression.
Pietro Deiro will answer questions
about accordion playing. Letters
should be addressed to him in care
of The Etude, 1712 Chestnut Street,
Philadelp hia, Pennsylvania

The Multi-Shift
Accordion
(

Continued from Page

133)

order to get the proper combination
of reeds to produce the effect desired.
The chart shows some of the various
reed combinations, and the tonal
quality they will give. For example,
when playing in the violin effect,
which, as indicated in the chart, consists of the two medium and one high
set of reeds, in order to change the
saxophone, four separate movements
are necessary: first, take off the high
reeds, second, take off one set of
medium reeds, third, take off second
set of medium reeds, and, fourth,
apply the low set of reeds, as it is
this set alone which gives the saxophone effect. This was found to be
awkward on account of the slowness
and separate movements required in
changing from one effect to another.
Also, as it is necessary to remove the
hands entirely from the keyboard in
order to make the changes, it is impossible to shift from one to another

w
undoubtedly assure a
^unlubtTdira^f^

.

11

„

0Continued

appearance

quartet

from Page

orchestral

or

76)

an y donbts that

accompani-

ment. Audience and critics hailed this
recital as more than a novelty, repeated their approbation at his subsequent performances. So far as is
known, it was entirely satisfying to
all who heard it, with the exception
of one young woman. She, unwittingly, paid the young violist high

^
bn ;iIective

~

’

ons and scale passages on the
inner
)
sti in e s in position.
;
»s
main object throughout his
life
was to obtain the most beautiful
tone
hls gu ltar was capable
of, and this
was alwa y s the principal
topic of
conversation when pupils
were gatharo
d him.
,

™

here

Guitarists everywell emulate his
example,

HOW

.

U

•

.

m

—

‘

'

couplcs sets of reeds simultaneously.
Shifts can thus be changed
at almost
in a composition. It is very
faster and simpler.
The use of the multiple shifts in a

“

,

The Tarrega Guitar
Method.

composition

varies according to the
taste of the player. One should,
however, try to duplicate the tonal color
called for in the orchestration, if it
is

known.

If

not known, then the fol-

lowing

rules should be generally
followed. In a slow-moving, chord-

melodic theme, the organ effect
can be used. Bandonium is sometimes used instead of organ, because,
in a chord passage, it produces a
like,

similar tonal color. A fast moving
passage is generally played in the
full accordion. Sometimes, for instance, in the trio of a march, it is
possible to use two tonal effects, first
the celeste and then the violin. The
last part of the trio almost always
accordion, and low
is played in full
passages may seem best when played
in the

saxophone

and oboe are

effect.

Bandonium

also excellent effects

who

Accordionists
to use in passages.
know the use of these multiple shifts
should never hesitate to apply them,
playing beas they add much when
should exfore the public. Students

(

Continued from Page

135)

you want to make an exDeri
” ent n reiovenation, go to your
brewer :s yeast, egg yolk, peanuts
and
Calcium Pantothenate with
B Com
If

plex. After all,

prove the performance of this outstanding virtuoso. In the use of the
right hand thumb Tarrega also dif-

rr

s

tribute.

any point

+w

more concerned with drama,'and not
enough with the ioy of life and the
of these rare and cherishable

pages by Beethoven. Too, the recordtag is often blatant and of a hard

-ns. WherTr*

“, ed

min
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™
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continued
from Page 85)

arrega

one cannot fan to nTe f n
has made of thp

fully,”

much

Ymir
±ULU

imoressinn

scale that

“He plays the violin beautijt
she was heard to say to her
tt.
escort a bit petulantly during an inVltamillS Call
termission, “but I thought he was
1
l\ /r
IlBlp MllSicicUlS
going to play the viola. When does
in fast passages. Changing shifts,! he change instruments?”
(Continued
„
age 134 ^
therefore, can be done only in a very'
Vardi does not expect to change
slow-moving piece, or between the instruments ever. He has found one Barley
parts or phrases.
that challenges his mind and satisfies Broccoli
his emotions. The only change he has English walnuts
0 R
Suggestions for Use
" nft
made is in his orchestral position Yellow corn
Of late, however, the automatic and this is only for the “duration.” Irish potatoes
0 7
He has enlisted in the service of his Taro root
selectors which are placed
Q
on the
class
musician
first
and
is
country,
a
latest type accordions are a big
p’YnrnmTrTi
imOURCE
provement, and it is now possible to in the Navy. At present he is the first Viewers
yeast—dry
2 0.0
change from one effect to another viola player in the Navy Symphony
lver
4.0
Orchestra under Lieutenant Charles T
with only one
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movement, since
automatic selector couples and un-
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hUmor
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lilt; Violal
VlUid.

r
in

finger when this finger happens
to
be in position to facilitate passing
from one string to a higher one This

W

Hail

VI OUr

Tarrega and his follower-

strings.

discard the thumb for this purpose
almost entirely and advise using alternating first and second finger for
passages across all strings. Occasionally they advocate adding the third

-
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the etude

Karl
(

Merz Music Hall

Continued from Page

96)

to one of the highest of the arts, but
to that free spirit of tolerance, uncontrolled by murderous tyrants for
which millions of men in the Democracies of the world are now devoting

their

me

that he spent one particular hour
with Karl Merz and learned more in
that time than he had in scores of
lessons with famous teachers.
When Mr. Merz was editing the
“Musical World” he once inserted a
notice asking for help for a musician
in distress. Mr. Presser, then a music
teacher of slender means, sent two
dollars. Later when he met Mr. Merz
for the first time, Merz greeted him
with:
“Well, you are Theodore Presser,
the fellow who sent in two dollars for
that poor music teacher. You may be
interested in knowing that it was
the only contribution I received.”
“Goodness,” said Mr. Presser, “and

There

all.

is

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC— CHICAGO

something inCourses in piano, vocal, violin, organ, public school music
and all other branches of Music and Dramatic Art leading to

describably exalting about the dedication of a building with a distinguished identity such as this. Some
time ago I wrote a poem which I have
used far and wide for dedications.

May I read

it

DEGREES— BACHELOR OF MUSIC-MASTER OF MUSIC
The

To the Master Builder
Master Builder, show me how
To build the temple of my dreams,
How with rule and plane and square
To make my house so that it seems

A

place of joy for

all

To come and worship
So that the soul of

To make

in

advising the pupil that he had better
seeK some other field, he handed him
an envelope containing all the fees
the student had paid.

His Contribution to Culture
!t

was

this

type of man whose
to-day. He was a

memory we honor
Ver y high

zen
>

example

of

who made an

American

citi-

inerasable con-

tribution to the culture of our county of his day. He was a man of heart

and high ideals in the loftier sense
of the words.
Karl Merz carried an
Elysian fire leading others to higher

and better spheres.
Karl Merz was a philosopher in the
Socratean sense, in that he was always fired by a love for wisdom. He
never had his sense of human balance set aside by the realistic and
often pessimistic philosophical sceptics of his native land
Hegel, Kant,
Schoepenhauer and Nitzsche, with
whose works he was surprisingly familiar. This is beautifully manifested
in one of his maxims, which is a
statement of Faith. This reads:

—

“There is One Being who has planned
and made everything, and who rules
and preserves everything. Why should
not this rule apply to the arts? Truly
God speaks through the arts as He
speaks through nature, and the language of art is a call to come neaier

Him.”
This is a proud day for the College
and a golden moment in
American musical history, because we
to

of Wooster,

are not merely dedicating a temple

FEBRUARY,

1943

Desirable

accommodations. Students’
on request.

dormitory

tuition

rates.

Bureau

for securing positions. Particulars furnished

Member
Send

of the National Association of Schools of Music.

Address John R. Hattstaedt, President

for free catalog.

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Thy name;

571 Kimball Hall, Chicago,

soar

Life’s highest goals its aim.

—

111.

JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC—
ERNEST HUTCHESON, President

-

Master Builder, bless this house,

when I sent it, I was broke.”
Bless all those who labor here,
Somehow I have always felt that Let Thy love and beauty reign
that was one of the main inspirations In a world brought low with fear.
in
philanthropies
Mr.
Presser’s
through which millions of dollars
have been disbursed for education
ana philanthropy.
Mr. Presser once told me of a pupil
wnose ambition far exceeded his
natural gifts, who went to study
with Merz. After about ten lessons,
Merz found that the pupil’s talents
could not possibly warrant his continuance. Meantime he found that
the pupil had very little means. In

composed of 135 artist instructors
and international reputation.

is

of national

Moderate
self help.

the world

man may

faculty

many

to you?

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
GEORGE

Sing ye angels of the Lord!
power,
Hail the day of peace and
Behold a world is born anew,
hour.
This is the Lord’s appointed

A.

WEDGE,

Dean

Individual vocal and instrumental instruction. Classes in Theory,
position, and all branches of music education.

Com-

Courses leading to diploma and B. S. and M. S. degrees in instrumental, singing, and public school music departments.

—

J. F. C.

Catalog on request.
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122, 120 Claremont Avenue,

New York
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real

mocking tone.
almost invariably in a
flaie
quarrels

Tempers will often rise,
violent incidents occur in
forth, and
general exaltation
an atmosphere of
blood or at least
•A dance without
was considered a disapa scandal
participants would
pointment and the

Thorough

following:

to gray,

remarked

refers to Goi.dal.iara

and

iarocho to

Vera Cruz.

word means “grace”
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writers
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are
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CHARACTERS: Several piano pupils
(The program may be lengthened if desired)
SCENE: Living-room interior with piano
Helen

O

(seated, holding history book)
dear me! History exam, this
:

week, and

I

have the whole book

to study! Well, I

Here

had better begin.

says, “Long, long ago before the time of our great-grandparents, this land of ours looked
it

very different from the

way

looks

it

to-day.” (Sighs, closes book) History is so hard. I believe I could
study better if I played the piano
first. (Goes to piano.) I’m going to
play my favorite piece it always
brings me good luck. (Plays
by
)
(Picks up history book
again.) I love music, r wish history were like music. My teacher
said music and history were very
.

—

Junior Club Outline
10— Schumann

No.

a Read about Schumann in your
Standard History of Music or some
similar book.
is the principal difference

good rhythm. (Refer to Keyboard Harmony for Juniors for fuin

between
music?

classical

Schumann’s wife was a famous
pianist. What was her name?
How many symphonies did Schu-

e

mann write?
How many of

c

YOU

his piano pieces

can

play?

T erms
What does presto mean?
g Give term meaning as soft as pos-

f

sible.

Musical Program
As Schumann wrote so many simple compositions for the piano,

dedicating many of them to children, it is not difficult to arrange

Schumann program. Perhaps
you can arrange a rather novel
by omitting the Wild
Rider, Happy Farmer, Soldier’s
a

program
Keyboard Harmony

h Play the

tonic and dominant triads
in right hand, with their arpeggio

in

hand, as in the pattern
-

left

March and Sicilienne. Also, try to
hear some of his larger piano compositions,

such as the “Sonata in

above.

G

Do this in three major and three
minor keys with no stumbles and

and so on; and some of his symphonic movements on recordings.

minor,” “Papillons,” “Carneval,”

Musical Antiques

L
Each

of

fl'l

X Ca,

the

following titles of
musical compositions contains a
word signifying “aged”; for instance,
No. 1, a family residing near a dis-

tant stream, by Foster, would be Old
Folks at Home.
distant
1. A family residing near a

4.

5

aged

canine

companion

(Foster)
6. What hangs
(Woodworth)

7„

140

A

—arson
8.
9.

A famous melody
An antique southern homestead

(Foster)
10.

Far

in the past (Bayly)

Helen: That was lovely. Now the
book says, “The Spanish Queen
gave Columbus three ships, and
after a long voyage he discovered
some land, and that land is called

in

small elderly

the

old

woman

announcing name and com-

poser)

Helen:

I like

”

well?

Indian music,

too.

Now

1
ee what comes next
in this
?
old history.
(Reads)

“Years have

passed
!!

and many changes have
Place in this lan(J o£ ours,

e

llgrims landed in Massachu620 ” ' Enter Bett

BiS? 'wh
16209

^

Said

at

'

an y thin 8'

about

the name of the piece
1 ara going to play
in school tomorrow.

Is

!l

.

MacDowell
m:l
tt„i

.'^t

.y

Wlsh

(r .

Wu would play it now.
to piano and la
P y s AD
-

1620,

by MacDowell)

W

at
6

song off

1 could just
l beaUtiIu1
lm S singing their
'

llg

’

Th

t
ksgiving when they
sighted fu e lan
d. Now let’s see what
corner
Xt ln the
book. (Reads)
,

Court.” (Enter Sue.)
Sue: What’s that you are reading
about the Spanish Court? It reminds me of the piece I am going
to play at the recital.
Helen,: Play it, please. It will help
me with this old history exam.
(Sue goes to piano and plays, announcing the name and composer
of the composition.)

™
many
mere

“After

whit

6

when
Rntvio
Some

years came
the Colon ial days,

Ca

X«

ir,

flne homes
of these
Were

were

built.

called plantstheir larga barns and

won

tions
slave*

'

l

and

S’

ma ly

fl clds of
cotton and sugar
can c. Let us supnose thel 1S
a bal1 being held in
the old me naion
house. Candles are
blazing
(riepds have come
‘

-

Lehn 01

from

.

the festivity

^,e

was thp o/tt6ly
,

May

S

Belle)

M

lVs

X*f

e

plantations for
favor ite dance
"
(Enter

minuet

y ° U play Raderew-

',,

?
beautifuIly
because I heart
you when you were
y
having vour
8 Wai “ ng
in the

T

DO-RE-MI

Do — your daily practlc

TJ— me

omt rhythm ore import

on scales and. technic

An

remem-

sure he can.

hall

H

A historic city in Spain (Trotere)
An antique time-piece (H. C.

Work)

if .1

By Gertrude Greenhalgh Walker

stream (Foster)
2. An aged slave (Foster)
3.

Maybe

I’ll get a good mark in the
(Reads again from book.)
“Long, long ago before the time of
our great-grandparents this land
of ours looked very different from
the way it looks to-day. There
were no white people in our country. Far away across the sea lived
Christopher Columbus. He was just
a poor youth but he believed the
world was round instead of flat,
and people laughed at him. He’
could not raise any money to buy
ships to prove that he was right.
Finally he went to Spain and asked
the King and Queen to help him.
That was the first time Columbus
saw the gay life of the Spanish

m

piece,

exam.

and romantic

d

closely related.

I

George: Sure. I i ove
Indian music.
(Goes to piano and
plays Indian

ber this

ture pattern.)

What

b

America. The people Columbus
found here were different from any
he had ever seen. They had reddish
skins and long black hair. Some of
the Spaniards who came with Columbus became friendly with these
Indians but others were afraid of
them. They lived in huts and wigwams and loved the great out of
doors.” (Looking up at Sue)— Can
you play any Indian music? (Enter
George)
Sue: No, but here comes
George and

formtaeJ^

Play il May Belle
reading in the

I^hav^'us'^be
,k eeri
historv
times.

builds et*** foundation

ci-.
(

'

’

h

May

colonial

~i"
\

y the Pad
ana
and te
the Beethoven
t
Minuet
vniluet an
announcing the tltles
t-itiac
and composers.)

^

,

>

(

Continued on next
page )

H

THE ETUDE

—
History With Music
(Playlet)
(

Continued )

Helen: This is certainly a fine way
to study history. Let’s see what
comes next. (Reads) “Toward the
end of the next century, under the
guidance of George Washington,
the father of our country, the colonies had now become an independent republic; but before eighty
years were passed there took place
a struggle between the north and
the south to free the slaves, and
although they were given their
freedom, many would not leave
their masters. Stephen Foster lived
during this time and many of his
beautiful melodies were inspired by
the faithfulness of these old negroes.” (Enter Edward)
George: Ed and I can play Old Folks
at Home as a
duet. Come on, Ed,
you are just in time to play for
Helen’s history. (They go to piano

Poldini.

if it

always had music with

ilie importance

freedom has been threatened again
has
and peace loving America
arms
again been forced to take up
struggle
against the enemy. The
be long, but it will keep Amer-

may

land of the free
Let’s
and the home of the brave’.”
(All sing, one of
all sing America.
the accomthe pianists playing
‘the

™

paniment)
ivanaled
,
Spanned
George: Lett.sing
and
Banner, too. (All sing,
audience joins in singing)
.

Curtain

February

:

music

a tone; 7

her slow;

3.

not sung;

^
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of Scales

(Prize winner in Class A)

somewhat queer

to us.

Many beginners on musical instruments do
not like to practice scales but they do not
realize that scales are necessary before progress can be made. Yes, the practice of scales
is indispensable in music study.
Joy Streyffeler (Age 16),

(Prize

'

for

a
three tones: 8 compos ?,
of the
opera ‘‘ pT,?
9 ’ a quiet "night piece
10. a
woodwinn
instrunient; 11. one person
Playing
B 0 r sin Pi
pait
of the kpvh!? 6 !? 6 aI °he; 12. the lower
13 dtstance in pitCh
tween two
eS; 14
OI silenC ;
™mpoS ero 1
M
16.
Surprlse Symphony
chord on SL ?®
arkeynote
17. compositions
ranged fn-*
tW0 pe °P le t0 Play at the san
time- in r
am ° US Belgian violinist; 19, becomtng

,“

>cl>

Scales are of extreme Importance in the study
of music because they are the groundwork of
all music. The chromatic scale contains all
the notes found in any piece of music, however difficult it may be; while many pieces
use only the notes found in one major scale,
or perhaps in one minor scale. We have become so familiar with the major scale, consisting of two tetrachords of two whole steps
and one half step, that any other system of
intervals such as the whole tone scale, sounds

The
Koith-rs.”
•tlS'SSarnrtfrU. “Collins AH something
p s
decided to do
Reserves
7
(.ui K
our*y,
‘
..ui.iance of Mrs. Harris

composer of

“The Messiah’

OI Pose r
of
?
nlavPrt ? Ufc

Jhn

r

thi

Winner

of Scales

in Class

TT
0I
v 8 like

tf get my new copy of The
about piano playing children
ETrnB a wT /read
i.wwpr some of your puzzles. I
also ti
vnll.Ml "A UttliVO n mu.- Hi'-™ good name for
am send1 p -H,
fiiink that is a
Song.”
ke it for it was written just
DEAR

-Tt

S
1

Scales form the melody in a piece, whether It
is a difficult or an easy piece. The practice
of scales helps with technic and gives musical
quality to playing. There is one important
point in playing scales; they must be played
smoothly, with accuracy; and after they are
learned speed can be added. If this is not accomplished, there is a hitch or limp in the
passage. When scales are played rhythmically
they are fascinating to the listener and to the
interpreter. If a pupil studying music does
not have the scale background, or preparation,
all the musical ideas in the piece are wasted.
So, as I said before, the scales are the most
important part of music study.

Anna Gounairs (Age

Honorable Mention for Novem
ber Essay on Scales:
Coramae

Walter;

Elinor

son; Georgia Woodhill;
Louis Van Clieff:
Mae Medill; Basiliki Leopold.

Answers
1,

J o;

to

Anna

Musical Antiques’

Old Folks at Home; 2, Old Black
In Old Madrid; 4, Grandfather’s

3,

Old
5, Old Dog Tray; 6. The
Oaken Bucket; 7, Little Old Lady; 8,
The Old Refrain; 9, My Old Kentucky
Home; 10, Long, Long Ago.
Clock;

FEBRUARY,

1943

1

Fro

Margaret

yuade; Harriet Munn; Daisy Simpson; Helen
beligman; Larimar
Davidson; Hilda Cawan;
Edith Fltz; Arthur Hinchcliff; Madeleine Wil-

13).

Georgia

1

Goertz;
woodman; Louis Bonelli; Barbara
Davis; Eva
uazzaniga; Yvonne
Morin; Martha W. Duval;
Barbara June Harris; Rachel Fay Armstrong;
Mary Jane Shrewsbury;
Marjorie Ann Pettit;
Ann Singley; Elfrida Trautman; Bill Shraft;
caul
Alcock;
_
Bonita rciicumiii
Perfeman; Donald Me

B)

scales are a very Important part of music.
call them the back bone of music.

You might

Symphony”:

/'

"Lohengrin”-

right
.
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Novem-

Honorable Mention for
Puzzle:
ber, Beethoven
Joy Streyffeler; Martha Raley;
,
K
aI win-ash'
J°
Doris Peck; Marjorie Pettit;
Mar !i w Diival; Coramae Walter; Mary Jane
^ MaSiore;
M Bg
Rosaria
Klrsh: Louis Bonelli;
mg

Shrewsbmy.
Ruth Maty Bla^o; Nancy

Callirrlloe Nakos;

Th< Murdock' Evelyn
* ^p
ie
Ma
»Snrtrv Kitty

Mary

j e an Noyes; Anna
Masters; John Barnes;

Hansen; Dorothy ElDerstlne;
AHies Kockfelder: Mildred Marcella
Mover: Virginia Whitaker:
Wray White: Henrietta
McMullen:
Basel ia Mae Brink: Xna Perry.

Ha,y

™

M

?,.

EUrlers;

Hiijtlu

-

Wagner's
1813

The Importance

of Scales

(Prize winner in Class

C)

Scales are of the greatest importance throughout the study of music. In order to play any
Instrument well tire study of scales must be
achieved. It is well for those who are studying
music to know that Mozart insisted on his
students playing the scales perfectly.
The scales are the base of all compositions.
The key signature is taken from the number
of fiats or sharps in the scale.
Many students will play the piano for about
half an hour and then say they are tired. This
is because of the lack of practicing scales.
Runs can not be played smoothly without
the knowledge of scales, to be familiar with
the correct notes and to get the proper tone.
Mr. Kelenyi said in one of his articles in
The Etude, "It Is quite impossible to play
Mozart. Haydn or Beethoven without a fluent

mastery of scales.”

Nancy Jean Noyes (Age

11).

Pennsylvania

Sixtieth

Anniversary

—February,

Beelbc

Minnesota

3

5.

MONTH

ofi Cjoocl

id do n
do of pape
avc anyone copy your work foi
schools are requested to hold a
tries (two for each class),
liich do not meet these requirci

1

’

tion.

:

Puzzle

f t he followi ng words, when
.
occurrinc t^^Sed. wl11 Eive an anniversary
a
S erS
™n nTvefsary
2.

conon
page in a future issue of The
Etude. The thirty next best contributors
rating
honorable
will be given a
of
mentheir

hundred and fifty words,
appear in upper left come
of youi pap :r. If you need more than

Contributioi

upp

°orrectlv arro

Words as well

and

this

-CONTEST RULES
1.

winners

tributions will appear

SUBJECT FOR THIS

Helen: I like waltzes and I like to
says,
waltz, too. Now the book
"Many years passed again, and
of
during President Wilson's term
a terrible
office America entered
war in Europe, from which our solheroic
diers came back to America
of
heritage
our
now
And
victors.

it.

the book says, “By this time

subject,

correct

their waltzes in turn)

;

Contest

and
answers to
puzzles. Contest is open to all boys and
girls under eighteen years of age, whether
a Junior Club member or not. Contestants
are grouped according to age as follows

on a given
for

ica forever

the° waltz, Which
which is now considered
very graceful Ui
dance, had been
introduced to America, and waltzes
became popular everywhere

by

George: I can play the Blue Danube
by Strauss. (Enter Nancy).
Nancy: Who said something about
playing a waltz? So can I play a
waltz, alid a very beautiful one by
Chopin. (They go to piano and play

Helen: That's fine,
boys. I’d like hisyory

Doll’s Waltz,

can play the

I

Class A, fifteen to eighteen years of age
Class
B, twelve to fifteen ; Class
C, under twelve years.
Names of all of the prize

Junior Etude

original stories or essays

Soe:

a nd play)

How

I

The Junior Etude will
award three worth while
prizes each month for the
most interesting and

1883

Puzzle

Prize winners for Beethoven puzzle:
Class A, Adeline Niclaus (Age 15)
New Jersey.
Class B, Marjorie Hoffeld (Age 14)
Missouri.
Class C, Annolyn Jean- Howick (Age
9) District of Columbia.
Some of the answers received con,

tained rather original ideas on the

number of Beethoven’s compositions.
He wrote five piano concertos yet one
answer gave

34;

he wrote 32 piano

sonatas, though the number given in
a few answers varied from 27 to 50!

However, some books on Beethoven
include the sonatinas in the number
of sonatas, making the number 38 instead of 32; and answers which gave
that number can not be considered
wrong, although they could not bring
the correct final answer, 1800, the year
in which he wrote his first symphony.

Answers

to

Beelb oven Puzzle:

6 (Ludwig), plus 4 (Bonn), plus 1770 (year of

birth), plus 9 symphonies), minus 32 (sonaage (57), minus 5 (piano concertos),
minus 9 (symphonies) gives 1800, the year in
which he wrote his first symphony.
tas), plus

lumor Etude Red Ci OSS Blankets
Knitted squares for the Red Cross blankets
have recently been received from Richard
M. Winters; Harriet Martin; Patsy Cox; Mary
Ann Little; Rita McKerley; Joan Ffloyd;
Miriam C. Varnedoe; Anna Blackwell; Mary
Belle Shannon; Frances Darndorf.
:

—

THE COVER FOR THIS MONTH— Although

giades you mention, for examination.
After your program has been selected,

dramatic circumstances surround the
and works-of many famous Russian
composers, not one ever had a more
dramatic introduction of his music to
the world at large than the contemporary
Soviet composer, Dmitri Shostakovich.
Millions heard the radio broadcast of his
now famous “Stalingrad” Symphony,
and behind the dramatic premiere presentation were the circumstances under
which it was written, the procedure of
transferring the manuscript to photographic film, and the flying of it out of
Russia to make it available to orchestras
in the United States.
It is a very recent portrait of this
young Russian composer which is presented on the front cover of this issue of
The Etude, and an imaginative background, symbolizing the terrible ordeals
of war met so bravely by the fighting
forces and the people of Soviet Russia,
serves to indicate that in the midst of
shot and shell, bombings and fire, Shostakovich has held true to the statement
he made when he volunteered for service
in the Peoples Army at Leningrad. He
then declared, “I am ready and will
spare neither life nor strength to fulfill
any order.” Also in a letter written at the
time of his enlistment he stated, “With
lives

you may send the remaining copies back
at once, or retain them as a convenient
studio stock until the end of the
teaching season. In either case full
credit will
be

allowed upon the return of the music.
If, for novelty
and variety, you wish to
present a recital in the form
of a musical
playlet or sketch, we hasten
to recom-

mend such engaging

me

lives of famous
C/izZd Mozart by

are available for examination
be included if you wish.
a
we su gge st that you send for
vn „5
1 ln
g recita 1 and concert material
at nnrp S that
you can have ample time
in wh- l. ?
’

™

t'll

1943

r,f

the earliest possible time.

OFFERS
All of the books in this list arc in
preparation for publication. The
low Advance Offer Cash Prices apply only to orders placed NOW.
Delivery (postpaid) will be made
when the books are published.
Paragraphs describing each publication appear oji these pages.

Korsakow, Tschaikowsky, Liadoff, Glazounoff, Scriabin, Rubinstein, Prokofieff,
Stravinski, and Rachmaninoff.

Album

— For

of Duets

KoHImann

—

Bach
Favorite
Favorite

Hymns

.

— Piano

Coit-Bampton
Duet

Richter

Movements from the Great
Levine
Symphonies
.Monger
Ensemble Album
Parts, Each
Piano Conductor
Best-Known
of the World's
Portraits
First

ability as a pianist, indicating that hig

“playing

Three

Studies for

Czerny studies which were composed for
both hands in the treble. A very satisfactory solution to this problem can be
found, however, in The Child’s Czerny,
which contains many of the easier Czerny
studies, transposed and rearranged for
the treble and bass clefs. The keys, for
the most part, have been limited to C,
and G, and common rhythmic figures

F,

predominate. The excellent fingering and
editing are proof of the compiler’s ability

and musicianship.
The book will appear in the popular
oblong form, and will contain more than
forty studies bearing imaginative titles.

In addition, there are many attractive
illustrations interspersed throughout the

volume.
single copy of this fine book

142

—

.

Richter

certs.

may

be

ordered now at our special advance of
publication cash price of 25 cents, postpaid. Orders will be filled as soon as the
book comes from the press.
the
seasons in the church year, none is so
filled with joyous hope as that of Eastertide. Following, as it does, the sacrificial
days of Lent, its very dawning brings
heartening assurance, ever new, that all
w be well and that the happiness of
lasting peace lies ahead.
Since Lenten and Easter services are
mainly musical in content, it would seem
advisable to plan them as far in advance
as possible, for the choice of the right
music determines to a great extent the
success of the events. The scarcity of
time for rehearsals and the possible difAcuities from the shortage of male voices
make a forceful argument for early decisions. Too, the fact that delayed deliveries could result from the Present overtaxed condition of our postal system

m

programs of choir

that the regular teaching season
has
passed the half-way mark, there soon
will be active preparation, in
studios
everywhere, for spring recitals and conperiod

.

LENTEN AND EASTER MUSIC— Of

making up

*

Brahms
Piano

of

and organ music, our expert staff stands
ready to assist. From the comprehensive
catalogs of the Theodore Presser Co., the
Oliver Ditson Co., and The John Church
Co., we are prepared to supply
useful
materials of all kinds, and it would
give
us great pleasure to make suggestions for
your programs if you will but tell us of
your needs. A letter explaining your
plans, and addressed to the
Theodore

SPRING CONCERTS AND RECITALS—Now

as a creative musician.”

HIE CHILD’S CZERNY — Selected

A

—

— ror

Little Pigs

Presser’s famous Mail Order Service
is
always at your command. In the matter
your

Presser Co., will bring immediate
response in the form of a package of
music
made up to meet your requirements
After you have made a choice, you
may
return for full credit all unused
music
Under this plan you also may examine
music for piano, vocal solo and ensemble
violin, and many other
classifications’
Give us a trial and we shall convince
you
of the advantages we offer.

Organ and Plano

of Favorite First Position Pieces
For Viola and Piano
Felton
Cathedral Echoes For Organ.
Arnold
Child's Czerny
Childhood Days of Famous Composers

Album

Musicians
Lieurance
Singing Children of the Sun.
Lemont
Sixteen Short Etudes
Songs of My Country For Piano Richter
Symphonic Skeleton Scores Katzner
No. 8, Symphony No. 3 in F Major

skill

should be considered. So we urge you to
plan your Lenten and Easter music at

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION

with
creative spirit demonstrated in his compositions is a worthy
addition to the long list of renowned Russian composers which from the time of
Glinka includes such names as: Balakireff, Moussorgsky, Cui, Borodin, Rimsky-

the Piano Beginner— Compiled, by Hugh
Arnold— With the advent of the “treble
and bass from the start” idea, it has become a problem for most teachers to fit
into the beginners schedule the easier

““

SlSn

3d

arms in hand or sharpened creative pen
will give my all for defense of our
great Fatherland.” Surely a man of this
the great

compares favorably with his

composers; and The
Ellsworth Coit

Lottie

and Ruth Bampton, a
biographical story
o
e lead aloud
and with occasional
be played by the students.

pieces to
Se
.
or
and will

spirit,

known of which are his Fifth and Seventh, he has written a number of piano
works, perhaps best known of which are
his “Concerto” and his “24 Preludes, Op.
34.” His second opera,
“Lady Macbeth
of the District of Mzensk”, created quite
a sensation at its New York presentation
in 1935. He also has written music for a
number of films and for stage productions of “Hamlet” and “King Lear.”
Critics have acclaimed Shostakovich’s

works as In

little

tae Candy Shop, Birds
of All Feathers,
and From Many Lands, all by Mildred
Adair; Musical Playlets
for Young People by James Francis
Cooke, based on

I

Dmitri Shostakovich was born in St.
Petersburg, September 25, 1906. Besides
Shostakovich’s
symphonies,
the
best

™

J

all

The

of planning

and mak-

ing up the program will have terminated
in earnest application and assiduous
study.

On
there

average student’s schedule
nothing comparable in impor-

the
is

tance to his participation in recital.

And

this is as it should be, for certainly
there
no better opportunity for his achievenients to be judged by his associates. In
view of this, the teacher should
make
every effort to provide the young artist
with the right music to play— the pieces
best calculated to bring out the
good
points of his playing. In so doing, the
teacher in a large measure assures the
success of the recital.
Now is a good time to give the efficient
Theodore Presser Co. staff an opportunity to assist with your various projects,
is

A letter telling us something of your
class, the number, grades, etc., will
help
immeasurably in getting your spring program under way. Our wide experience in
matters of this kind will work to your
best advantage. In case you plan a formal program, we can readily supply you

with a quantity of material, suited to the
Advertisement
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tian Soldiers; Lead Kindly Light; Sweet
Hour of Prayer; and Abide with Me. One
verse of the hymn is provided in both
Primo and Secondo parts.
A single copy of this unusually practical and serviceable book may now be
ordered in advance of publication for the
cash price of 35 cents, postpaid. Copy-

To be sure of a first-off-the-press
copy, place your order now at the special
low advance of publication cash price of

right restrictions limit the sale to the
United States and its possessions.

young pianists should want

k k
k
FAVORITE MOVEMENTS FROM TIIE

GREAT SYMPHONIES — Compiled by Henry

—Many

average pianists have long
cherished the desire to play the beautiful
symphonies that are heard in concert
and on the radio. Their hopes now may
be realized for here is a collection of difficult ^classical music arranged by Henry
Levine so that it may be played by the
pianist of limited attainments. Mr. Levine is well qualified to make piano arrangements of this beautiful music as he
not only is a successful teacher but a concert pianist of note. His piano transcriptions of such favorites as Gershwin’s
Rhapsody in Blue; Youman’s Tea for
Two; and Romberg’s Desert Song are
Levine

v ery

well

known, as is his collection
Themes from the Great Piano Concertos, recently published
by this comP a ny. Included in this soon-to-be -pubvolume will be the Funeral March
from Beethoven’s “Eroica Symphony,"
and the Choral Theme from his “9th
lished

Symphony in d Minor”; Schumann's
Romanza from “Symphony No. 4 in D
nor’’;

Brahms’ Introduction to the
Finttle and
the Finale from “Symphony
No. 1, i n c
Minor”; and the Finale from

Symphony No. 6,” Op. 74 (Pathetique)
by Tschaikowsky,
as well as the familiar
naante from Haydn’s “Surprise

Sym-

phony."
/^Pe pedalling,
fingering, and phrasing
hese numbers
been cai'efully

has
worked out and
clearly indicated in order

° btam the
very best effect. The serious
student as well as the home player
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of interest in this collectinn
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of publication
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SONGS OF MY COUNTRY Arranged for
Ado Richie—With patriotic
Piano by
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limited to the
possessions.

United States and

CHILDHOOD DAYS OF FAMOUS COMOSERS—THE CHILD BACII, by Lottie
Ellsworth Coil
Joint work of

cators,

this

and Ruth Hampton—'The
two well-known music edu-

book,

like

its

predecessor,

The Child Mozart, will serve many educational and recreational purposes. First
of all it will
ical reading

pictures

provide inspiring biographfor young musicians, with

and music

to

illustrate

and

Solo arrangements of four of
Bach’s better known pieces will be included along with a duet, all brought
within the playing ability of the young
pianist.
Secondly, complete directions
will be given for dramatizing and visualizing the story, including the construcverify.

miniature, of a scene based on
an event in the life of this great composer. This feature offers unique recital
possibilities
to teachers interested in
doing something “different.” Finally, a
list of Bach recordings especially appealing to children will be included. This will
offer valuable suggestions in arranging
music appreciation programs. Conforming with the series style, this forthcoming book will be issued in oblong shape
with a colorful cover.
tion, in

air,

it
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more elaborate presentations with
speaking parts or pantomime are pro

for

vided. Many attractive illustrations, useful for “busy work” in a class procedure,
serve also as a guide for staging.
Such a book, introduced in the right
will do much to maintain interest
in i-Vio.
rocriilav Ipccnn
periods,
or nrnr.T.iP.p
practice nprinns.
lesson nr
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the regular
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ALBUM OF DUETS FOR ORGAN AND
PIANO, Arranged by Clarence Kohlmann—
Mr. Kohlmann’s genius for arrangement
again manifests itself in this excellent
compilation, one of the first of its kind
to be made available. With its rich musical content, it will hold an important
place with players of these instruments,
both in the home and in church services,
recitals, etc.

The steadily increasing use of organ
and piano music has centered a light on
the scarcity of materia! published for
the two instruments together. As a reKohlmann has prepared this
book with special consideration as to
usefulness and general adaptability. Con-guently it will adordnot only excellent
material for church use, but its pages
also will reveal some splendid arrangements of standard recital and concert
favorites. Among the works to be included are the melodious and always
popular Ave Maria, by Schubert; Brahms’
inspired Andante from the First Symphony”; Saint-Saens’ graceful The Sivan;
Tschaikowsky’s Andante from the “Fifth
Symphony”; The Almond Tree by Schumann; a fantasy each on Easter themes

^^

to see him thoroughly
explore the possibilities of the Hammond
Organ as it came into prominence. Incidentally, the last years of his life found
playing a Hammond Organ in a

was no surprise

him

Philadelphia church, where again he delighted in evolving new effects and adapting favorite numbers to the new instrument.
Mr. Felton’s excellent reputation will
be sustained by this new publication. His
customary taste and insight are here
again reflected in the carefully chosen
numbers making up the contents. Among
the forty-two numbers to be found in
this collection are Grieg’s lovely Morning Mood, and the plaintive The Last
Spring; the Adagio from Beethoven’s
“Moonlight Sonata”; Handel’s Hornpipe
from the “Water Music”; the Alleluia
by Mozart; the Prelude from Wagner’s
“Tristan and Isolde”; the Andante from
Tschaikowsky’s “Sixth Symphony”; and
a number of other arranged as well as
original compositions.
Prior to publication, a single copy of
Cathedral Echoes may be ordered at the
low cash price of 60 cents, postpaid, delivery to be made as soon as the book is
released. The sale is restricted, however,
to the United States and its possessions.

SINGING CHILDREN OF THE SUN-/I Book
of Indian Songs for Unison Singing, by
Thurlow Lieurnnce Here is a brand new
book of Indian songs by the well-known
contemporary composer Thurlow Lieurance, whose beautiful By the Water oj
Minnetonka has been heard by concertgoers and radio-listeners the world over.
His reputation as a recorder of Indian
melodies is widespread, and in this book
are presented several songs never before
published, namely Leaf Bird; Spring
and Christmas hymns; and numbers by Along the Yellowstone; Indian Love
Beethoven,
Gluck,
and
others.
Song; and It is Spring all of which will
Bach,
The compiler and arranger of this be real "finds” for those who are interCiu the
blit
famed ao
as the
cue organist at
ested in Indian folk lore and those who
is inmcvi
book
UUUB. 13
wonderful Ocean Grove Auditorium, are planning spring programs. Other
where his skill and musicianship have songs included in the collection are: By
contributed notably to the success of the Singing Waters; Wi-um; Love Song:
meetings. Thousands of worshipers from Among the Reeds; Chant of the Corn
Grinders; Where the Blue Heron Nests;
all parts of America have heard him
play at these services and have returned Ski-bi-bi-la; and By the Waters of Minhome immeasurably impressed with the netonka.
Arranged for unison singing these
beauty of his work.
In advance of publication a single copy songs will find wide usage among schools
for assembly singing, community sings,
of this Album of Duets for Organ and
Piano may be ordered at the low cash and service gatherings. This book will be
published in the convenient “community
price of 40 cents postpaid, or the two
copies necessary for performance may be song book” size, and will include proordered for 80 cents postpaid. The sale, gram notes to give interesting data on
however, is restricted to the United the American Indian background of the
lovely melodies. During the period of
States and its possessions.
publication, a single copy of this book
CATHEDRAL ECHOES, An Organ Collection may be ordered for 20 cents, cash, postpaid. Delivery will be made as soon as
with Hammond Registration, Compiled and
Arranged by William M. Felton Gifted the copies are received from the press.
and accomplished as he was in diverse
PORTRAITS OF THE WORLD’S BESTfields of musical endeavor, William Felton made an enviable name for himself KNOWN MUSICIANS, With Thumb-Nail Bioas composer, editor, arranger, organist, graphical Sketches— Our biographical referand teacher. His remarkable understand- ence works on noted composers, music
ing and authoritative approach in all pedagogs, artist performers, conductors,
matters musical gave him a position and influential patrons of music are of
good value to all lovers of music, and
unique, to say the least.
The outstanding success of his book, this forthcoming reference book has a
At the Console, was a source of real special feature of presenting a portrait
satisfaction to him and inspired this of every noted music person represented
therein. Dates often are hard to retain,
second compilation of the same type.
led
inquisitive
mind
him
but the average portrait once seen usuFelton’s
Mr.
ally remains as a mental picture, and
into many hours of investigation. The
tonal resources of the organ, the com- from such a picture some idea is gained
binations and effects possible, and the of the period in which the individual
lived, and his or her face often indicates
sources
of
conwere
registration
art of
t.n him. Conseauentlv.
Consequently, after pronounced national or racial characterinterest to
stunt interest,
his long experience as pipe organist, it istics. In round figures there are about
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4,500 portraits to be included in this book,
accompanied by brief paragraphs giving
a few highlights on the personage, supplying wherever available places and
dates of birth, and on those not living,
places and dates of death.
Portraits and biographical information
will run in alphabetical sequence, but
indexes will group composers native to
or residing in the United States under
the respective states in which they were
born or in which they lived or live.
Mr. Guy C. McCoy, an Assistant Editor on the staff of The Etude Music
Magazine is the editor-in-chief of this
notable forthcoming publication. For a
real bargain send your subscription for
a copy of this book to be sent to you as
soon as published. The advance of pub-

lication cash price, postpaid,

is $1.00.

SYMPHONIC SKELETON SCORE,

No. 8.
in F Major, by Brahms—
Guide for Radio or Concert, by
Of great value to all who
love the symphonies are these splendid
analyses of great works as outlined by
Violet Katzner. In preparing this latest
addition to the series, the author first
discusses its general form, then analyzes
the work with regard to introductions,
themes, repetitions, etc. Then the music
itself is studied by means of the melody
line only extracted from the complete
score and actually given on a single staff.
The entire work is thus presented and
special care is taken to point out, along
with the melody, the instrument or instruments which carry it so that the listener easily can follow a rendition either
in concert or on records. Every change
of tempo is noted in its proper place and,
in fact, every detail important to the listener’s enjoyment is covered.
As well as being enjoyable to the listener, this series is splendid for use in
Music Appreciation or Music Form
Classes because it so thoroughly covers
the material in a clear, concise way, and
is so inexpensive to buy. The following
Symphonic Skeleton Scores are already
published and now available for the
small sum of 35 cents each: Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony in C Minor; Tschaikowski’s
Fourth and Sixth Symphonies;
Franck’s D Minor Symphony; Brahms’
First Symphony in C Minor; Schubert’s
Unfinished Symphony in B Minor; and
Mozart’s
Minor Symphony.
Symphonic Skeleton Score, No. 8
Johannes Brahms’ Symphony No. 3 in F
Major now in preparation, may be ordered at the special advance of publication cash price of 25 cents, postpaid, for
a single copy. Delivery will be made as
soon as the book is released from the

Symphony No. 3
Listener’s

Violet Katzncr

—

G

press.

*
FIRST ENSEMBLE ALBUM-For All Band
and Orchestra Instruments, Arranged by
Howard S. Mongcr-Here is a unique work

which should be a source of satisfaction
to all instrumentalists who aspire to ensemble playing. The material included
primarily
in this collection is designed
and Quartets
to be used for Duets, Trios,
without
of like instruments, with or

also
Piano accompaniment, but it may
Orbe employed in larger ensembles of
method
chestra and Band. Hence, this
of the
of arrangement amplifies the scope

work

considerably.

In the majority of instances the books
contain four harmony parts, A, B, C,
all
and D. These parts correspond in
instrubooks so that any two or more
Treble
ments, for instance, reading in the

144

Clef, may play together, each performer
selecting a different harmony part in his
book. Parts A and B would be used for
Duets; A, B, and C for Trios; and parts
A, B, C, and D for Quartets. This would
apply most effectively to small groups
composed of such instruments as B-flat
Clarinets, B-flat Trumpets, and E-flat
Saxophones, as they sound the same
pitch at “Concert.” The Piano accompaniment serves to blend the various
tone colors into a unified whole. The
above are merely suggestions; many other
combinations are shown in the Piano
Conductor book.
The collection contains 19 familiar selections; such as Largo by Dvorak, Home
on the Range, Theme from Finlandia
by Sibelius, Dark Eyes, Juanita, Skater’s
Waltz by Waldteufel, Country Gardens,
and Aloha Oe, as well as some inspiring
patriotic songs and best-loved hymns.
Parts are provided for players of all
band and orchestra instruments. There
will be books containing four harmony
parts in score form for Flutes, B-flat
Clarinets (Bass Clarinet ad lib.) B-flat
Trumpets (Cornets), E-flat Alto Saxophones (E-flat Baritone Saxophone ad
lib.). Trombones or Baritones, F Horns
(English Horn) E-flat Horns (Altos or

SEND THE ETUDE TO YOUR MAN IN THE
SERVICE— Thousands of men now in the
Service many miles from home formerly
found one of their chief joys in music.
Judging by many letters we have received
from such men, they will welcome a copy
of The Etude with the latest ideas in
music. Many have little opportunity to
touch an instrument but there is nothing
like The Etude to keep up their musical
interest. Their friends and parents will
rejoice in the chance to give them this
unique delight.

We are making a very special offer on
subscriptions to men in the Service—

Ole
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Veililuic

Q

of
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•*-jprin cj

A

motto runs: "March

Slavic

vestibule of Spring." The
is

filled

is

the

March Etude

with the splendid spirit of
the

new-born year. You
brilliant

will be thrilled with
features in this coming issue.

$2.00 for one
single copy of

year— or we will send a
The Etude to any Service
at any military address in the
United States, postpaid, for
25
Just en-

Man

close $2.00 for a
year’s subscription or
for a single issue and

address your

i
letter
to

Etude Service to Service Men,

1712 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
to give accurate and carefully

Be sure
written

names and

addresses.
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copy of the new

premium
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Mellophones) Violins, Violas, and Cellos.
Books with two harmony parts will be
provided for D-flat Piccolos, Oboes, Bassoons, B-flat Saxophones, and E-flat
Clarinets. In one book there will be the
bass part for String Bass, Tubas, or
Basses; and in another, a percussion
book, parts for Timpani, Drums and Bell
Lyra. Suggestions for effective ensem-

catalog,

describing and

fflus-

bles are given in the Conductor’s Score

tiatmg the splendid
merchandise that
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m'ed through selling subscrip,
,° ^ HE Exude. Remember for each
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one point credit is
allowed on any of
these articles.
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A single copy of any or all of the
seventeen books listed above may be ordered now at our special advance of
publication cash price of 15 cents each
for the Instrumental books and 35 cents
for the Conductor’s Score (Piano) book.
Copyright restrictions limit the sale of
this collection to the United States and
its

MARJORIE LAWRENCE

WITII-

we are glad to announce the
of The Risen Christ, by
Louise E. Stairs. Delivery of this new
to advance subscribers is now being
made and copies will be available at
rehearsals,
publication

work

your local music store or directly from
the publishers. The special advance of
publication cash price, of course, is now
withdrawn.
The Risen Christ, as described in these
columns last month, is a beautiful new
cantata for volunteer choir. Its eleven
numbers include eight choruses and solos
for

and
and

soprano, contralto, tenor, baritone,
bass, as well as duets for soprano

and soprano and tenor. The
beauty of the music and text
this new work particularly suitable for an Easter sunrise service. Presenting no difficulties for the average
alto,

innate

makes

stirred through and through
by this story of a little Australian
who. inspired by The Etude, rises to girl
star0,
Metropolitan, then is
?to death's
j
door by illness, but by brought
dint of
great courage, recovers to enter the
concert field with splendid triumphs. This
is
a rare article which no reader of
Thee
Etude can afford to miss.

Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, most distinguished
American woman composer, famed for her
splendid musical breadth and fine common
sense, has given us an article which appeals not only to young composers but to
all music lovers as well.

TRAINING THE PIANO
STUDENT’S

HAND
m

0
ed
uch fr °
g
the Poetical
?r tYJl^f
™? Florence
ai
tides of Miss
Leonard American representative of the famous Rudolf
Breithaupt. This is one of her most enlightening articles. It has fine illustra-

™

tions.

TWENTY YEARS OF
PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPANYING
Stuart Ross, whose pianistic backgrounds
to the concerts of many outstanding artists have brought him wide fame, writes
about the art which is of great interest to

many

60 cents.

Harpid Berkley, formerly of the faculty
of the Institute of Musical. Art. has taken
up the very practical problem of some of
the thousands of young musicians now in
our military forces. What he has to say is

IN

THE ARMY

of a very directly helpful nature.

THE MUSIC TEACHER'S HAND BOOK

THE SPIRIT OF MUSIC
Are you getting the fun you ought to get
from your music study? Arnold M. G.
Wilton tells how music may become
one
ol the most engrossing sports in the
world.

1712 Chestnut

St.

Phila.,

Pa.
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THE VIOLINIST

Contains lists and illustrations of Studio Supplies,
Teachers' Business Helps, Diploma and Certificate Forms, Medals and Musical Jewelry suitable
for awards and gifts for music students, etc.
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THE “HOW” OF CREATIVE
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WILLIAMS
"Year by Year"

at the piano
AND ENLARGED EDITION

Piano Course

To an already invaluable work the author has in this “new” First Year at the
Piano added much material representing new developments in piano teaching,
including numerous charts and other aids. Utilizing both clefs from the outset,
it stands as
one of the most important introductions to piano study available.
Newly engraved and set up, this book is indeed “a worthy successor to its
worthy self”, and students of all ages will continue to find it the ideal first book.
are
In it Mr. Williams’
remarkable pedagogical experience and sound reasoning
smooth
clearly reflected,
and
result is that, from the very beginning,

perfect sequence these volumes
proceed from the most elementary
keyboard work of the "first year" to
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AND OTHER INTERESTHOLDING AND RESULT-PRODUCING WILLIAMS BOOKS
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THEODORE PRESSER

This Second Yeah
at the p IflN0 continues logically from the first book with
specal emphasis
on the playing of pieces. It is copiously annotated throughout,
ana helpful
suggestions as to the most beneficial study of each piece and exercise are
numbers are
offered. Preparatory
exercises to the more technical
included
- A variety of excellent teaching pieces by various composers, repre-ntmg many styles
.Price, $1.00
of work, are utilized to carry the pupil along.

Everything
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Music Publications

CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
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"On Approval" Examination

Privileges

Cheerfully Extended to Teachers
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THIRD year AT THE PIANO

This book takes
lighter
the student into the playing of the easier classics and
‘We pieces. The work
number of exercises
here again involves about an equal
nd Pieces along
An
with the author’s hints on the most advantageous practice.
.resting assortment
phases of technic,of finger exercises covering various
are:
interspersed
throughout the book. Among the composers represented
^ ncone,
Price, $1.00
Koelling, Chopin, Heller, etc
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•

FOURTH YEAR

at the piano

special conWilliams’ Fourth
Year at the Piano has been planned with
eratmn for technical
delightful and mteradvancement. While a number of
excellent toammgm
C6S are “Pained
in this work, it also provides
3
sustained chords, etc.
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use
best
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emanations to the student on certain points are especially appropriate.
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BEGINNER’S PIANO

BOOK

(NEW, REVISED EDITION

•

“Teen-age” high school students as well as other more mature beginners want different and faster progressing material than usually utilized for juveniles. Here is
just the book for such “olden beginners.” It begins, as it naturally should, with
the identification of the notes and their corresponding keys on the piano. The first
pages show interesting charts and diagrams and are given over to thorough instruction in the fundamentals. The work, however, advances more rapidly than is customary with books for younger beginners with suggestions and explanations to the
point always. An important feature of the book is the group of attractive pieces and
folk songs, which have been arranged especially for the pianist in this grade. The
work covered in this book normally would require, for younger students, the
Price, $1.00
better part of two years
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STILL AVAILABLE,
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TUNES FOR TINY TOTS
(NEW, ILLUSTRATED EDITION

FIFTH YEAR at the piano
YeAr at the Piano, Mr. Williams concentrates largely on mterpreand carefully prepared analyses of the various pieces in the
a Special
interpretive points,
feature.
clear understanding of many
iefnl
„
11 pian
to the authors mstrucms -JVUable ° Paying, will come of close attention of this book and many
technical material is involved in the study
tractiv e
.Price, $1.0
Pieces, largely
from the later composers, are included.
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most engaging preparatory book for

pre-school
book enjoys a richly deserved popularity the country over. Right from the begin
ing there is direct association of the notes with the keys of the piano, both clefs
being used. Playing progress is made by means of little melodies and exercises,
many with entertaining texts. The author’s study suggestions are invaluable additions. There are also helpful diagrams and charts and entertaining pen and ink
Price, 75c
sketches illustrating the numerous pieces, which can be colored
pupils, this

(SPECIAL SPANISH EDITION— With
translated by Placido de Montollu

“happy

text and music
—PRICE,
75 CENTS
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Contents
Ardent Marigolds
Edna B. Griebel
At Dawning (I Love You) Charles Wakefield Cadman

Autumn Reverie
Brooklet, The
Cathedral at Twilight, The
Coming of Spring, The

W. Lemont

J.

C. Bartlett

Clarence

Kohlmann

-An Outstanding

Manney

Carl Wilhelm Kern

Frederick A. Williams
Ralph Federer
H. Alexander Matthews
H. Engelmann
Stanford King

Temple Dance

Homer Grunn
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SAiiATH DAY MUSIC
Compiled

Eugene Cowles

Russian Dance
Spring Morning

collection will reveal the secret

John Kirtland
Cedric

Charles Fonteyn

Juggler, The
March of Progress
On Silver Skates
Pines, The

new

of .ts immediate success with pianists
everywhere. Only outstanding copyrighted
piano pieces and fine pianist, c arrangements
of copyrighted song favorites have
been included. The quality and variety of
these selections are such as will appeal
to the average pianist and make this
collection a most worthwhile
addition to
every home and studio library. Editing,
printing, and binding are
in the usual
superior Ditson manner.

Bernard Wagness
Sarah Ball Brouwers

Dream, A
Enchanted Gardens
Forgotten
Jeunesse

glance at the contents of this distinctive

l,

y John Carroll Randolph

This excellent compilation can
be used the year round
pieces of

medium

grade, all carefully
selectecf for
its excellence
for
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PIANO CLASSICS
Over 200 Pages of Superb Music
The all-embracing contents of this generous and notable
volume represent more than two hundred years of musical
composition covering a wide variety of moods. From Handel
Rachmaninoff,
right down to the composers of our own time
Sibelius, Chaminade, Elgar the great masters speak through
pages of musical favorites. The editors include such wellas Clough-Leighter, Joseffy, Goetschius,
Among the contents are: Arago-

known musicians

Philipp, Orth, and others.

(Massenet), Capriccio, in A
Minor (Peons) (Arensky), Gigue (Danse Antique) (Godard), The Music Box (Liadow), Playera (Granados), Procession of the Sardar (From “Caucasian Sketches”) (Ippolitoff-Ivanoff)
Scherzino (Moszkowski) Scherzo 1, in B-flat
(Schubert), Solfeggietto (C. P. E. Bach), Vcdse, in A-flat
naise

distinctive
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IMPOSITIONS for the organ
Compiled
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(From “Ballet du Cid”)
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and unusual musical worth. Along
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antl Mallly
Franck
Mr. Elmore has proudly represented such
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American composers as
Candlyn, Diggle, McCollin, and
Stoughton.
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